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ABSTRACT

AGGREGATING PRIVATE AND PUBLIC WEB ARCHIVES USING THE MEMENTITY FRAMEWORK

Matthew R. Kelly
Old Dominion University, 2019
Director: Dr. Michele C. Weigle

Web archives preserve the live Web for posterity, but the content on the Web one cares about may not be preserved. The ability to access this content in the future requires the assurance that those sites will continue to exist on the Web until the content is requested and that the content will remain accessible. It is ultimately the responsibility of the individual to preserve this content, but attempting to replay personally preserved pages segregates archived pages by individuals and organizations of personal, private, and public Web content. This is misrepresentative of the Web as it was. While the Memento Framework may be used for inter-archive aggregation, no dynamics exist for the special consideration needed for the contents of these personal and private captures.

In this work we introduce a framework for aggregating private and public Web archives. We introduce three “mementities” that serve the roles of the aforementioned aggregation, access control to personal Web archives, and negotiation of Web archives in dimensions beyond time, inclusive of the dimension of privacy. These three mementities serve as the foundation of the Mementity Framework. We investigate the difficulties and dynamics of preserving, replaying, aggregating, propagating, and collaborating with live Web captures of personal and private content. We offer a systematic solution to these outstanding issues through the application of the framework. We ensure the framework’s applicability beyond the use cases we describe as well as the extensibility of reusing the mementities for currently unforeseen access patterns. We evaluate the framework by justifying the mementity design decisions, formulaically abstracting the anticipated temporal and spatial costs, and providing reference implementations, usage, and examples for the framework.
Copyright, 2019, by Matthew R. Kelly, All Rights Reserved.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The past few decades have witnessed the demise of numerous forms of digital storage. This has prompted my observation that digital information lasts forever — or five years, whichever comes first.

- Jeff Rothenberg, Ensuring the Longevity of Digital Information [177]

Society looks to the Web as a source of up-to-date information, a repository for personal expression, and a record of the past. Unlike analog records like a newspaper or a physical photo book, the Web is an ephemeral medium. The ephemerality of content on the Web becomes particularly important to a Web user when the content serves as a personal record. For example, surfacing baby photos posted long ago from Web sites like Facebook\(^1\) or Google Photos\(^2\) (scans of my own shown in Figure 1) requires a degree of accessibility not currently present in these services. In the case of these sites, precise dates or non-linear traversal (e.g., Facebook uses a temporal range on-demand model as in Figure 2) are required to efficiently locate a photo or a post in time among the potentially plethora of other posts that have accumulated. The ability to access the photos on these sites in the future also requires the assurance that those sites will continue to exist on the Web until the content is requested and that the content will remain accessible [134].

\(^1\)https://facebook.com
\(^2\)https://photos.google.com
Fig. 1 (a) My baby photo (digitally scanned) has persisted because my parents and I have been the bearers and responsible for its continued persistence and accessibility. As the responsibility for the photo’s persistence moves from my retaining a physical copy to photos residing solely on a Web site, I can no longer be certain the content will be accessible in the future. (b) A born-digital photo of my daughter without an analog version. (c) A photo I digitally scanned and uploaded to Flickr in 2005 only to view it again on the live Web in 2017. (d) gives context to (b) to be within a digital album on Google Photos (now the bearer).

A paradigm for recalling personal photos before the Web required a responsible party to physically retain them. Figure 1a shows an example where I, as the bearer of the physical or “analog” version of the photo, was able to surface and scan the image for uploading to the Web. The preservation and continued accessibility of the content when it was a physical object was dependent upon me. Reassigning the bearer role at the time of digitization of the analog content to another entity (e.g., Facebook or Google Photos) puts the task of ensuring posterity of the content into the hands of an entity that is not me. This new bearer may not deem the content as important as the hard-copy baby photos are to me. Were these photos posted to Facebook and naively assumed as safeguarded [134, 128], I or someone interested in the photos remaining accessible for posterity (e.g., my parents) may wish to take a further action to facilitate them remaining accessible. This becomes particularly important when the original photo is born-digital, e.g., the photo of my daughter in Figure 1b solely resides within an album (Figure 1d) of an external bearer (Google Photos).
Fig. 2 Photos and posts on Facebook are not necessarily linearly displayed in temporal order, requiring a drill-down approach with recollection of when an event was posted to surface content. Circled is the option to drill down further. Selecting this option also obscures other temporal ranges, only providing data for the part of the range selected.

The World Wide Web is more ephemeral than analog mediums like books, newspapers, journals, and hard-copy baby photos [140]. Web media may change its contents, layout [50, 51], and accessibility [52, 123] on subsequent viewings [105]. Archival Web crawlers like Internet Archive’s Heritrix [145] can be used to capture the content on the Web at a specific point in time. Many Web archives (e.g., the British Library’s UK Web Archive [101], see Appendix A) use Heritrix to preserve the part of the Web relevant to their interest (e.g., content within a specific TLD [69] or about a specific topic) for posterity. Individual archivists may also use this software or other existing Web archiving software to preserve content to a personally owned file store. With individuals’ ability to preserve their own
Both personal and institutional Web archiving can be either public or private. Listed here are scenarios where this would occur.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>personal</th>
<th>institutional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>private</td>
<td>My Facebook.com feed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public</td>
<td>What I see at cnn.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

content on the Web, the act of doing so may seem like a solved problem. However, other issues remain for the interoperability, privacy, and accessibility of the preserved content that requires further investigation as more personal and private content on the live Web proliferates.

In this work, **personal Web archiving** constitutes Web archiving by an individual without restriction to the availability of content (e.g., private or public) on the live Web. For example, Alice archives what *she* sees on the live Web of a publicly accessible cnn.com, her private facebook.com news feed, and her publicly accessible but not well-archived vacation photos Web site. This can be compared to **institutional Web archiving**, which is performed by an organization with the goal of long-term preservation. Web archiving by an institution need not be of public content; for example, an institution may perform large-scale preservation of their Web presence partially consisting of content behind authentication. While most institutional efforts focus on the publicly available live Web, institutional Web archiving, much like personal Web archiving, is not limited to the availability of the content (e.g., contains access restrictions) on the live Web. In contrast to institutional and personal Web archiving, **private and public Web archiving** define the availability of the content to be preserved as it exists on the live Web. Table 1 shows example of each of the four permutations of personal/institutional and public/private Web archiving. Personal Web archives may contain representations and resources from either or both of the publicly available or private (e.g., behind authentication) Web. Additionally, both personal and private Web archives may contain personalized content like Cookies and session information [26] obtained at crawl time as well as GeoIP-dependent rendering of Web pages [117]. Institutional Web archiving mostly focuses on the publicly available live Web but is not inherently limited to this [25, 84]. Table 2 describes the bounds of some features of Web archives like who administers the archive (individual vs. organization), the size or scale of the archive (personal or institutional), the scope of the capture procedure (open vs. targeted), the nature of the preserved content (personalized vs. public), the accessibility of the content...
Table 2 A variety of features can be used to classify Web archiving efforts.

| individual | ← administration | → organization |
| personal   | ← scale          | → institutional |
| targeted   | ← capture scope | → open          |
| personalized | ← capture session | → public      |
| restricted Web | ← crawler time access | → public Web |
| restricted   | ← replay perspective | → public      |

at crawl time (restricted or publicly available), and the accessibility when the capture is re-experienced (restricted vs. public).

Because of the technical requirements and know-how required to use Heritrix (Figure 3), few users archive their content from the live Web using standard good practice but instead resort to easier, often ad hoc methods [204]. The standardized formats created for Web archiving (e.g., WARC [98]) provide most of the structure needed to portably store content for longevity. Only recently has the means for a non-technical user to produce personal Web archives [32, 125, 168] in this format begun to come to fruition. Despite this, were users able to preserve their Web data in a standard form, most would still be unaware of how to access and control access to their personally-archived sensitive and non-sensitive information.
Fig. 3 While the Heritrix user interface is intuitive to manage the state of existing or predefined crawls (a), extensive training is required to get to this point. Furthermore, without an interface to configure new crawls, users may need to manipulate an XML template (b) to obtain the results they desire from the crawl.
Collaboration and access control are rarely considered in contemporary Web archiving due to the majority of Web archiving efforts targeting publicly-accessible Web content. A reason for this is that the act of preserving Web content by individuals is met with scrutiny of authenticity, i.e., content may have been manipulated prior to capture. Captures performed by those without vetting are not afforded the degree of authenticity as institutional captures [100]. However, it remains that individuals preserving content they deem important (like one’s baby photos on Google Photos), regardless of vetting, ought to be preserved so as to not be lost in time – even if the representation has potentially been manipulated. Content that is preserved by individuals needs further consideration for access control, as well as authenticity, if it is to publicly stand as a capture in the historical record.

The remainder of this chapter provides examples where the framework we propose would facilitate personal and private Web archiving in a systematic way that considers privacy and access control. Section 1.1 describes current methods and needs for personal Web archiving by various organizations and individuals. Section 1.2 highlights the preservation of content missed by archival efforts such as Web content that requires authentication. Section 1.3 discusses preservation of content that requires access control at preservation time, replay time, and when collaborating or disseminating Web archives. Section 1.4 outlines the organization of the following chapters in this dissertation.

1.1 IT WAS THERE YESTERDAY, WHERE DID IT GO?

During the Boston Marathon and London subway bombings of 2013 and 2005 (respectively), digital humanities researchers sought to capture relevant social media Web pages at Reddit³, Imgur⁴, and Twitter⁵ [143, 162, 161]. In data collection procedures previously performed by the researchers, the group captured this content through screenshots — a manual and labor-intensive process that did not yield captures with the flexibility of other Web archiving formats. These screen captures are not interactive like the original and provide no context of linkage to other relevant documents preserved at the same time. Traditional Web archiving tools like Heritrix are not equipped to quickly respond to rapidly changing conditions to capture Web pages as conversations are occurring [204].

³http://reddit.com
⁴http://imgur.com
⁵http://twitter.com
In 2013 [176], the Internet Archive (pictured on the left) began allowing users to submit URIs for Web sites (through the interface pictured on the right) to be preserved. The resulting Web archives are retained on their server and are accessible to the user. This approach also exhibits the URI collision problem (Section 1.2), the inability to preserve content that requires authentication, and a slew of other personal Web archiving issues that are inherent in using institutional archives.

Many Web users naively assume that the content they view on the live Web is in little danger of disappearing [134]. The Internet Archive\(^6\), an institution set up to preserve content on the public Web [149], has frequently served as a safeguard for those that believed this assumption [141]. Threats toward the longevity of archives include both technical failures (e.g., software, hardware, media) as well as non-technical (e.g., natural disasters, economic failure) [174]. In large, the Internet Archive has a “collect everything” best-effort collection development policy. In 2013, the Internet Archive began providing a Web-based submission form for users to submit a capture of a single URI\(^7\) (Figure 4) [176]. Relatively obscure and personally important content is less likely to be saved for future viewing than popular Web pages [4]. The proactive approach for a user to “preserve” a Web page is to simply take a screenshot of the Web page. This approach results in a collection of captures that is quickly outdated as new content is added [134] and is difficult to query and access without a large amount of curation. This level of curation of providing metadata (e.g., the original URI, datetime of capture, or to which collection an archival crawl or capture belongs) for accessing captures of Web content exists in the software implementation of Heritrix and the

\(^6\)http://archive.org

\(^7\)This also includes any embedded resources on a Web page such as images, JavaScript files, etc.
A user attempting to naively preserve their account information or any content behind authentication frequently receives a preserved login screen. Submitting a URI to be preserved from either an institutional archive’s Web interface or even to an archival crawler on the user’s own machine for local preservation is insufficient context to preserve content behind authentication.

WARC format [98]. However, this format is limited in accessibility for interaction by end-users and is meant more to be produced and consumed by software rather than interacted with directly like saved HTML or a screenshot of the Web page.

Comprehensively collecting all data required to replicate the full experience of replaying the live Web site once archived is tedious and error-prone, and thus the process is usually tasked to a programmatic script or crawler. State-of-the-art archival crawlers are limited in what they can capture behind authentication on the Web, so even using institutional grade archiving tools would likely not adequately archive the Web content (Figure 5) [22]. As an additional caveat, the difference in access mechanism (archival crawler instead of a user’s browser) makes it unlikely that the same content that the user wishes to preserve
Fig. 6 NASA over time. Changes in design and thus the technologies used is easily observable between 1997 and 1998, 2002 and 2003, 2006 and 2007, and 2007 and 2008. The captures from 2003 to 2006 appear completely black due to the difference in the archival crawler’s capability compared to the technology that resided on the page in this time range [118].

can and will be captured. Archival crawlers often lag behind Web standards and thus Web pages that implement those standards. Because of this, attempts to preserve a page using technology beyond the capability of an archival crawler but perfectly inline with contemporary browsers’ capabilities causes content that appeared in a browser to not be captured by the crawler. An example of the functional difference between archival crawlers and Web browsers over time can be observed in annual captures of nasa.gov [118] (Figure 6), which went through a phase (2003-2006) where content was viewable on the live Web but unable to be archived by the crawlers at the time. The problem is not only one of the past, but is recurring. A recent example is of cnn.com being preserved by Internet Archive [30]. When a user re-experiences the page through the archive’s replay system, the system executes the archived representation of the live Web cnn.com’s JavaScript (Figure 7c). This JavaScript programmatically assumes it is on the live Web and prevents the page from being displayed.

This potential for uncertainty in the reliability of the capture is not limited to content behind authentication. We can see how cnn.com looked in September 2016 (Figure 7a),
Fig. 7 The quality of the capture over time for three different archived representations for cnn.com shows (a) a visually complete\(^1\), (b) visually damaged\(^2\), and (c) very damaged\(^3\) representation.

but some captures are incomplete (Figure 7b) or contain errors that prevent the page from rendering at all (Figure 7c) \([30, 31]\). Given the lack of confidence in knowing the completeness of captures without comprehensively dereferencing all captures’ identifiers (URIs), users may question the accuracy of the historical record.

1.2 SAVE THIS, BUT ONLY FOR ME

A large part of the content on the Web requires authentication for access and thus is largely inaccessible to Web archiving software – sometimes for good reason (e.g., unsuitability of preservation) and other times by technical limitations of the software \([123, 118]\). The dynamics of Web applications compared to static Web pages introduces an additional degree of dimensionality into the problem with URIs “colliding”. One scenario where URI collision occurs is when content behind authentication is co-located at the same URI as publicly available content. For example, Figure 10 shows facebook.com as captured by an individual (preserving content behind authentication) and the same URI captured by Internet Archive (only the login page was preserved). While additional parameters (e.g., cookies, session identifiers \([26]\)) provide a way to distinguish content on the live Web, these supplemental access entities do not carry over nor are they suitable when viewing preserved content at a later date in the archives (e.g., cookies would be long expired upon access). With the intermingling of captures of what I, other individuals, and institutions each saw,

\(^1\)http://web.archive.org/web/20160712145818/http://www.cnn.com
\(^3\)http://web.archive.org/web/20161103122755/http://www.cnn.com
Fig. 8 An online bank account statement is an example of private content on the Web that one might wish to preserve but not publicly share.

It would be important to give precedence on the representation of the perspective of the Web as viewed. There is no single correct representation (e.g., what both I and a crawler saw simultaneously existed at the same URI), but there are also no semantics to express preference of the representation beyond URI and datetime.

As another example, banks frequently encourage clients to “go paperless”, allowing their bank records to be accessed on the bank’s Web site (Figure 8) while foregoing paper statements. Oftentimes, banks’ sites limit how far in a user’s bank history the user may access and how much of the history can be accessed at once (Figure 9a). A client wanting to preserve this history in its original form to recall history beyond the limit of what the bank’s live Web site currently allows may save the Web page or take a screenshot of the page. However, in doing this, any interaction within the page becomes unusable, as secondary data (e.g., images of paper checks) may not be exposed with these ad hoc methods. This
restriction pattern also exists in other organizations that provide soft copies of documents. Figure 9b shows an online verification service that not only limits access to a span at a time, like Figure 9a, but also completely removes access after 180 days. This sort of ephemerality mimics the conventional loss of access of conventional resources representation on the public live Web.

1.3 I WANT TO SHARE THIS BUT CONTROL WHO CAN SEE IT

The MITRE Corporation is a not-for-profit corporation that operates multiple Federally Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDCs) on behalf of the US Federal Government to address the nation’s toughest challenges [144]. MITRE sought to automatically archive their corporate intranet using Web-scale Web archiving tools [49]. Certain sensitive content on the intranet required credentials to be accessed, some of which was enforced via JavaScript, which made archiving the content unreliable due to the functional shortfalls of archival crawlers. MITRE’s requirement to responsibly manage data including misplaced and misclassified data required a “clean-up” procedure of the archive prior to making the archive accessible within the corporation. This procedure incurred collateral damage, causing content stored in the same WARC as sensitive information to also be wiped. A more sophisticated approach would be to preserve content for access by only those with the appropriate access to view the data as it resided on the live Web.

Another scenario where access control is needed on the archived Web is in ensuring that the access control that universities and organizations with privileged or paid access to resources, e.g., an online academic journal subscription, is maintained when the content is archived and replayed. Having a framework in-place to facilitate this would encourage reuse and establish integrity of the data as well as increase the availability of the data were the original source on the live Web moved or deleted.

As personal and private Web archives proliferate and users proactively preserve their content from the live Web, their personal Web archives may contain captures with personally identifiable or sensitive information (e.g., their facebook.com feed, Figure 10a). A user may want to selectively share their captures but wish to also regulate access to their captures. Without the context of authenticating as a user, many archives simply preserve the login page (Figure 10b). Both captures are representative of facebook.com, potentially even captured at the same time. Without context for the capture of facebook.com to reliably re-experience what they preserved and a mechanism to regulate the capture in Figure 10a, users may be hesitant to share and propagate their captures [138].
(a) Online banking restricts how much account history a user may obtain at a time.

(b) Another organization with a temporal limitation of access.

**Fig. 9** Banks frequently limit how far back in the history of an account (circled in red in (a)) and the quantity of data available for viewing at a time, exacerbating personal offline preservation of this data by the individuals who own the account. This behavior is not limited to banks, however, as other organizations that provide digitized statements (b) also remove access to the account holder in time.
1.4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Our goal is to facilitate the aggregation of public and private Web archives with personal Web archives by mitigate outstanding issues that prevent their aggregation. In this dissertation we define a framework to mitigate outstanding issues relating to private, public, and personal Web archiving. We enumerate multiple outstanding challenges that prevent various types of archives from serving as a more comprehensive picture of how the Web previously existed.

This research provides strategic practices, technologies, and hierarchies for systematically replicating the live Web, particularly inclusive of the parts that currently are not preserved.

Based on the issues previously described, we address the following research questions:

RQ1: What sort of content is difficult to capture and replay for preservation from the perspective of a Web browser?

For the most part, public Web archives capture the public live Web and serve content publicly. The barriers of preservation from the live Web were previously precluded by the technical capability of the tools. In this research we have created tools that allow for preservation of content behind authentication that was previously inaccessible to Web...
archiving tools. We have also created technical and user-friendly solutions for replaying these captures of potentially private and personal content. We have done this (Chapter 4) in a manner that makes the transitions from the archiving and the end-user replay experience of the live to archived Web more seamless (transition), native (leveraging existing tools and platforms), and familiar (using conventional access paradigms).

RQ2: How do Web browser APIs compare in potential functionality to the capabilities of archival crawlers?

The accuracy of the historical record as exhibited by Web archives is a function of the capability of the tools to preserve the live Web and replay the captures at a later date. Over time, tools to preserve the live Web have lagged behind in capability relative to Web browsers, the latter of which exhibit the most contemporary features of the Web. We have evaluated the archivability of the tools (Chapter 5) to identify problematic features that have caused the historical record to previously be incomplete.

RQ3: What issues exist for capturing and replaying content behind authentication?

While our previous examinations of archivability as described in the research supporting RQ2 focused on the live Web, the part of the live Web that requires authentication is often not preserved at all. Research in support of this dissertation has mitigated the barriers for preservation of this content, but replaying this content requires a degree of consideration beyond the replay of content that was previously public. We address these issues in the framework introduced in Chapter 7.

RQ4: How can content that was captured behind authentication signal to Web archive replay systems that it requires special handling?

The expressiveness with regard to syntax and semantics of newfound captures of content behind authentication with the capabilities facilitated by RQ1 is critical for indicating that captures require dynamics for interaction beyond conventional access patterns. Dynamics of interaction differ for users of the archived Web partially due to Web archives largely being agnostic (by design) to the technical features of the archived representations. We provide an extensible solution by adapting recognized Web standards for archival dimension beyond the conventional relation of time (Chapter 6).

RQ5: How can Memento aggregators indicate that private Web archive content requires special handling to be replayed, despite being aggregated with publicly available Web archive content?
Temporally aggregating archived Web representations may require special handling for access to some captures. While these captures may be made accessible by owners of personal and private archives using a mechanism for access control, indicating this necessary dynamic allows for the negotiation procedure to be more systematically exhibited. We provide a mechanism for mitigating the issue of access to captures with this feature through the initial expression that such dynamics are necessary (Chapter 7).

**RQ6: What kinds of access control do users who create private Web archives need to regulate access to their archives?**

Access control standards change with time on the live Web and these standards rarely get propagated to the archived Web. In Chapter 7 we address the need for an extensible framework for access control that facilitates interoperability with the live Web, archived public Web (e.g., CNN.com), public archived Web (e.g., captures at IA), and various permutations of preservation for privacy of the live, public, private, and archived Webs.

### 1.5 DISSERTATION ROADMAP

Before we can describe our contribution, we first explain the Web, archiving the Web, access control standards as exhibited on the live Web, and interacting with the archived Web in the dimension of time (Chapter 2). Chapter 3 provides details of contemporary research to be considered prior to addressing the research questions answered in this dissertation. Part of this prior research leads to our focus on preservation of the previously neglected part of the live Web. In Chapter 4 we describe our efforts to mitigate this neglect through the creation of accessible tools for the existing or aspiring personal Web archivist.

Previous efforts at preserving the Web have been partially incomplete. In Chapter 5 we describe our studies in evaluating tools and prior efforts at preserving the Web. While these investigation mostly focused on the conventionally preserved public Web, our work seeks to enable the users of the archived Web to be able to interact with Web archives in a manner similar and beyond their interactions with the live Web (Chapter 6).

Re-experiencing the Web of the past with recognition that much of it is personal or private requires consideration when traversing the archived Web in time. In Chapter 7 we provide an in-depth description for a framework for aggregating private and public Web archives. As a framework only has value if useful, we evaluate the design of the framework, perform an evaluation of the implications of integrating the framework, and exhibit the framework through reference implementations in Chapter 8. Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes
the conclusions described in this dissertation, our contributions to the state of the art, and future work for potential further exploration in this and related areas.
CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

*The past is never dead. It’s not even past.*

- William Faulkner, *Requiem for a Nun* [72]

In this chapter we describe prior relevant work and concepts relating to the Web and Web archiving.

2.1 THE WEB

Tim Berners-Lee described what we know as the Web [33] as a system of clients communicating with servers. In addition to accessing other resources on the server itself, servers could also reference resources on other servers through addressing. The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) was initially created by Berners-Lee et al. [40] and refined by Fielding et al. [73]. The latter (HTTP 1.1) accounted for some of the initial protocol’s shortcomings, like the inability to establish persistent connections, the lack of explicit requirement of a Host header in a request, etc. In 2014, Fielding et al. partitioned the specification into six separate RFCs [78, 79, 77, 74, 75, 76] to more cohesively describe each feature of the protocol with more clarity and less repetition in separate documents. The protocol has since been optimized for more efficient pipelining of communication and secure transfer with HTTP/2 [27]. However, Berners-Lee’s seminal description of the Web as a relationship between resources and their representations is critical to understand as a foundational concept in our work.
Fig. 11 Sample relation between a URI, resource, and representation on the Web.

Communication using HTTP entails a series of HTTP requests and HTTP responses. Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) identify Web resources without being bound to the resource’s type or current accessibility [39, 34, 132, 37]. When a URI on the Web is dereferenced, a representation of the resource is returned (Figure 11). Upon a client dereferencing a URI from a Web server, the server responds with HTTP headers preceding and describing the content to be subsequently delivered (Figure 12). These headers consist of an HTTP response status code [79] indicative of the server’s success on being able to deliver a representation for the resource, the willingness of a server to respond with the content requested, etc. Other metadata about the response like the Content-Type, Date, and Server information is also provided in these headers [41].
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Server: nginx
Date: Tue, 02 May 2017 16:13:33 GMT
Content-Type: text/html
Transfer-Encoding: chunked
Connection: keep-alive
Vary: Accept-Encoding

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
  <meta charset="utf-8">
  <link rel="stylesheet" href="style.css" media="all" />
  ...
</head>

Fig. 12 Sample HTTP Response from the URI-R http://matkelly.com.

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Server: Apache
Date: Wed, 03 May 2017 12:01:10 GMT
Content-Type: text/html
Link: <http://mybook.com/toc>; rel="contents",
    <http://mybook.com/pages/246.html>; rel="next last",
    <http://mybook.com/acks.html>; rel="section"
    http://mybook.com/myrelations/acknowledgements"

Fig. 13 The values for the Link HTTP Response header may be derived from a registry of valid values [97] or a URI [153]. Each link is comma delimited and each link-value is space delimited. The third link shown specifies an extension relation using a URI.

Attributing the relationships between resources on the Web allows expression of resource association. Nottingham (in initial [153] and more recently updated [155] specifications) defined how to represent relations between URIs through use of the Link HTTP header.
Using a standard yet extensible syntax, resource representations may specify other URIs that relate to either the resource itself or give context of the URI relative to other identifiers listed. This context is described using a value (link-value) for the relation type, defined within the “rel” attribute, associated with a URI. While the Web Linking specification establishes a registry [97] containing the recognized relation types and their semantics, it also allows for “extension relation types”. Extension relations are defined with a URI [39] as the value for the respective rel attribute. For example, Figure 13 shows an HTTP response for a request for an online book with a Link response header containing three links. While the first two links are straightforward, specifying the table of contents and the coinciding next and last page of the book, the third relation specifies an extension relation type, presumably of the book’s acknowledgements section (though to infer or assume semantics from the URI is fallacious [36, 154, 169]). Preservation of the live Web requires maintaining the relation between the archived representations and the original representation on the live Web. The Memento Framework builds heavily on Nottingham’s Web Linking specification and is discussed for relevance to this research in Section 2.5.

URIs that identify Web resources should remain stable, or “cool”, and should not contain the mechanism of how a server is run (e.g., a cgi-bin directory is indicative of executable files) or be coupled to a file type through its extension [35, 182]. Using the flickr.com example, the primary resource representation on that page has a URI\(^1\) ending in “.jpg” and despite this extension in the URI, the type of the file returned is not guaranteed to be a JPEG-formatted image. Multiple URIs may identify the same resource (known as “URI aliasing” [102]). For example, the URI https://matkelly.com/andMelissa and the previous URI ending in “.jpg” return the same representation when dereferenced\(^2\).

\(^1\)https://farm4.staticflickr.com/3160/2705987660_9aa5610f71_z.d.jpg
\(^2\)This can be juxtaposed to URIs “colliding” when the same URIs return drastically different representations per Section 1.2.
Fig. 14 Sample HTTP Response from Figure 12 when rendered with (a) a desktop graphical Web browser (Chrome), (b) a mobile Web browser (Brave [44]), and (c) a desktop terminal-based Web browser (Lynx [64]) as user-agents.
Clients access the Web using a user-agent. A user-agent is frequently a Web browser (which need not be graphical, e.g. Lynx [64]), but the Web is also accessible with command-line or scripting tools, as with the “curl” user-agent in Figure 15 [38]. When a client requests a Web resource using a user-agent, the client often expects a Web page to be returned. Web pages typically consist of a text file, written in HyperText Markup Language (HTML), as well as the representations of other text-based resources like Cascading StyleSheets (CSS) and JavaScript (JS) files as well as potentially including embedded binary files like images. The representations of the other resources may be included inline within the HTML or, as more often occurs, included by their URI, which the user-agent then dereferences to render the Web page. The beginning of the entity body of an HTML document can be observed in Figure 12 starting with <!DOCTYPE (the document type declaration, used for parsing). Web browser user-agents (cf. command-line user-agents like curl) will attempt to parse the HTML file to be interpreted as a tree-based structure, called the Document Object Model (DOM) tree [88], based on the document type specified in the HTML representation. Figure 14 represents the same HTTP response when viewed in different browsers; Figure 14a using Google Chrome 58 for macOS, a graphical Web browser (user-agent); Figure 14b using Brave 1.0 for Android, also a graphical Web browser; and Figure 14c using Lynx 2.8 for macOS, a text-based Web browser.

```
$ curl -v https://matkelly.com/
> GET / HTTP/1.1
> Host: matkelly.com
> User-Agent: curl/7.54.0
> Accept: */*
```

**Fig. 15** Sample HTTP Request (abbreviated for relevancy) to the URI-R http://matkelly.com using curl. Following this request, the server provides the response in Figure 12.

In additional to a hierarchical structure to inform the visual layout of a Web page, the DOM also provides language agnostic functions and attributes to manipulate the tree structure and represent Web Linking [153] via DOM element attributes. When parsing the DOM, a user-agent must perform subsequent HTTP requests to acquire the representations
of resources embedded on the HTML page. Both HTTP and HTML contain a mechanism for specifying inter-resource relations and both refer to the same registry, however, unlike the HTML definition for defining related resources [90] (e.g., the style.css file in Figure 12), relational resources in HTTP need not be format-specific [153].

The original Web that Tim Berners-Lee laid out has dramatically evolved. In a medium that initially consisted of static resources, other systems like databases were integrated to make the Web more useful. The URIs of some resources became more complex to generate, were only generated on-demand, or collided with multiple resources based on parameters beyond the URI (e.g., if a user is authenticated, per Section 1.2). Issues like these make comprehensive preservation more difficult to accomplish and evaluate.

JavaScript is a client-side programming language that allows creators of Web content to apply behavior to a Web page. This behavior can range from simply modifying the structure of a Web page to asynchronously dereferencing URIs. JavaScript may be embedded within HTML or reside in stand-alone files. With the advent of Web 2.0, Web pages became more interactive, particular in the realm of Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) [80]. Many archival Web crawlers (e.g., Internet Archive’s Heritrix [145]) do not support JavaScript execution, much less AJAX. Different approaches are taken to examine the secondary source files, once acquired, for URIs of additional resources. This process is performed recursively (e.g., more URIs are “discovered” when subsequent scripts are executed) in an attempt to dynamically and adaptably acquire the “deferred” representations [48] for all resources that are needed to replay a Web page.

2.3 CONTENT NEGOTIATION

Content negotiation on the Web is a means of serving different representations of a resource and can be accomplished using a variety of approaches. In this section we describe content negotiation in HTTP using Accept-, Prefer, Cookies, and Features. In Section 2.5 we discuss content negotiation in time in more detail due to it being primarily fundamental to our research.

HTTP 1.1 [73] defines the capabilities to perform multiple representations of one resource in a cache-friendly way using “Accept-” headers. Clients on the Web may engage in proactive content negotiation by sending HTTP request headers like Accept-Charset, Accept-Encoding, and Accept-Language to specify acceptable character sets, encoding, and language (respectively) of the response [79]. For each specified value in the response header, a client may assign a corresponding quality value (from 0.000 to 1.000) to assign a
relative weight to the preference. For example, a client sending the HTTP request header
Accept-Encoding: compress;q=0.5, gzip;q=1.0 is indicating that they prefer
the response to be “gzipped” and only secondarily, if the content cannot be gzipped, to
return the content using the “compress” encoding. A quality value of 0 indicates that the
preference is unacceptable [79]. For resources that have different representations based on
the value in these headers sent, a “Vary” header in the HTTP response indicates that
content negotiation on the specified dimensions is available. For example, Figure 16 shows
an HTTP request being sent to the URI https://developer.mozilla.org with the
HTTP request header of Accept-Language with a variety of values. In each instance,
the resulting Location response header redirects the user to the URI of a representation
that best aligns with the Accept-Language the client specified. In scenarios where the
Accept-Language is unknown, unrecognized, or cannot be processed by the server (e.g.,
Accept-Language: odu), the server resolves the URI as it sees fit to best align with
the request. While Accept- headers specify a preference, this preference may not be able
to be met by the server.

Snell [188] introduced the Prefer HTTP request header to allow clients to specify a
preference of behavior to be performed when a server performs content negotiation. Prior
to the introduction of the header, HTTP offered no explicit means for a client to express a
preference for optional aspects of a request beyond dimensions that have a corresponding
Accept- header (e.g., Accept-Language, Accept-Charset). However, an implied
expression of preference did exist in the Expect HTTP request header [79] but, as stated
by Snell, the requirements were too strict for the expression of optional preferences. In com-
parison, the Prefer header contains extensible syntax with an expectation of additional
preference values being valid to populate the header as defined in the future. Due to the
dimensions of preference being potentially complex, Snell recommends not using Prefer
for content negotiation. This issue may be mitigated by an optimization of the potential
dimensionality as applied to the endpoint supporting Prefer and is explored in this disser-
tation. In Section 7.2.1 we utilize the Prefer header in the context of additional arbitrary
dimensions, where we anticipate that a server advertising the supported dimensions and
values for those dimensions, the dimensionality ramifications of using Prefer will have
minimal impact.

Barth [26] standardized the specification of HTTP State Management via Cookies, as
was previously defined by Kristol and Montulli in two preceding specifications [130, 131].
Barth’s approach at standardization was based on how the Cookie and Set-Cookies
HTTP headers were actually used on the Web at the time. Cookies are a mechanism for an HTTP server to pass key-value pairs and associated metadata to a user-agent. When a user-agent accesses the server again, it can pass these values and infer an association with the data the client provided and potentially other information stored but not transferred on the server-side. A common use case for cookies is to store a session identifier with the client to simulate state as a client traverses a Web site. Cookies are widely supported in Web browsers, as the original specification by Kistol and Montuilli dates back to 1997 and is heavily utilized to provide a level of session persistence for user-agents. User settings and user preferences are frequently stored in client-side cookies and sent to HTTP servers to apply these settings upon requesting a resource. This loose correlation between the HTTP Prefer headers (Prefer and Preference-Applied) and Cookie headers (Cookie and Set-Cookie) may provide two approaches for client-side specification of personal and private Web archives to aggregators. While Prefer is more semantic, Cookies are more widely supported. Further, Cookies are often opaque to the client and generated by servers while Prefer is intended to be initiated by the client. The merits of each approach are considered in Section 6.1.

Holtman and Mutz [91] standardized transparent content negotiation in HTTP, which allows multiple versions of the same resource to reside at the same URL. The intention of the specification was to be both scalable and interoperable for coexisting with other negotiation schemes. Each version of a negotiated resource is denoted as a “variant”. The standard allows for extensibility to promote the “best” variant when an HTTP request is made. One intention of this specification was to remove error-prone and cache-unfriendly user-agent based negotiation, common in the Web when the spec was drafted in 1998. The specification also introduces the concept of a “transparently negotiable resource” that has multiple representations (variants) associated with it. In a related, more contemporary in-progress specification, Nottingham [156] is proposing the introduction of a Variants HTTP response header. The introduction of this header would allow a server to enumerate the available variant representations. Much like the HTTP Prefer specification, a Variant-Key HTTP response header would accompany the Variants response header to indicate the representation variant of the response body.

2.4 WEB ARCHIVING

Web archives digitally preserve cultural heritage in the Web medium. The Web as a medium distinguishes it from simply being defined by the content it contains, as the Web
Fig. 16 developer.mozilla.org varies to which URI a user is directed based on the Accept-Language header supplied by the user. If none is sent, the site defaults to en-US. While some legal values cause the user to be directed to a different URI (es and fr), other valid values (en-CA) and invalid values (odu) simply resolve to the default.
is also as a container of the content, which allows it to be interpreted in a variety of ways [140] (e.g., different browsers with drastically different presentations of the content as in Figure 14). The Internet Archive (IA) and other institutional Web archives preserve content from the live Web for access by users at a later date. IA’s archived Web content is publicly available and constitutes an example of a “public Web archive” (as described in Chapter 1).

2.4.1 WEB ARCHIVING IN PRACTICE

The National Digital Stewardship Alliance (NDSA) performed a survey [25] in 2016 (and previously in 2011 [148] and 2013 [24]) of organizations in the United States that preserve Web content. This most recent iteration of the survey highlighted relevant themes of collaborative Web archiving (mostly by all collaborators accessing a single service to provide URIs), access embargoes (used by fewer than 13% of respondents), and a survey of a wide range of tools used for organizational and personal Web archiving. The survey also highlighted questions asked about “data transfer” of Web archive data. The report states that most respondents (59%) were replicating their captures to local repositories, almost half (47%) to external repositories and 6% performing both operations. “For the first time”, the report states, “trusting an external data capture service provider was the top reason for not replicating data to another repository” [25]. This is problematic, as we stated with our bearer examples in Chapter 1.

In 2011, Gomes et al. [84] performed a survey of Web archiving initiatives. They found that for the most part, Web archives are hosted in developed countries and run by small teams with a focus on acquisition and curation. They also discussed legal barriers and persistent issues with search mechanisms to enable access to these archives. Access to Web archives is a central theme in our work. Citing the importance of preserving content on the Web (with a particular example of born-digital photos as described in Figure 1), Gomes et al. highlighted other initiatives to evaluate the Web archiving landscape like one performed by the National Library of Australia via the now ironically defunct Preserving Access to Digital Information (PADI) service [158] enumerating 17 major initiatives at the time and another study performed by the Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) [60] that reviewed eight different initiatives. Each of these efforts to evaluate the landscape of Web archiving has been focused on public Web archives, as private or personal Web archives, while often smaller in number, may not wish to disclose their procedure and holdings for reasons that we hope to mitigate.
Other Web archives exist beyond Internet Archive. Some Web archives like the UK Web Archive (Appendix A) are scoped to only preserve certain parts of the Web – in this case, only “UK Web sites”. Other Web archives like archive.is [150] and WebCite [71] (Appendix A) allow submission of Web pages to be archived by users in an on-demand basis using a Web form (Figure 17). A multitude of other archives exist, each with their own approach, scoping rules, and user submission allowances. Regardless of an institution-mandated crawl procedure or a system solely driven by user submissions, the existence of multiple Web archives provides a less centralized snapshot of the Web of the past.

2.4.2 PRESERVING THE WEB

Two fundamental processes in Web archiving are the act of preserving content on the live Web and re-experiencing, or “replaying”, the preserved content. Other processes exist both for accessibility of the content (e.g., indexing) and analysis of the content (e.g., metadata extraction, plaintext conversion).

One method of preserving the Web is to run an archival crawler that dereferences a URI, preserves the resource representation at the URI, extracts the URIs of embedded resources and links, and repeats the process. These embedded URIs are stored in a “frontier” until the process can be completed [185]. Heritrix [145] is an open-source, extensible, web-scale, archival-quality Web crawler created by the Internet Archive to preserve the live Web. Heritrix provides a variety of built-in options to allow users to leverage additional URI extraction methods as well as filters to limit the scope of crawls. After dereferencing a URI, Heritrix retains the entity body and HTTP headers of the transaction (Figure 12) and wraps the concatenated result in a record with metadata about the record (e.g., URI, time of capture) prepended onto the record. As Heritrix crawls additional URIs, these records are concatenated. This concatenation constitutes a “WARC file” where each record that was appended together is a “WARC record”.

Other methods also exist to preserve the Web, two of which are to preserve Web content as it is transferred from the server to client and on-demand archiving by URI. The first of the two methods are exhibited by tools like Webrecorder [168] and WARCreate [125]. With Webrecorder, a user visits the Web-based proxy at https://webrecorder.io, enters a URI, and “browses” the site and additional sites while content is preserved and replayable at the site. Users may also download their captures from this service. With the model performed by WARCreate, users install a browser extension that caches the content as they browse around. On the invocation of a procedure initiated by pressing a button within
Fig. 17 nasa.gov as captured by three archives that allow immediate user-submitted preservation of URIs. Each page was captured within seconds of the other on March 13, 2018 despite the variance in results.
the extension’s interface, a WARc file (discussed in Section 2.4.3) is generated and saved locally. While WARCreate does not provide a mechanism for replaying the captures, it does not require proxying all pages to a service outside of the user’s machine to be preserved, thus facilitating more privacy at the expense of a seamless preserve-then-replay experience. These limitations are mitigated with a local replay system, as discussed with further details about purely client-side preservation in Section 4.

2.4.3 THE WEB ARCHIVE (WARC) FORMAT

Captures of the live Web by Heritrix and many other tools are often stored using the standard Web ARChive (WARC) format [98]. WARC files are made up of concatenated records. Some records describe the WARC itself (warcinfo and metadata WARC records, Figures 18a and 18b, respectively) while others contain the information and content of preserved live Web transactions (response and request records, Figures 18c and 18d, respectively). Non-text-based representations of Web resources (e.g., the binary encoded content of an image shown in Figure 18d) are also concatenated alongside payloads containing textual content (e.g., Figure 18d). WARC resource records may also be used to archive other artifacts of a harvesting process inside a WARC file [98], related to but not necessarily served in the conventional HTTP request and response communication. conversion WARc records describe derivatives of other records after having performed some transformation on the original. An example of using a conversion record is to represent (in a warc-response record) a JPEG 2000 [186] formatted image (not viewable by many contemporary Web browsers) as a conventional JPEG in a conversion record with a field in the latter providing a reference to the former. continuation records also allow any record to be split amongst multiple other records, for instance, in cases where the desired file size of the WARC is exceeded (traditionally 1 gigabyte [81]). An example in using continuation records is to allow for a consistent file size between WARC's when created en-masse based on a potentially externally defined limitation in file size.
WARC/1.0
WARC-Type: warcinfo
WARC-Date: 2017-07-06T19:04:19Z
WARC-Filename: 20170706190419485.warc
WARC-Record-ID: <urn:uuid:0a57271b-cc3d-d662-6770-9595d9e53ef7>
Content-Type: application/warc-fields
Content-Length: 463

software: WARCCreate/0.2017.6.6 http://warccreate.com
format: WARC File Format 1.0
conformsTo: http://bibnum.bnf.fr/WARC/WARC_ISO_28500_version1_latestdraft.pdf
isPartOf: basic
description: Crawl initiated from the WARCcreate Google Chrome extension
robots: ignore
http-header-user-agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.12.5)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/59.0.3071.115 Safari/537.36
http-header-from: warccreate@matkelly.com

(a) warcinfo record

WARC/1.0
WARC-Type: metadata
WARC-Target-URI: http://matkelly.com/frogsLeft
WARC-Date: 2017-07-06T19:04:19Z
WARC-Record-ID: <urn:uuid:dd604ba2-a1e1-1490-8d6d-a98a2b97e96>
Content-Type: application/warc-fields
Content-Length: 71

outlink: http://matkelly.com/frogsLeftfrogsies/frog.png E=EMBED_MISC

(b) metadata record

WARC/1.0
WARC-Type: request
WARC-Target-URI: http://matkelly.com/frogsLeft
WARC-Date: 2017-07-06T19:04:19Z
WARC-Record-ID: <urn:uuid:fd361a7d-f06d-ad45-df14-de2f62b34d1f>
Content-Type: application/http #qtype=request
Content-Length: 364

GET /frogsLeft HTTP/1.1
Upgrade-Insecure-Requests: 1
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.12.5)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/59.0.3071.115 Safari/537.36
Accept: text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,image/webp,image/apng,*/*;q=0.8
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.8,de-DE;q=0.6

(c) request record
WARC/1.0
WARC-Type: response
WARC-Target-URI: http://matkelly.com/frogsLeft
WARC-Date: 2017-07-06T19:04:19Z
WARC-Record-ID: <urn:uuid:a48b1fe4-6d01-e038-f49a-5feff1f1c67>
Content-Type: application/http; msgtype=response
Content-Length: 890

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2017 19:04:17 GMT
Server: Apache
Vary: Accept-Encoding
Content-Length: 176
Keep-Alive: timeout=2, max=100
Connection: Keep-Alive
Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8

<html>
<head><head>
<body>
<p>About 193 frogs left until the JCDL 2018 full paper deadline.</p>
<img src="frogs/frog.png" style="clear: both; width: 200px;"/>
</body></html>

(d) response record with HTML content

WARC/1.0
WARC-Type: response
WARC-Target-URI: http://matkelly.com/frogsLeft
WARC-Date: 2017-07-06T19:04:19Z
WARC-Record-ID: <urn:uuid:a48b1fe4-6d01-e038-f49a-5feff1f1c67>
Content-Type: application/http; msgtype=response
Content-Length: 890

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Thu, 06 Jul 2017 19:04:17 GMT
Server: Apache
Vary: Accept-Encoding
Content-Length: 176
Keep-Alive: timeout=2, max=100
Connection: Keep-Alive
Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8

<html>
<head><head>
<body>
<p>About 193 frogs left until the JCDL 2018 full paper deadline.</p>
<img src="frogs/frog.png" style="clear: both; width: 200px;"/>
</body></html>

(e) response record with binary content

Fig. 18 WARC files consist of concatenated records representative of a live Web capture (18c, 18d, and 18e), metadata about the WARC (18b), derivative data based on the capture (18a and 18b), and additional supplementary content for the capture.
2.4.4 OTHER WEB ARCHIVE FORMATS

In addition to the WARC format (Section 2.4.3), other supplementary formats in the Web archive workflow allow the contents in the captures to be more accessible. In this section we will discuss the CDX and CDXJ formats and how they relate to the framework we describe in this research.

CDX

The CDX file format [99] is a de facto standard format used by Internet Archive and OpenWayback that serves as an index to WARC files and to associate fundamental metadata about the capture based on the WARC contents. This metadata is limited to space-delimited fields like the SURTed (Sort-friendly URI Reordering Transform) [96] URI-R, datetime, status code, MIME-type, etc. CDX records within CDX files are delimited by line breaks between records and the fields within a record are delimited by a space character. Figure 19 shows an example of a CDX record of a capture of https://matkelly.com at January 12, 2016 9:49am GMT (represented by the 14-digit datetime, 20160112094927).

The initial field of a CDX record is the SURTed URI-R, which represents the canonicalized version of the URI when preserved from the live Web. Canonicalization allows after-the-fact clustering of URIs that likely reference the same resource [116, 115]. For example, the “www” subdomain is often used on the live Web to represent the same content as the version of the representation without this subdomain. In this case, it is likely that the content at http://matkelly.com and http://www.matkelly.com/ is the same and thus the canonicalization method of coalescing the two URI-Rs is often performed in generating CDX entries when indexing a WARC containing captures of each of these URI-Rs. Other canonicalization rules may be applied like scheme-level canonicalization of the previous URIs with https://www.matkelly.com and URIs that include a path (like http://matkelly.com/index.html and http://www.matkelly.com/default.asp) that often resolved to a URI without the path. In practice, URIs with well-known subdomains (e.g., www), a slight difference in scheme (e.g., http(s)), and common paths (e.g., index.html) are all canonicalized into the same resulting string within a CDX record.
CDXJ

CDXJ is an extension of CDX that contains a JSON block with a memento's attributes. Much like CDX, CDXJ records are line delimited. Fields within a CDXJ record are space-delimited with the final field consisting of a JSON block (encapsulated with curly braces, i.e., `{}`). While its relevance to Memento is discussed in upcoming Section 2.5, CDXJ provides semantics of WARC indexes using an extensible approach facilitated by the JSON block. The implicit expectation of using the JSON block for attributes instead of a rigid set of fields is that archives may supply additional attributes to the index for external use without breaking the expectation of ordering by different tools. Parsing values from CDX will likely be based on the fields’ ordering for semantics whereas object-based parsing semantic attribute retrieval prevents parsing implementations from breaking as new attributes are added, so long as the base attributes for a memento are expressed.

Fig. 19 An example CDX index record maps a capture of matkelly.com to a WARC file named myCaptures.warc.gz. The entirety of a CDX record resides on a single line. Line breaks are shown here for clarity.

20160112094927 {"uri": "http://matkelly.com", "rel": "memento", "datetime": "Tue, 12 Jan 09:49:27 GMT"}

Fig. 20 The CDXJ record for the same CDX entry Figure 19 as expressed in a CDXJ-formatted TimeMap served from MemGator. The line break is added for clarity, as a single CDXJ record resides on a single line.

2.4.5 REPLAYING WEB ARCHIVES

WARC files are not natively interpreted by Web browsers. To re-experience the contents of a WARC, the contents of the WARC records must be extracted and re-assembled to replicate the original process of the live Web page being assembled, a procedure called “replay”. The Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine was created to read both WARC files
and files of WARC’s predecessor, the ARC format [55], and replay the contents through a Web browser. With the scale of a Web archive’s holdings being large (over 658 billion web objects as of July 2018 [47]), the contents requested for a URI or an embedded resource on a page may exist in multiple WARC files. Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine [193], its open-source derivative project OpenWayback [94], and pywb [129] are examples of replay systems that are able to perform this re-assembling of archived Web pages at scale.

The replay process requires an indexing procedure of the WARC files to efficiently map requests for a URI at a datetime to a certain location in a particular WARC file. The procedure produces index files, often stored in the CDX format in practice, but the procedure for replay is generally the same regardless of the formats used. When a client requests a URI at a datetime, the replay system refers to its collection of indexes to obtain the source and offset (location in the source) of the payload to be returned to the client. When this payload (e.g., an HTML page) is interpreted by a user-agent, the agent (per its conventional functionality) parses the payload (e.g., into a DOM tree) and requests the embedded resources contained within the payload as if on the live Web. Replay engines will often rewrite the URI of the embedded resource so as to point to identifiers of archived resources within the archive itself instead of pointing to the live Web.

2.5 MEMENTO

In Section 2.4 we discussed multiple organizations’ efforts to preserve the Web. With both these services and individuals’ Web archives coming and going over time, it is useful to be able to query multiple archives at once. Doing so gives a more temporally comprehensive picture of the Web as it once existed. Memento [198] is a framework that adds the dimension of time to the Web - a critical characteristic for Web archive access by providing a universal versioning system. Memento terminology is used throughout this research. A large portion of public Web archives (including IA) support Memento. Memento specifies the term URI-M as a URI of an archived representation of a live Web resource and URI-R as a URI for a live Web resource (Figure 21).
Fig. 21 Memento provides the ability to associate live Web and archived Web captures (at URI-Rs and URI-Ms, respectively), relations between URI-Ms for the same URI-R, and negotiation of resolving a datetime closest to one specified in an HTTP Accept-Datetime header using a TimeGate (at URI-G) [2].

Memento provides a mechanism for accessing the past Web using date-based content negotiation via the Accept-Datetime HTTP request header. Content negotiation in a dimension where the variants are countably infinite (i.e., time), as compared to conventionally finite variants (e.g., like Content-language [19]), requires additional HTTP entities to handle the negotiation. An additional Memento entity called a TimeGate, identified by a URI-G, handles the date-based requests for a URI-R. A client may provide this header at the time of request along with a datetime value [43] to a TimeGate with the expectation that the recipient Memento-compliant Web archive will resolve the datetime to return the URI-M closest to the value of the Accept-Datetime header provided (Figure 21). To distinguish live Web from archival Web captures, Memento enables the HTTP Memento-Datetime response header. Figure 22 shows an example with a client sending the Accept-Datetime HTTP request header to a TimeGate at URI-G and receiving the Memento-Datetime HTTP response header when requesting a capture for http://matkelly.com at January 9, 2007 at midnight GMT. The requested TimeGate responds with an HTTP 302 (Found) response and directs the client a different URI using the HTTP Location response header [79]. When the user-agent sends a subsequent request for the URI (Figure 23) to which they were redirected (redirects are often performed transparently for the user by
the agent), the resource representation returned reports an HTTP 200 status code and a Memento-Datetime HTTP response header. The latter is indicative of the second URI being a URI-M, i.e., the representation returned is a memento. Were the user redirected to a URI that did not include a Memento-Datetime response header (e.g., if the TimeGate sent the user to a live Web URI, another URI-M without a Memento-Datetime, or a capture at a non-Memento-compliant archive), the returning representation would not be indicative of an archival capture (memento).

```bash
curl -v -H "Accept-Datetime: Tue, 9 Jan 2007 00:00:00 GMT"
* Trying 207.241.225.186...
* Connected to web.archive.org (207.241.225.186) port 80 (#0)
> GET /web/http://matkelly.com HTTP/1.1
> Host: web.archive.org
> User-Agent: curl/7.54.0
> Accept: */*
> Accept-Datetime: Tue, 9 Jan 2007 00:00:00 GMT
>
< HTTP/1.1 302 FOUND
< Date: Tue, 27 Mar 2018 02:09:07 GMT
< Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8
< Content-Length: 32
< Connection: keep-alive
< Location:
< Vary: accept-datetime
< Link: <http://matkelly.com>; rel="original",
   rel="memento"; datetime="Mon, 17 Jul 2006 05:55:01 GMT",
   rel="timemap"; type="application/link-format"
<
found capture at 20060717055501
```

Fig. 22 Datetime negotiation using Memento consists of a user requesting a URI-M for a TimeGate with an Accept-Datetime header value in the HTTP request. Upon receiving the request, the TimeGate returns the closest URI-M to the requested date in an HTTP response with an HTTP redirect.
Fig. 23 When a user-agent receives a redirect (Figure 22) when dereferencing the URI-G, the URI-M returned from the TimeGate is subsequently requested and the HTTP response returned to the user-agent for the user.
Fig. 24 An abbreviated TimeMap (prepended with the verbose HTTP request and response
headers) from a Memento aggregator shows URI-Ms for the URI-R matkelly.com from
Internet Archive (archive.org), Archive-It (archive-it.org), Portuguese Web Archive
(arquivo.pt), and Archive.is (archive.is).

A Memento aggregator is an entity that acts as an endpoint for querying and combin-
ing the identifiers (URI-Ms) for archived representations (mementos) from multiple Web
archives. A Memento aggregator provides access to the chronologically ordered results of
the mementos (accessible by dereferencing a URI-M) of content that reside in Web archives (mementos) that constitute prior representations (and were once accessible at a URI-R). The listing of the mementos returned from a Web archive or from a Memento aggregator is provided as a TimeMap. For example, Web archives $A$, $B$, and $C$ contain URI-Ms for a URI-R $R$, labeled as $\{A\}$, $\{B\}$, and $\{C\}$, respectively. If queried individually, each respective archive would return a TimeMap containing its mementos for a URI-R. When a Memento aggregator configured to request the URI-Ms from these three archives receives a request with $R$ as a parameter, the aggregator would return a TimeMap containing the URI-Ms $\{A, B, C\}$, along with other information like the URI-R, URI of the TimeMap itself (defined as $URI-T$), etc. Memento aggregators may also provide identifiers for TimeGates and TimeMaps from multiple archives. Figure 24 shows an abbreviated Link-formatted [153] TimeMap containing URI-Ms from multiple archives (e.g., arquivo.pt, archive.is, and web.archive.org) as returned from a Memento aggregator for matkelly.com. The TimeMap also contains URI-Ts for TimeMaps in two other formats (JSON [45] and CDXJ [6, 11], the latter discussed in Section 2.4.4) and other identifiers for other Memento entities, described below.

A deployed implementation of a Memento TimeGate and aggregator resides at mementoweb.org's Time Travel service. When accessing this Web page, a user is presented with an interface (Figure 25a) to specify a URI-R and datetime for submission to the aggregator. The aggregator receives the user's input and provides a second Web page with the results (Figure 25b) including temporal proximity of the nearest memento at the URI-R of the date and time specified and a by-archive breakdown of the results, also including the temporal proximity.
(a) Homepage of Time Travel service at mementoweb.org

(b) Results from Time Travel for a request for a Memento nearest June 10, 2006 13:53:47 for matkelly.com

Fig. 25 The Time Travel service at mementoweb.org provides a user-friendly interface to a Memento TimeGate and aggregator.
CDXJ in Memento

In addition to serving as a richer index for WARC files beyond CDX (Section 2.4.4), the CDXJ format has also been adapted as an alternative format to Link [153] for Memento TimeMaps. Figure 26 shows corresponding Link and CDXJ TimeMaps for http://matkelly.com. This figure highlights the parallels including the representation of the URI-R, URI-G, URI-Ts, and URI-Ms, as highlighted. Each TimeMap format variant here also provides a URI-T to the other variant and an additional TimeMap in the JSON format (not pictured), which has similar parallels. The attributes about a URI-M in the Link TimeMap are limited to those defined in the Memento and Web Linking specifications, where the attributes for each URI-M in the CDXJ-formatted TimeMap may be extended within the JSON block of each record to be more descriptive about the respective URI-M in the context of a TimeMap. This parallel between the extensibility that CDXJ provides beyond the basis standards (CDX indexes and Link TimeMaps) is subtle yet powerful. In the CDX use case, the de facto standard provides no explicit semantics and the implicit semantics depend on the order of the values provided for each record. In the Link use case for CDXJ, the degree of descriptiveness that is syntactically available while still adhering to the reference specifications (Memento and Link) is limited, preventing descriptors that may be solely useful to describing mementos (cf. the applicability to the Web in general of Web Linking) from being both expressed and conforming.
Fig. 26 A CDXJ TimeMap (top) represents the same content as a Link TimeMap (bottom) including the URI-R (http://matkelly.com, highlighted in red), URI-G (blue), other URI-Ts (green), and URI-Ms (brown) with identical relations (note similarity of the corresponding rel attributes).
2.6 ACCESS CONTROL

Accessing content on the live Web often requires some form of access control, often implemented as the service hosting the content requiring a user to supply credentials or authenticate through another means. Content behind authentication is often inherently personal and/or private. When this content is preserved, it is decoupled from the original authentication mechanism on replay. To account for this, Web archival replay and access through other methods requires some form of access control to regulate potentially private information being served. The remainder of this section focuses on reusing a “live Web” standard authentication mechanism as will be later applied to the archived Web.

OAuth 2.0 [86] is an open standard for providing authorization for resources on the Web through a means of secure delegation of access without loss of access control. OAuth 2.0 defines four roles of entities in its framework: a resource owner, a resource server, a client, and an authorization server. The model described by the specification (Figure 27) entails a client requesting authorization from a resource owner, passing this grant to an authorization server to obtain a token, then using this token for requests for resources from a resource server. An access token is a string representing an authorization issued to the client entailing attributes of access like duration, scope, etc. In developing the framework for this research, we investigate using OAuth 2.0 as implemented on the live Web to establish authorization and regulate access to private archives using OAuth’s bearer tokenization model [103]. Regulating access beyond a simple “accept or deny” scheme requires an extensible system to accommodate private Web archives’ need to tailor access to the resources.
The OAuth 2.0 abstract protocol flow decouples the resource owner, resource server, and authorization client using a token-based system for access persistence.

This common authentication model is often seen from a client’s perspective with the details hidden. For example, when viewing a blog post on which a user wishes to leave a comment, there will often be the option to authenticate using another service, e.g., a user may use their facebook.com credentials to comment. Rather than the blog (the resource owner) being required to authenticate the user’s Facebook account, when the user performs an “authorization grant”, i.e., requests permission to comment, the blog provides the authorization grant mechanism of authenticating through Facebook. The user can then use this grant to authenticate to Facebook’s “authorization server”. Upon successful authorization, Facebook returns an access token to the user. The user can then provide this token when commenting to associate access to the “protected resource”, here the ability to comment, with subsequent requests. This sort of token persistence prevents the user from needing
to authenticate with each post, prevents the blog from needing to maintain authentication, and allows the user or blog to de-authenticate the access by disavowing the token. Upon a token being disavowed, when verified with the authorization server on subsequent comment attempt, a response will indicate this and instruct the resource server to prevent access to the protected resource.

In the context of Web archiving, no such authentication procedure is typically performed when accessing Web archives. Archival crawlers perform a capture of the representation of the resource without enforcing subsequent access restrictions, as the authorization server’s functionality is not preserved. In this work we adapt the OAuth 2.0 procedure to regulate access in the context of the aggregation of public and private Web archives.

2.7 SUMMARY

In this chapter, we performed a high-level review of the fundamentals of the Web and Web Archiving. We then outlined the foundational technologies and advancements in Web archiving. Finally, we gave an overview of fundamentals of access and security that are relevant and a prerequisite for exploring the research described in this work. Each of these sub-topics, combined together, serves as the basis on which we build the framework for aggregating private and public Web archives.
CHAPTER 3

RELATED WORK

...we see more and farther than our predecessors, not because we have keener vision or greater height, but because we are lifted up and borne aloft on their gigantic stature.

- John of Salisbury, The Metalogicon

In this chapter we discuss previous research about Web archiving, HTTP, and security. Section 3.1 discusses research related to Memento and HTTP mechanics, which we will build upon while exploring RQ5. Section 3.2 discusses relevant work on privacy and security that will guide us in determining appropriate means of access control of private Web archive contents (RQ6). As Web archives proliferate, migration is key in assuring their posterity. Section 3.3 describes research performed in propagation and sharing of Web archives both within an organization and on a smaller, personal scale. Section 3.4 describes work related to distinguishing and finding the similarities and potential reuse between public, private, and personal Web archives. This section will address the aggregation aspects between these three archive types, particularly on how to distinguish them when additional considerations are needed (RQ4, RQ5, and RQ6).

3.1 MEMENTO AND HTTP MECHANICS

This section highlights relevant research exploring aspects of Memento beyond the original Memento specification and the fundamental research described in Section 2.5.

3.1.1 MEMENTO TIMEMAPS

In previous work [116, 115], we performed a deep dive into the identifier for mementos (URI-Ms), highlighting the limitations of relying solely on a TimeMap to determine a count for the number of Mementos available. In an investigation primarily into google.com, we found that 84.9% of the URI-Ms in the TimeMap returned an HTTP redirect when dereferenced. This indicates that the URI-Ms themselves must be requested to obtain a true count of the number of representations a TimeMap represents. In this work we sampled
from the Internet Archive’s Memento endpoint, the CDX Server endpoint, and the explicit count of captures presented in the Wayback Machine interface. The number of mementos available for a URI-R as conveyed by each of these methods varied depending on which source and method of counting was used. In Section 6.2.1 we build upon the methodologies of these preliminary works by abstracting what we defined as “content-based attributes” that would have mitigated the issues described. We extrapolate this abstraction onto other attribute types (e.g., derived attributes that require further calculation in Section 6.2.2) for expression in TimeMaps.

3.1.2 MEMENTO AGGREGATION

Memento currently allows URIs for mementos, TimeMaps, and TimeGates (URI-Ms, URI-Ts, and URI-Gs, respectively) to be aggregated (à la Section 2.5) by a Memento aggregator and returned to a user sending requests to a Memento endpoint. The specification of the set of Memento-compliant archives (public or otherwise) are included at the disposal of maintainer of these aggregators. Alam and Nelson’s MemGator [10] allows anyone to deploy their own Memento aggregator and to include a set of Web archives as defined via a configuration file prior to launching the application. We extended the software in this work (Section 7.1.1) to account for the privacy and access control aspects beyond the considerations that the Memento framework addresses.

Rosenthal et al. [175] described the usage of Memento aggregation for content with restricted access. A library using their LOCKSS system could see their own captures inline with other archives provided by a fallback aggregator like the Time Travel service. The concepts of listing mementos with restricted access, hierarchical relations between aggregators, and query precedence and short-circuiting are discussed in Sections 7.1.2, 7.1.1, and 7.2.2, respectively.

AlSum et al. [18, 17] studied the routing of URI lookups to Web archives where the conventional model for aggregators is to broadcast the request to all archives as configured, which is inefficient. Even with a listing of URI-Ms from a TimeMap, the URI-Ms whose content is accessible varies with the accessibility of the target archive, which varies with time as archives come on and offline [183]. The current management of adding and removing Memento-compatible archives to the Memento aggregator software is a manual process with no subscription-like model nor an API for manipulating the set of archives included in-place. We explore client-assisted Memento aggregation using the \texttt{Prefer} header [114] to mitigate some of the downsides of the broadcasting approach, detailed in Section 6.1.
Brunelle and Nelson [53] studied archives so as to recommend caching policies for Memento aggregators, a process that aggregators use to optimize the temporally expensive operation of querying and aggregating the URI-Ms from multiple archives. As a contribution of that work, they found that TimeMaps are not necessarily monotonically increasing in size. When disks hosting the contents of archives die, a subset of archives with URI-Ms in a TimeMap come on- and off-line, and because of a slew of other circumstances (both engineering and policy based), the set of mementos identified in a TimeMap may change. The proliferation of personal Web archives amplifies the importance of our work in this dissertation, as Web archives hosted by individuals are likely to be less consistent with uptime and reliability compared to their institutional Web archive counterparts. In Section 4.5 we describe our efforts toward the persistence of personal Web archives using a collaborative and secure approach at propagating personal Web archives’ holdings.

Bornand et al. [42] highlighted a problem for Memento aggregators where as the progressive number of archives aggregated increases, so does the response time and computation costs of the aggregator. Using cached queries to the archives, they were able to develop a binary classifier to determine whether a particular archive ought to be queried based on the request from the client. Using their findings, they were able to decrease the average number of requests by 77% and reduce the response time by 42%. Bornand et al. also emphasized the necessity for aggregators to implement selective polling of supported archives with practical examples of recent services deployed that indirectly increased traffic to the archives via the aggregator and caused a dramatic increase in response time. In a production environment for their aggregator they found that just over 82% of the URI-Rs covered by their aggregator’s configuration have mementos in only 0, 1, or 2 of the supported archives (inclusive of archives with which they interface by proxy). In Section 7.1.1, we extend the functionality of conventional Memento aggregators through the introduction of a Memento Meta-Aggregator. This additional abstraction allows for a more systematic means for users to control the archives that are queried by the aggregator (Section 6.1), a capability beyond the scope of a conventional aggregator’s static set of archives, as considered by Bornand et al.

Alam et al. [12, 11] profiled Web archives using sampling (i.e., examining the archives’ contents cf. Bornand et al. examining TimeMap responses) to mitigate the need of an archive to explicitly update a representation of its holdings. Using a profile, a Memento aggregator is able to more efficiently route requests for mementos for a URI-R based on the relevancy of the URI-R to the archives’ respective captures. Their sampling method was
accomplished through a crawling procedure, which may require adjustment for archives with a more complex access scheme as described in Section 7.3.5. However, because a personal or private Web archive’s holdings are likely much smaller than most institutions, the rate of unnecessary requests to personal archives when aggregated would likely be much higher. The work of Alam et al. helped to inform the design of the modified aggregator in this dissertation (evaluated in Section 8.1) to allow an aggregator to better advertise the relevancy of potential queries where applicable and allowed per access restrictions. Because exposing the metadata of an archive also has ramifications, a special case may be needed when indicating the presence of captures via the derivative profiling attribute. Expressing this from the perspective of aggregating private captures as a subset of all sources is addressed in Chapter 8 by providing a means of preventing a private Web archive’s holdings from being unnecessarily exposed.

In 2013, Rosenthal [172] highlighted further issues with the then-current state of Memento aggregators, with particular relevance to his notes on aggregator scalability. Memento provides no structure to represent and differentiate mementos originating from private Web archives with those from public Web archives. In this dissertation (RQ4 and RQ5) we examine methods to strategically identify the different sorts of captures. Further, we define methods to appropriately handle the captures based on the attributes for the identifiers (Section 6.2). Rosenthal [171] emphasized that temporal order may not be optimal for TimeMaps returned from Memento aggregators. He stated that aggregators need to develop ways of estimating usefulness of preserved content and conveying these estimates to readers. In a different work, Rosenthal [170] described the behavior of aggregators returning “Soft 403s” consisting of captures of login pages when the user likely expected content shown that was originally behind authentication. Rosenthal [170] also described a “hints list” that an aggregator might provide based on its own experience of requesting content from archives. In this work, Rosenthal also alluded to a hypothetical mechanism of the aggregator filtering content like login pages (as facilitated by short-circuiting in Section 7.2.2) from the results and redirecting a user to a version of the TimeMap containing only captures that are not a login page (as discussed in Section 7.3.6).

3.1.3 TYPES OF MEMENTOS

Jones et al. [104] discussed obtaining the “raw mementos” consisting of un-rewritten links without archival banners in captures in a systematic way using the HTTP Link response header. By utilizing the HTTP Prefer request header [188] (previously discussed in
Section 2.3), a user would be able to obtain a version of the memento as it appeared at the time of capture instead of a version with relative links rewritten by the archive to point back within the archive and not the live Web. An archive, in response and to confirm compliance with the request, would return the memento with the HTTP Preference-Applied response header along with the requested original version of the memento. We leverage Prefer extensively in providing the ability for negotiating with Web archives in dimensions beyond time (Chapter 6).

Van de Sompel et al. [197] highlighted that the Prefer header could be used by Web archives to allow clients to specify a request for the unaltered or un-rewritten content. Rosenthal [173] echoed Van de Sompel et al. by suggesting a list of transformations (screenshot, altered-dom, etc.) for a memento via a new HTTP header. To resolve URI-Ms of embedded resources, a replay system will often perform server-side rewriting (i.e., altered-dom) prior to serving the root memento. We [8] provided an alternate approach to mitigating the archived representation rewriting problem using a client-side rerouting mechanism through the use of Service Workers.

The work in this dissertation focuses on the transformation of TimeMaps, not the mementos themselves. The rewriting problem in previous work is pertinent to replay of URI-Ms, whereas what we accomplish is more expressive metadata of the mementos (using StarMaps, described in Chapter 6) to mitigate issues that occur before and while dereferencing URI-Ms. A goal of this work is to further involve the client in the aggregation process (e.g., client-side archival specification in Section 6.1). Interaction with the aggregators through these sort of mechanisms will be a first step in accomplishing the goals of the framework.

In previous work [108], we highlighted an issue of URI-collision in the realm of personal Web archives wherein (for example) both a login page and the authenticated content of a live Web application may reside at the same URI-R (Figure 10). We [117] extended this work by identifying personalized representations of mementos and providing a mechanism to navigate between additional dimensions beyond time. We explore this much further in Chapter 6. As personal Web archives proliferate and are at some point aggregated into multi-archive TimeMaps (cf. a TimeMap from and containing only listings from the archive itself), it is useful to distinguish URI-Ms that represent personalized mementos, mementos that were originally behind authentication (using attributes discussed in Section 6.2.3), and mementos in personal Web archives that require additional considerations and mechanisms to access (RQ4 and RQ5).
3.2 PRIVACY AND SECURITY

In preserving private Web content, issues of privacy and security arise when this content is stored and accessed via either replay or through the archival metadata representative of the captures themselves or even the archival holdings. For example, exposing that captures exist for a URI-R in a private Web archive (even without necessarily exposing the contents) might encourage those trying to illegitimately access the private capture to proceed. With one objective of this work being to facilitate aggregation of these captures (Chapter 7), previous work dealing with privacy and security as it relates to Web archives needs to be evaluated to inform the design decisions of the framework.

When examining previous work performed in the realms of public, personal, and private Web archiving, it is useful to consider the issues of privacy and security of access. In Section 3.2.1 we discuss previous studies on the current practices performed by individuals’ Web archives. In Section 3.2.2 we consider how access control practices are performed and can be adapted to personal and private Web archives from both the institutional and the live Web perspectives.

3.2.1 PRIVACY OF SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT

Marshall and Shipman [139] surveyed Facebook users on Mechanical Turk with varying opinions on ownership of content that a user posts to Facebook. Over half of the users answered that public institutions should not archive Facebook, with one respondent stating that the content did not belong to Facebook or interested archiving institutions and another respondent stating that archiving institutions should not proceed without user permission. Other users were vehemently against institutional Web archiving of Facebook content stating, “Whether it is is public or not, institutions really should not have a right to archive personal content.” Users also said that to limit the archiving process only to public content changes the nature of the archives and “might ensure an anodyne source of historical information, less informative than a local newspaper.” We enable individuals to preserve this content themselves (Section 4.2) to mitigate the problems and barriers of institutions preserving it. For individuals to preserve this content was originally beyond the scope of Marshall and Shipman due to the technical limitations of archiving tools at the time and the fact that Web archiving was for the most part limited to institutional efforts.

Lindley et al. [134] interviewed Web users, particularly about their online habits in social media. Users expressed active efforts to separate their personal and professional personas,
often using pseudonyms to accomplish this. For example, a user described her Pinterest persona as “housewifey” and not representative of her professional identity. Another user, an amateur photographer, stated of his pseudonym-associated Flickr account that the disassociation was a “public private thing” and that the Flickr persona, “isn’t really me.” We previously briefly highlighted a use case relating to Flickr preservation and privacy in Chapter 1. We evaluate the impact of facilitating this disassociation of a single user to captures as exhibited in the Chapter 1 scenarios in Section 8.4. We also provide scenarios where this decoupling of personas can be re-associated from the user end in Section 7.3.5.

3.2.2 ACCESS CONTROL IN WEB ARCHIVE PRACTICE

Various Web archives have implemented a means of access control for their holdings. Two such examples are rudimentary password protection using a basic authentication mechanism and another of restriction of access based on location.

In early 2017 the UK Web Archive (UKWA) instituted a change in their OpenWayback instance, limiting what parts could be accessed over the Web. When accessing URI-Ms at this archive, e.g., https://www.webarchive.org.uk/wayback/archive/*/http://www.example.org, a user would receive a Web page stating that the memento can only be accessed from their “Legal Deposit Library reading room” (Figure 29). Using curl on this same URI-M returns an HTTP 451 (Figure 28), a status code indicative that the resource is unavailable for legal reasons [46]. Accessing this same capture while on-site at the archive permits access. In early 2018, the UKWA began migrating [203] to using an adapted version [195] of the Python-based pywb replay system to enforce these access restrictions in a more systematic manner.
Fig. 28 Accessing a URI-M at UKWA using curl returns an HTTP 451 status code.

Fig. 29 Accessing a URI-M at UKWA using a browser returns an interface informing the user that the URI-M can only be accessed on-site. The left screenshot corresponds to the HTTP 451 corresponding to Figure 28 when accessed using a Web browser whereas the right image corresponds to UKWA’s recently collection-based replay interface displaying a message that access is limited to on-premises users.

3.3 COLLABORATION USING WEB ARCHIVES

Digital humanities scholars are interested in creating, curating, and sharing collections of Web archives but barriers currently exist that prevent members of a group of scholars from collaborating. For initiating crawls, for example, Dr. Liza Potts, a Digital Humanities
professor at Michigan State University, wishes to use tagging as directives for automatic
crawling (e.g, #crawlone, #crawlevery10minutes) and be able to sort archived pages by
time or tag. Their use cases anticipate using familiar technologies to archive, like writing a
list of metadata for an archival target to a Google Doc with values like username, datetime,
URI-R (live Web), URI-M (archive page), and associated tag. This Google Doc could then
be used for sharing and sorting. To facilitate collaboration, these same scholars want to
create small archived collections that can be shared among a small group of researchers.

Collaboration by individuals in Web archiving frequently involves centralizing to an
institution. For instance, the recent collaboration on the Cobweb [189] project between
the California Digital Libraries\(^1\), Harvard University, and UCLA Library\(^2\) involves a URI-R
submission process to Archive-It, the latter who performs the preservation procedure. This
preservation by-value procedure is common in calls for individuals to “archive the Web”
through a URI nomination procedure. In Section 4.5, we facilitate a more decentralized
and distributed collaboration approach of collaboration by-value for an aggregate resilience
of the collective picture of the Web instead of relying on a centralized institution to both
perform the procedure but also to be solely responsible for its availability.

PANDAS is a system developed by the National Library of Australia that provided
tagging to Web archives including restrictions by date (embargoes), authentication, and
IP address and is implemented via Apache’s .htaccess file [160]. This system provides no
fine-grain access control and suffers from other scale issues but was used as a basis for
consideration in OpenWayback’s implementation of access control\(^3\). Niu [152] examined the
Australian PANDORA archive among ten other Web archives to compare the functionality
and personalized-based features offered to users for personal Web archiving. These features
included comparing Web archive access methods such as lookup-by-URI as one method
offered to users. Access dynamics are explored in Section 7.1.2 in the context of private
Web archives. The introduction of additional attributes relating to access (Section 6.2.3)
helps to mitigate URI collisions, as occur with captures at identical URI-Rs with different
levels of access (Section 1.2). iProxy provided users a means of archiving and replay with
access parameters that extended URLs with commands for retrieval [165]. Because of the
additional attributes beyond public-private in archives (Section 6.2), simple URI extension

\(^1\)https://www.cdlib.org/
\(^2\)http://www.library.ucla.edu/
\(^3\)https://web.archive.org/web/20090209140507/http://webteam.archive.org/
confluence/display/wayback/Exclusions+API
using this means is insufficient for lookup in private Web archives whose content was behind authentication on the live Web. We address this in Chapter 6.

3.4 ARCHIVING: PUBLIC VS. PRIVATE VS. PERSONAL

In Chapter 7 we describe a framework for aggregating public and private Web archives. To aggregate these different classes of archives, it helps to first understand what each class comprises. As adding the “personal” aspect to a class of archives, the three classes are not necessarily mutually exclusive. In this Section we describe related research focusing on each class.

3.4.1 PUBLIC WEB ARCHIVING

Brunelle [48, 54] proposed and evaluated a model for more comprehensive preservation of Web pages through identifying “deferred representations”. The work used a large-scale public data Web archive collection as a gold standard basis in both replicating the original approach (through sampling) as well as the approach with supplementary URI-R discovery. This directly relates to RQ1 (Section 1.4) through a mechanism of URI surfacing. We extend on this work in Section 4.3.2 to both improve on the deferral procedure through leveraging a browser medium for capture and also consider content beyond the original scope of the gold standard collection, like content behind authentication (Section 4.2).

Access to Web archives is a fundamental theme in this dissertation. Ben-David and Huurdeman [28] described accessing Web archives through mechanisms beyond retrieval by URI. They juxtapose their searching techniques to the conventional access pattern of initially “vertically surfing” (accessing a URI at a point in time) then “horizontally surfing” by following links from the initial page. This paradigm correlates with the method of retrieving a single document from an analog archive. “Access to Web Archives has remained tied to the Web’s early user engagement practices”, they said, “of surfing and browsing and not searching”, citing that most Web archives are not searchable. Their WebART project prototype (originally developed in Huurdeman et al. [92]) allows full-text search of the Dutch Web Archive and provides an aggregate view of the Dutch Web – a shift from access-by-URI to considering the whole Web archive as a unit of analysis. While the conventional means of archival access is by URI, users will likely wish to access their private, personal, and even institutional public Web captures by alternate means. This was beyond the scope of Ben-David and Huurdeman, who focused on public Web archives.
Ben-David and Huurdeman’s interfaces for exploration of Web archives beyond URI are not unique to their prototype, as other archives are working on adapting to support search interfaces. For example, Costa and Silva [58] showed through juxtaposition to search engine usage that Web archive users prefer full-text search instead of search by URI. They also found that temporal navigation is not often used for restricting searches except for the preference toward the oldest documents. In Chapter 6 we discuss details on access beyond URI and time using an extensible approach to build on dimensions beyond those defined by Costa and Silva.

AlNoamany et al. [15, 13, 14] used access logs they acquired from the Internet Archive to analyze what users and robots were accessing and through what method they were accessed. They found that 82% of the sessions they identified as humans accessing IA to be accessing the archive through referrals from other pages in the archive. They compared this to what they identified as robots accessing the archive where only 15% of the accesses they attributed had a referral from another archived page. By identifying humans as accessing certain content, the authors were able to infer what the archive’s users thought were important enough to revisit. We focus both on being able to re-access these preserved pages but also to aggregate and make accessible personal and private captures (Chapter 7), which was out of the scope of the studies performed by AlNoamany et al.

3.4.2 PRIVATE WEB ARCHIVING

Brunelle et al. [49] discussed (as mentioned in Section 1.3) private Web archiving from a non-individual context. In this work, the authors described archival crawling scenarios by the MITRE Corporation to preserve the contents of their corporate Intranet. In some cases, a crawler preserved sensitive information, requiring the resultant WARC file to be deleted in lieu of a process to selectively remove particular captures from WARC files. In other instances, the shortcomings of the crawler not possessing the credentials to access privileged resources had a dramatic effect on the coverage of the crawl. In this same light, the lack of technical capability of Heritrix to execute and archive JavaScript-reliant representations prevented many pages from being comprehensively preserved. Brunelle et al.’s study proves relevant to the research in this dissertation in that the ramifications of preservation of private information has greater consequence beyond personally identifiable information being exposed, as is often cited as the need in individuals archiving the private parts of the Web.

Rauber et al. [167] discussed privacy issues in archiving private Web content and provided a way to programmatically identify when Web content contains information that
requires special handling when archived. We explore this from a technical standpoint in Chapter 6 to address question RQ4. Rauber et al.’s discussion on the ethical implications of preserving this content and the current practice of access control exhibited by institutional Web archives further justifies the need for a proactive means of access control instead of after-the-fact identification of private content in Web archives. The introduction of a systematic means of access regulation to this private content is addressed in Section 7.1.2.

The Snowden Archive-in-a-Box project [133] is an autonomous version of the Snowden Digital Surveillance Archive. The project uses a Raspberry Pi single-board computer along with other hardware and a data set containing files leaked onto the Internet by Edward Snowden to allow browsing of the files without a user fearing being surveilled. This use case highlights access as being the problematic factor beyond the base case of the content being sensitive. In lieu of persistent regulated access to private captures (as facilitated by the dynamics in Section 6.1), replication of this archived Web data is the crux of the project. Our studies and tools for peer-to-peer collaboration and propagation (Section 4.5) would facilitate the goals of this project beyond the scope initially described, further emphasizing the potential for piecemeal adoption of the framework described in Chapter 7.

Creators of Web content may consider parts of the sites they curate to contain private content despite being publicly accessible. While the crawler at Internet Archive may capture this content regardless, the Internet Archive has stated that it is not interested in offering access to Web sites whose authors do not want their materials in the collection [95]. A site author may provide exclusions to archival content for their domain using robots.txt.

Marshall and Shipman [138] surveyed individuals using Mechanical Turk on their opinions of institutions preserving personal Web contents, namely, the Library of Congress Twitter set donated in 2010. The latter evoked a response where cultural importance was often deemed inversely related to the level of personalization of the content if archived by institutions. The authors also expressed concerns of the respondents of losing access control of content they thought was important but still had aspects of personalization. This may be juxtaposed to earlier work by Marshall and Shipman [137] on content ownership of a photo posted online where a non-consenting individual from an adjacent party where the photo was taken was clearly visible and identifiable. In the hypothetical scenario where this photo is preserved and the individual who posted the photo retains access control, the background individual who the preserved Web content is partially “about” has less of a grounds of ownership and thus obtaining any access control to the preserved content. These two works
relate to the scenario in Chapter 1 of our need to preserve personal photo-based content where we are the bearer and thus accountable for the level of publicness if shared.

3.4.3 PERSONAL WEB ARCHIVING

Abrams et al. [3] described a bookmarking system he labeled as personal/private "archiving" but which was more of a preservation-by-reference approach where contemporary archiving is preservation-by-value, in addition to maintaining a reference key for lookup and replay. He reiterated this point with the admittance that “bookmarks aren’t great describers of the actual content [of the Web page]” reinforcing the link rot that occurs when a representation for a URI has changed. In Section 4.5 we extensively expand on this concept but allow the by-reference “key” in the form of CDXJ indexes to be used as the source of replay and collaboration. This approach facilitates permanence of personal Web archives.

Thelwall and Vaughan [192] explored the bias of the collection of Web sites preserved by Internet Archive as a selection of the “whole Web”. This evaluation did not extend to the private live Web for which an even larger bias exists, as the overwhelming majority of content preserved by IA is from the public live Web. Gomes et al. [83] evaluated biases in Web archive corpora that occur when the process of choosing which sites to archive in focused crawls is automated with a criteria basis. Access models beyond the scope of these two works is described in relation to aggregating private and public Web archives in the Access Patterns in Section 7.3.

Marshall [135, 136] enumerated examples of personal digital archiving extending beyond Web archiving. The usage patterns give real-world scenarios of how individuals preserve and access their digital content including the distribution of collections, what sort of content is preserved, and the role of the storage medium in ensuring future access. With the audience of this framework ultimately being these same amateur archivists, Marshall’s patterns help to understand the technical needs of the users in developing the framework. As above, we enumerated these access and usage patterns in Section 7.3.

In our previous work [123, 117, 118, 52] we highlighted and evaluated the digital preservation capabilities of tools used to preserve content on the live Web, particularly in respect to JavaScript. These works accounted for archiving content on the public live Web though much of the private live Web is dynamic and JavaScript-driven, proving the likelihood of a higher degree of damage in mementos [50]. We have preliminarily used browser-based tools
for a subset of the Web archives we created from the private live Web to generate 
private Web archives. We describe these tools more in-depth in Chapter 4.

Strodl et al. [190] described a user-driven framework for digital preservation that facili-
tates individuals’ preservation of private digital content using best practices. Their software 
prototype predates and shares similarities with our prototype [120] to encourage users to 
archive their private Web content by removing technical barriers in the preservation software. 
Strodl et al.’s work abstracts the access issues that is addressed when the implementation 
of the framework creates data that is akin to the sort he describes.

3.5 SUMMARY

In this chapter we provided a review of recent related work that is relevant to the 
research being performed in this dissertation. In Section 3.1 we discussed recent work 
relating to Memento with a focus on aggregation and dynamics that others have explored 
beyond the original specification. Section 3.2 provided an overview of recent investigations 
of privacy and security as applicable to Web archives. Section 3.3 described the rudimentary 
approaches currently used for collaboration using Web archives, which we extend on in an 
accessible way in this dissertation. Section 3.4 outlined a means of distinguishing personal, 
private, and public Web archives and the various gray areas where each may exhibit traits 
of multiple classes and how that makes aggregation non-trivial.
CHAPTER 4

TOOLS TO ENABLE THE PERSONAL WEB ARCHIVIST

They won’t listen. Do you know why? Because they have certain fixed notions about the past. Any change would be blasphemy in their eyes, even if it were the truth. They don’t want the truth; they want their traditions.

- Isaac Asimov, Pebble in the Sky [21]

As the Web has evolved and society has deemed it culturally significant and thus worth saving, it has drastically changed form from the Web of the past. What were once static pages are now dynamic, with content often hidden and only requested and displayed based on a user action [48]. Facebook.com, for example, only shows temporal details on-demand, obscuring the potentially vast amount of content until it is explicitly requested (Figure 2 in Chapter 1). The content being displayed, or at least referenced, in the DOM is often a prerequisite for it being comprehensively preserved.

Other Web pages may be inaccessible or inappropriate for institutional archives and their tools to capture. For instance, my born-digital baby photos in Figure 1 (Chapter 1) ought to not be the responsibility of the institutional archives to preserve despite being on the live Web. However, as a Web user, I feel this content is extremely important and thus, despite not being the bearer of these photos (Google is in this case, per Chapter 1), it ought to be my responsibility to preserve them. Figure 30 describes this issue of scoping the appropriateness of various kinds of Web archiving. Here, a user may want to preserve their Facebook captures and Private Bank Record captures in separate but aggregate-able (blue box) private Web archives. Despite the personal natures of their captures of a site like cnn.com, the users may also be willing to allow aggregation of these particular captures (green box).

The issues of the Web being dynamic beyond the capability of institutional tools and content being sensitive and in need of an individual’s efforts to ensure its posterity lead us into further investigations in enabling individuals to preserve the Web using capable tools with privacy considerations in mind.

This chapter addresses Research Questions 2 and 3 as facilitated by tools built in support of this dissertation. In Section 4.1 we discuss our initial efforts in preserving social
Fig. 30 Various currently existing archives in the Web archiving spectrum are limited to the part of the Web they can or appropriately should preserve. An individual archive (black) may be aggregated with other public Web archives (maroon) but Memento aggregators do not typically include personal captures of the public Web (green is not performed in-practice), despite the aggregation potentially facilitating a more temporally complete picture of the Web.
media content, specially Facebook. Section 4.2 describes our efforts at facilitating a more standards-based approach (creating WARC [98] files) at preserving both social media as well as deep Web content that was otherwise unpreserved. In Section 4.3 we describe a tool to make archive crawling and replay easier for personal Web archivists as well as a second iteration of the tool for higher fidelity archiving than institutional grade crawlers. In Section 4.4 we describe our work on making the live and archived Web more seamless as a more usable mechanism for interaction with the Webs using Memento. In Section 4.5 we describe our software-based efforts for facilitating collaboration of personal and private Web archives using IPFS [29].

4.1 ARCHIVE FACEBOOK

We initially performed an investigation into personal Web archiving, leveraging tools with which Web users were already familiar. Contemporary Web users conventionally view the Web using the means of a Web browser. Our early work targeted the preservation of social media Web sites (particularly, archiving Facebook [126] to create a single private archive per Figure 30) using browser extensions to leverage the browser interface with which users would already be familiar. Tools tailored to preserve a particular site often break when the target site changes (e.g., a tool for scraping Facebook begins to fail when they change their HTML [142]), so we created an extensible framework for preserving content behind authentication [108], with a focus on social media sites. The primary method for preserving the content, however, was inconsistent with standard practice and formats, i.e., we stored the resource representations (HTML, CSS, images, etc) into individual files on the local file system.

4.2 WARCREATE

We discovered that making the browser a part of the preservation process facilitated users preserving the part of the Web they cared about. In 2012 we developed WARCreate [125, 127], a browser extension for the Google Chrome Web browser. The purpose of the extension is to make the standard format for preserving Web pages, the WARC format (Section 2.4.3) [98], more accessible for preservation via generation of the capture from a Web browser. Unlike most methods for generating WARCs, WARCreate mitigates the technical overhead to accomplish this by allowing the user to preserve Web pages to WARC files without leaving the browser. Prior to developing WARCreate, the bulk of users’ direct efforts in creating WARC files (cf. indirect efforts like submitting URIs) was through running
Heritrix crawls (Section 2.4.2). Delegation of the archival process by passing the target to be archived by reference (i.e., supplying a URI-R, see Section 3.3) introduces the potential for a difference in content of what a user sees in their browser and what is captured by the archiving tool (RQ1). This potential for a representation to be different when passed by reference formed the basis for our further research in facilitating the capture of the live Web by extending tools a user already uses in their daily workflow to allow them to “Archive What I See Now” (Section 3.3) [204]. Additionally, WARCreate’s privileged access as a browser extension to what a user sees in their viewport, even content behind authentication (RQ3), allows it to capture content inaccessible to Internet Archive and Heritrix.

Archiving content from the browser provided a unique perspective to the Web archiving process. Content that is otherwise inaccessible with by-reference delegation (i.e., instructing another tool to archive what is at a URI) could now be preserved. On the other hand, those pages may contain sensitive, private, or personally identifiable information. As described in the scenario in Section 1.3, violating expectations of sensitivity may have side-effects and ramifications that affect other preserved content. On the level of personal Web archiving, a user has no easy way of knowing that content in a WARC is sensitive, private, and/or contains personally identifiable information. With the desire to facilitate preservation and tools to enable users to preserve content on the live Web that would otherwise go unpreserved, one goal of this research is to provide a means of allowing a user to specify these additional dimensions for their personal collections.

4.3 WEB ARCHIVING INTEGRATION LAYER (WAIL)

While creating a browser-based tool for capture (Section 4.2), we spun off the server component into a tool (Section 4.3.1) that initially catered to the shortcomings of browsers with the eventual evolution of including capture and replay tools. We further evolved this tool (Section 4.3.2) to use higher fidelity capture and replay methods. In this section we describe the evolution of WAIL.

4.3.1 WAIL

Creating a tool to capture what a user sees in their browser was not straightforward in 2012. For the sake of security, browser extension APIs allow limited access to both what is being read through the network and interpreted by the browser as well as the local file system [112] (RQ2). The File API [164], still in the draft stage at the time and not yet
(a) WARCreate Browser with highlighted details in sibling subfigures.

(b) The WARCreate popup consists of a single button interface for simplicity to encourage preservation without complication.

(c) Native Chrome UI provides direct access WARCreate-generated WARC file.

Fig. 31 WARCreate is activated by a user clicking a button bar icon when on a page for which they want to create a WARC. The figure shows the placement and context of the icon with the single button (a) to generate the WARC after clicking the button bar icon (details in (b)) and the native Chrome downloaded file interface providing immediate access to the downloaded file (c).
Web Archiving Integration Layer (WAIL) allows users one-click access to preserving live Web URIs. This figure shows a user entering a URI in the native (macOS) desktop application interface (a), viewing the capture listing in the bundled OpenWayback interface once the capture procedure is complete (b), and viewing the memento being served from the OpenWayback instance (c) included in their local WAIL.
When developing WARCreate [125], a local server instance was originally required to write to the file system. When browsers became more capable, the server components were repackaged along with the additional inclusion of Heritrix and deployed as Web Archiving Integration Layer (WAIL) [120, 121].

fully supported by any browser [62], also provided no reprieve, as files produced by browser extensions were sandboxed and inaccessible from the rest of the file system.

To counter browser shortcomings at the time, rather than rely on a central Web-based endpoint, we leveraged the cross-platform and desktop-based XAMPP [67] to act as a “local server” bridge to allow the user to write WARCs to their local file system (Figure 33) by performing an HTTP POST [79] with the WARC contents to the “server”. In doing so, we also enabled users to use desktop-based applications relating to Web archiving. For example, to enable users to replay the WARCs they created with WARCreate (Section 4.2) or from other sources, we configured and adapted OpenWayback to utilize the Tomcat [199] runtime included in XAMPP. We removed superfluous portions of XAMPP (e.g., service control interface code) and eventually extracted the Tomcat setup to use OpenWayback as the sole application.

Once browsers became more capable of interacting with the local file system outside of a limited “sandbox”, the server component was unnecessary for WARCreate to generate WARCs that could be saved to the local system beyond the sandbox. As we had leveraged
OpenWayback for WARC replay, we also bundled Heritrix for conventional, institutional-grade Web crawling (cf. WARCreate’s page-at-a-time archiving) and rewrote a tailored Graphical User Interface (GUI) to create Web Archiving Integration Layer (WAIL) [120, 121]. The interface was originally programmed in Python 2.7 using wxPython [166], a Python port of wxWidgets [187], a cross-language and cross-platform UI library. The Python code was compiled to a native executable (.app on macOS/MacOS X\(^1\) and .exe on Windows) using PyInstaller [206], a program that performs the latter task from Python scripts. The simple, graphical, and native interface in WAIL encouraged users to create personal Web archives without the required technical overhead and with the ease of entering a URI and selecting an “Archive Now!” button (Figure 32).

### 4.3.2 WAIL-ELECTRON

While the original WAIL bundled Heritrix, OpenWayback, and other institution-grade Web archiving tools, these tools were often incapable of capturing certain Web content, e.g., content using certain JavaScript features (see Chapter 5). The original WAIL (Section 4.3.1) was built by compiling a set of Python scripts to a native application, relative to the set of supported platforms (MacOS X and Windows). Accounting for the nuances in the bundled tools as well as writing cross-platform GUI-driven code from a Python script proved to be difficult to maintain. Further, relying on the capability of the bundled tools (and thus sometimes the incompleteness of captures of URI-Rs) was a fundamental shortcoming of captures generated by personal Web archivists. One additional aspect beyond the bundled tools that limited WAIL was the inability to organize captures into collections. The original WAIL assumed a single collection where every capture was accessible at a single Web-based endpoint.

We reimagined WAIL [32] as an Electron\(^2\) application. Electron is a framework that allows conventional Web technologies like HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to be compiled to a variety of native applications. Applications leveraging Electron may display a GUI with much of the same markup and style that would produce a rendered Web page when viewed in a Web browser. In lieu of OpenWayback, we opted to integrate pywb [129] for archival replay. pywb provides native collection management as well as account for some advanced archival replay dynamics not present in OpenWayback. As with the original WAIL, we provided

\(^1\)During the research for this dissertation, Apple Inc. changed the name of their operating system from “MacOS X” to “OS X” to “macOS”. While these are semantically interchangeable, the variant in this dissertation is representative of the name at the relative time.

\(^2\)https://electronjs.org/
Heritrix as an option for preservation but unlike the original, we additionally included integration with a native Chromium browser into the archiving process. This additional integration allowed previously missed Web content to be surfaced for preservation from sites like Twitter to produce a more accurate and comprehensive Web archive [32]. WAIL-Electron’s collection-based archiving first asks users to specify a set of seeds to initially crawl for the collection, similar to the commercial Archive-It service provided by Internet Archive. WAIL also allows a user to supply descriptions and metadata for the collection to give the captures semantic scope.

Collections

Subscription-based Web archiving services like Archive-It (Appendix A) allow users with limited technical knowledge to create and replay personalized collections of Web archives. Archive-It provides its users with a simple interface to create collections and to launch complex archival crawls. Similarly, Webrecorder3 allows any user to register for the service and provides them with the ability to create and manage personalized collections of Web archives. But unlike Archive-It, Webrecorder requires its user to manually drive the preservation process or upload content for replay while only providing its users up to five gigabytes of storage. Individuals that wish to freely (gratis and libre) archive Web pages without arbitrary restrictions beyond the limitations of their personal computers using institutional grade tools must set up an archival Web crawler (e.g., Heritrix) and replay system (e.g., Wayback), time consuming and technical tasks potentially beyond the individual’s skill level.

The collection view in WAIL-Electron (Figure 35a) displays an overview of the collections that the software is currently managing and information about them. This information includes the number of seeds contained in the collection along with the collection’s size and the last time it was updated.

A user may easily create a new collection by clicking the “New Collection” button. Doing so displays a dialog (Figure 35b), prompting the user for a collection name, title, and description. These values are propagated to the WAIL interface and are viewable when replaying the collection through Wayback. When viewing a collection, WAIL displays metadata about each seed in the collection (e.g., date added, last time archived, number of captures) and a direct means to replay the seed using the Wayback instance provided. Users may also add seeds to be crawled through the WAIL interface or may import any previously existing

3https://webrecorder.io/
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**Fig. 34** WARCreate is activated by a user clicking a button bar icon when on a page for which they want to create a WARC. The figure shows the placement and context of the icon with the single button (a) to generate the WARC after clicking the button bar icon (details in (b)) and the native Chrome downloaded file interface providing immediate access to the downloaded file (c).
WARC [98] files that were generated from any source. WAIL also provides a mechanism to check on the state of the resource on the live Web from within the same interface prior to the user initiating a crawl.

After entering the URI for a new seed, WAIL automatically configures and launches the crawl. While a crawl or a set of crawls is underway, WAIL provides real-time progress monitoring for the crawls within the interface. Upon completion of a crawl, WAIL will automatically associate the generated WARC file to the collection and ensure its ingestion by Wayback. As an additional feature, WAIL provides an interface for a user to monitor and archive Twitter content automatically. Users may specify criteria by which to identify tweets to be archived and to which collection the preserved tweet is added. Once the monitoring has started and a tweet has been identified for archiving, the tweet will be archived and automatically added to the specified collection.

4.4 MINK

Building upon our work in enabling Web users to preserve content, we inverted our perspective on tool building to the realm of access of Web archives. The temporal gaps in only using a single Web archive as a source for the historical record (e.g., looking solely to Internet Archive for the Web’s history) may be mitigated by including additional Web archives. Previous work building on the Memento framework through Memento aggregation (Section 3.1) still left a large gap in bridging the live Web and the archived Web. We created an additional Web browser extension (informed by our previous creation of WARCcreate) we named Mink [122] (an homage to “Minkowski space”, which deals with three spatial
dimensions and a dimension of time) in an effort to bridge this gap. As a user browses the live Web, an indicator is persistently displayed in the user’s browser (originally within the viewport (Figure 36a) but refined to be less obtrusive in the browser button bar (Figure 36b)) to indicate the quantifiable extent (i.e., number of mementos) to which the URI-R they are viewing on the live Web is archived. This is accomplished by the extension querying a Memento aggregator and reporting the memento count (which we later showed as a different and variable means of counting mementos [116, 115]). Selecting the Mink icon displays an interface in the viewport where a user may browse to any memento listed for the URI-R (using a dropdown or drilldown interface in Figures 36c and 36c, respectively) or submit the URI-R to multiple supported archives with a single click. Upon submitting a URI-R to an archive, the interface provides one-click access to viewing the memento. When viewing a memento created by either navigating through the list of available mementos or viewing the newly created memento, a button in the Mink interface allows the user to return to the live Web. This association is accomplished using the “original” relation type within the Link HTTP response header of the memento. In a continuation of this work [106], we later adapted the navigation-based archival querying and archival submission logic to an Android application named “Mobile Mink”, which overlaid the native sharing function of the mobile operating system to integrate the live and archived mobile Web.

The original implementation of Mink communicated with the Memento aggregator at mementoweb.org, but much like the issues of a changing API experienced with Archive Facebook (Section 4.1), the API at the aggregator changed over time, causing Mink to break in its TimeMap parsing algorithm. We deployed an instance of Alam and Nelson’s MemGator [10], as described in Section 3.1, at ODU in order to have a more consistent API as well in anticipation of customizing the set of archives requested, as explored in this dissertation.

To relate back to personal Web archiving and to make Mink more useful for individual archivists, we later expanded on Mink [204] to allow for users to specify a custom source for aggregation (inclusive of their own MemGator deployment) and provide additional sources for Mink to use to perform its own after-the-fact aggregation, e.g., captures in a user’s local WAIL installation would be aggregated with captures from the remote MemGator instance, their own local MemGator instance, and any other sources. Inclusion of a user’s local captures aggregated inline with institutions’ captures provides a user with a better picture of how a URI-R has changed over time. Aggregation with personal captures in this manner, however, begets RQ5.
The Mink browser extension displays the number of captures for a URI-R while you browse. The original interface included the indicator and interactive interface within the viewport (a) but was later moved to the browser’s button bar (b) to be more persistent and less obtrusive. After the TimeMap for the URI-R has been acquired, the mementos can be accessed in the Mink interface through a dropdown menu (c) or a Miller column-style temporal drilldown interface (d).

**Fig. 36**
Mink was then able to select a source of aggregation but did not exhibit sufficient control as to the sources of aggregation, i.e., what archives the requested aggregator aggregated. In Section 6.1 we discuss and provide a more systematic solution for client-side archival specification. In Section 8.3.4 we expand on the original concept and implementation of Mink to cater more to the additional functionality and roles of the framework described in Chapter 7.

4.5 PEER-TO-PEER COLLABORATION AND PROPAGATION

Unlike institutional Web archives, personal Web archives often simply reside on a user’s machine. This is problematic when a machine fails, among other circumstances, so creating copies of the captures helps to facilitate its accessibility in the future. We developed InterPlanetary Wayback (ipwb) [113, 7] to propagate Web archive content into the peer-to-peer InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) [29] to promote sharing of archived content and mitigate efforts that otherwise result in duplication. With private Web archivists being the target audience for this software, IPFS allows a rudimentary level of access control and encryption that we address further in this Section 7.1.2.

ipwb first performs an “indexing” procedure on a target set of WARCs, as specified by the user. This indexing procedure initially entails iterating through and extracting the contents of warc-response records (e.g., Figures 18d and 18e) in the set of WARC files. The contents of the records are added to IPFS via ipwb (Figure 37), generating unique content-derived hash (Content-Identifier or CID) that allows the contents of the record to be retrieved in IPFS by this CID. For example, Figure 38 shows two identical image resource representations that can be accessed on the live Web at different URIs. Adding either of these files to IPFS will produce identical accessible CIDs despite the image residing at different URIs. The resource representation can be fetched using this CID, which itself is representative of the content, independent of the URI where it originally resided. Changing this image and re-adding to IPFS would produce a different CID. Retaining the association of URI-R to a resource is important to retain the original context in Web archiving. This loss of association inherent in IPFS is mitigated in ipwb through an associative indexing procedure, described below.

ipwb retains the CID “locators” produced from adding the contents of the WARC records and associates them with a URI-R and datetime (as extracted from the WARC source) combination via CDXJ (Section 2.4.4) for retrieval (example ipwb CDXJ shown in Figure 41). For a user to propagate the content of their archive, they first add the relevant contents
Fig. 37 Pushing WARC records to IPFS (red circles) requires the WARC response headers and payloads to be extracted (red 1), pushed to IPFS to obtain digest hashes (red 2-5), and hashes to be included in an index (red 6). The replay process (blue circles) has a user querying a replay system as usual (blue 1) that obtains a digest for the URI-datetime key from the index (blue 2 and 3), which is used as the basis for retrieving the content associated with the digests from IPFS (blue 4-7). The replay system can then process these payloads as if they were in local WARC files and return the content to the user (blue 8).
Content addressing entails generating a hash of a file and using that hash as a means of retrieving the content. Two identical images at different URIs will result in the same hash when content addressing and identical hashing algorithms are used. In IPFS, this hash can be used for retrieving the image instead of retrieving the image by URI.

To IPFS using ipwb, thus generating a CDXJ index with the respective set of associated URI-Rs, datetimes, and CIDs (Figure 39). The user then may share this CDXJ file, which can be used as the basis for lookup and retrieval of captures from the IPFS network. Another user would direct their ipwb instance to use the received CDXJ file, access the replay interface, and navigate to a URI-M, whose contents are fetched from IPFS using the ipwb component. This process can be performed en-masse to propagate Web archives to facilitate distributed preservation through redundancy.

ipwb provides a Web archive replay interface much in the same way as OpenWayback and pywb are a replay interface to a set of WARCs. On accessing the interface (Figure 40) using a Web browser, the set of URI-Rs in the archive are displayed in a datestamped list. A text input box also provides a means for a user to lookup the set of captures in their ipwb instance, as executed using a CDXJ index, by URI-R and provides a conventional navigation experience to the captures.

As we progressively built ipwb over time, we explored more modern approaches as rewriting and navigation. In most Web archive replay systems, the archived contents of a Web
ipwb generates hashes by extracting HTTP headers and HTTP entity bodies from WARC files (denoted with orange and blue bars on left, respectively) and generates a separate hash for each. These two hashes are prefixed with a `urn:ipfs/` locator, added as a value for the `locator` JSON attribute, and associated with a SURTed URI-R and datetime corresponding to the warc-response record from which it was extracted.

Conventional replay systems “rewrite” these links by replacing the contents of the payload with links that point back into the archive to allow for a user to navigate around an archive. ServiceWorkers [179] are a concept modern to the Web that provide a browser-native means of intercepting requests. We leveraged this technology in subsequent versions of ipwb to intercept requests for embedded resources to be “rerouted” to the ipwb instance without affecting the contents of the Web page representation [8]. Whereas conventional Web archive replay systems change the representation to rewrite URIs of embedded resources and links to other captures, ipwb “reroutes” the URIs of the embedded resources and links to provide a more accurate representation by utilizing ServiceWorkers.

Content may be retrieved from IPFS, even without ipwb, using the CID representative of the content itself. In the context of Web archiving and particularly private Web archiving, this may be problematic, as content in WARCs from private Web archive may contain sensitive or personally identifiable information. In an initial effort [119], we extended ipwb
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4With full support from IE Edge, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, and Opera beginning in April 2018 [63]
Fig. 40 InterPlanetary Wayback’s replay interface provides direct access to URI-Rs over time as well as a search interface.
Fig. 41 A CDXJ index allows a memento to be resolved to a WARC record in a playback system. In the ipwb prototype we extract the relevant values from the HTTP response headers at time of index and include the IPFS hashes as the means for a replay system to obtain the HTTP headers and payload corresponding to the URI-M requested.

to allow for encryption of the content extracted from a WARC at time of dissemination. A generated CDXJ will then contain the associative entries with the IPFS CIDs being representative of the encrypted WARC contents within IPFS. A user that intercepts the CDXJ file, in this case, must decrypt the content at the CID.

4.6 SUMMARY AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In this chapter we described tools we created (Figure 42) to enable individuals to create, manage, interact with, and share personal Web archives. In Section 4.2 we described a browser extension that identified content that was difficult to capture for preservation from a Web browser and enabled users to do so into the WARC format (RQ1). This tool leveraged Web browsers APIs to enable functionality of preservation normally beyond the scope of archival crawlers (RQ2). This tool also partially answered RQ3 with respect to capturing the content behind authentication but left open the question about how these captures can be adequately replayed with respect to the contents they contain.

Section 4.3 introduced bundling institutional grade Web archiving tools like OpenWayback and Heritrix to allow individuals to preserve content from their desktop using a graphical user interface (WAIL). Using the abstraction of a native application instead of having to manually configure these tools provided an easier mechanism for users to crawl the Web sites they felt were worthy of preservation. While the preservation and replay tools are

```json
SURT_URI DATETIME {
  "id": "WARC-Record-ID",
  "url": "ORIGINAL_URI",
  "status": "3-DIGIT_HTTP_STATUS",
  "mime": "Content-Type",
  "locator": "urn:ipfs/HEADER_DIGEST/PAYLOAD_DIGEST"
}
```
In the course of developing this dissertation, we developed and extended numerous tools. Unlike most research software, these tools were publicly released and continually maintained. These tools provided the basis for extension, as applicable, to exhibit the roles of the mementities detailed further in Chapter 7.

Institutional-grade, these tools would sometimes create incomplete captures due to shortcomings in their capabilities. We describe the impact that these shortcomings have in our experiments with evaluating archivability in Chapter 5. Following these investigations, we also created an Electron version (Section 4.3.2) of WAIL that allowed our crawls to use a headless browser for preservation – enhancing the capability of the conventional Web archiving process. This progression further remedied the issue of content being difficult to capture (RQ1) by leveraging browser APIs in the crawler process through the Electron abstraction.

Section 4.5 described ipwb, a tool we created and refined to integrate Web archiving with the InterPlanetary File System. Our expansion of this tool’s original functionality provided an encryption workflow novel to Web archiving and provided a method, using the extensibility of CDXJ TimeMaps, for the replay system to signal that captures are private and may require special handling (RQ4).
CHAPTER 5

MEASURING ARCHIVABILITY

Impossible. Perhaps the archives are incomplete.

- Obi-Wan Kenobi

If an item does not appear in our records, it does not exist.

- Jocasta Nu, Star Wars: Episode II Attack of the Clones [65]

The ease of archiving a Web page (the archivability) is impacted by the migration from Web pages to Web applications [52]. Being able to evaluate archivability from what was preserved and what is currently preservable (RQ1) with state-of-the-art archiving tools gives a basis for further challenges to be addressed in Web archiving by both institutions and individuals. In this chapter we describe three separate investigations:

- An evaluation of the change in archivability over time [118] (Section 5.1)
- An investigation to evaluate the impact of JavaScript on archivability [52] (Section 5.2)
- An “archival acid test” to determine the state of the art of institutional preservation systems [123] (Section 5.3)

5.1 CHANGE IN ARCHIVABILITY OVER TIME

Even among the institutional grade Web archiving tools like Heritrix, we found that captures are not always complete due to missing embedded resources. We measured how the Web has changed in terms of archivability over time [118] by acquiring TimeMaps for the top 10 Alexa sites at the time of the study (2012). We found that some had a robots.txt file, which prevented Internet Archive from showing captures in their replay system at archive.org (Table 3). The longevity of a URI-R was useful in evaluating how the changes in Web technologies have affected each URI-R’s archivability. In particular, JavaScript’s
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alexa Rank</th>
<th>Web Site Name</th>
<th>Available Mementos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Facebook.com</td>
<td>no mementos, robots.txt exclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Google.com</td>
<td>15 mementos 1998 to 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>YouTube.com</td>
<td>7 mementos 2006 to 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yahoo.com</td>
<td>16 mementos 1997 to 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Baidu.com</td>
<td>no mementos, robots.txt exclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Wikipedia.org</td>
<td>12 mementos 2001 to 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Live.com</td>
<td>15 mementos 1999 to 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Amazon.com</td>
<td>14 mementos 1999 to 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>QQ.com</td>
<td>15 mementos 1998 to 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Twitter.com</td>
<td>no mementos, robots.txt exclusion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Alexa’s 2012 Top 10 Web sites and available mementos obtained in January 2013 when evaluating the change in archivability of the Web over time [118].

The impact on archivability has been profound (see upcoming Section 5.2). Figure 43 shows a capture of youtube.com from 2006 with a subtle distinction (circled in red) in the display when JavaScript is enabled (Figure 43a) and disabled (Figure 43b) at the time of capture. The AJAX spinner (above each “loading” message (Figure 43b) is never replaced with content, which would be done were JavaScript enabled on capture. When it was enabled, the script that gathers the resources to display (blank squares in the same section of the site in Figure 43a) is unable to fetch the resources it needs in the context of the archive. The URIs of each of these resources (the image source) is present as an attribute of the DOM element but because it is generated postload, the crawler never fetches the resource for preservation.

Figure 44 shows the same URI-R as Figure 43 but from a capture in 2011 (Figure 44a) and the causal chain of failure (i.e., one resource missing caused additional missing representations) that resulted from the memento attempting to fetch resource representations that were not preserved due to the capability limitations of the crawler (Figure 44b). The browser console at the time of replay (Figure 44b) shows that a JavaScript representation that was embedded on the live Web page but was not preserved is used by subsequent scripts. Additionally, a missing CSS file (first line of Figure 44b) prevents the memento
from being styled as it was on the live Web. Other missing representations, like an image as detailed on the last line of Figure 44b, exacerbate the display issue.

As a sample of the effects of JavaScript over time, we plotted the number of resources for the URI-Rs nasa.gov and whitehouse.gov, two sites that are mandated to observe Section 508 [196] accessibility compliance for Web sites (and other Web accessibility initiatives [200, 57]) to indicate the trend of the number of missing resources for each URI-R over time (Figure 45). The total number of URI-Ms to reconstruct a single memento for a year can be determined as the sum of each point for a chosen year. The dip in the plot of nasa.gov correlates with the annual screenshots in Figure 6 (Chapter 1). The preservation of the White House Web page (Figure 45b) exhibits a different problem yet is briefly similar in that the count drastically changed. The sudden change in 2011 is the result of a set of CSS files not reaching the crawler horizon, which may have had implications on subsequent resource representations (embedded within the CSS) from being preserved. From this we concluded that the archivability of a URI-R at a point in time is directly correlated with the number of resources; that is, the smaller number of resources between 2004 and 2007 was indicative of the un-archivability of the site during that time range, as evidenced by the completely black screenshots of the URI-Ms in that time range per Figure 6. This highlights a key difference in what browsers of the time saw compared to what the archival crawler at Internet Archive experienced due to a difference in capability (RQ1 and RQ2).

5.2 IMPACT OF JAVASCRIPT ON ARCHIVABILITY

With the recognition that archivability has changed as Web technologies evolved, we continued our investigation with a focus on the impact that JavaScript has on the archivability of Web pages [52]. Executing JavaScript on the client can potentially cause the representation to change with or without subsequent requests to a server for additional resources. We defined deferred representations as representation of resources that are difficult to archive because of their use of JavaScript and other client-side technologies. “Deferred” in this case refers to the final representation that is not fully realized and constructed until after the client-side representation is rendered. Because most Web crawlers do not have the ability to execute embedded JavaScript or other client-side technologies, the resulting mementos may only be partially operational or incomplete. For example, Figure 46 shows http://maps.google.com as it exists on the live Web, as archived in December 2012, and as archived in April 2012. The map in the middle is draggable, allowing the user to plan. The April 2012 version of the page is missing UI elements and functionality (circled)
Replay of YouTube with JavaScript enabled

Replay of YouTube with JavaScript disabled

Fig. 43 A YouTube memento from 2006 shows a subtle distinction (circled in red) in display when JavaScript is enabled (a) and disabled (b) at the time of capture.
The 2011 capture of this YouTube.com memento (a) demonstrates the causal chain (Section 5.1) that occurs (per the browser console in (b)) when a resource is not captured.

**Fig. 44**
Fig. 45 The total number of URI-Ms to reconstruct a single memento for a year can be determined as the sum of each point for a chosen year. The Web page of nasa.gov (a) has a noticeably fewer response codes from 2004-2007 that corresponds to Figure 6 in Chapter 1 while the preservation of the White House Web page (b) exhibits a different problem yet is briefly similar in that the count drastically changed.
Table 4 Content Features of Each Collection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collection</th>
<th>PDF</th>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Other Content</th>
<th>HTML</th>
<th>HTML Content containing JavaScript</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Twitter n=901</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>84.8%</td>
<td>98.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archive-It n=960</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>93.7%</td>
<td>97.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and the interaction (e.g., panning and zooming) does not function. This is due to resources that would be loaded when the user clicks, but that are not preserved by the crawler. The December 2012 capture gives the facade of functionality when, in fact, resources on the live Web are being loaded [107].

We evaluated the impact of JavaScript on archivability by using two different datasets. The first data set consisted of Bitly¹ URIs shared over Twitter. Shortened URIs are popular among social network services and the resources to which they redirect vary in expected lifespan [20]. The second data set was sampled from Archive-It (Appendix A), which was created and curated by humans. Archive-It collections often correspond to an event (e.g., National September 11 Memorial Museum) or a specific set of Web sites (e.g., City of San Francisco). The Twitter data set initially consisted of 1,000 random URIs sampled from the Twitter Garden Hose² and was deemed by users as important enough to share with others on social media but may have not been actively archived. From this set we removed non-HTML representations, as they do not contain embedded resources when replayed, which reduced the count to 901 URIs.

The Archive-It set consisted of the entire set of URIs belonging to the collections listed on the first page of collections on the Archive-It homepage as of October 2012. This list consisted of 2,093 human-curated URIs. From this we randomly sampled 1,000 URIs and likewise removed the non-HTML representations, which resulted in 960 URIs. As shown in

¹https://bit.ly
²https://dev.twitter.com/docs/streaming-apis/streams/public
Fig. 46 Google Maps as it exists on the live Web (a) and as a memento. The figure shows a deceptive representation with some interface elements being pulled from the live Web (b) while the annotated version of (b) shown in (c) makes it more evident that these resources are missing as compared to the live Web version (a).
Table 4, the Archive-It set has a lower proportion of non-HTML content than the Twitter set prior to removal.

We evaluated the complexity of the URIs in each of these collections by first considering the client-side (values following a # in a URI) and server-side (values following a ? in a URI) parameters as a value $F$ per Equation 1. The URI complexity $UC$ (Equation 2) then can be determined with consideration of the URI depth (number of levels down from the TLD) and $F$. Using these equations we found $UC_{Twitter} = 1.76$ and $UC_{Twitter} = 0.312$ meaning there are nearly 2 URI parameters in the Twitter data set for each URI. For the Archive-It dataset, we found $UC_{Archive-It} = 0.16$ and $UC_{Archive-It} = 0.174$ meaning the URIs are mostly without parameters. Only 3 URIs from the Twitter data set had both server-side parameters and client-side fragments (i.e., client-side “parameters”). The Archive-It collection has a lower $UC$ than the Twitter collection (Figure 47), supporting the theory that the human-curated Archive-It collection deals more with higher-level URIs than the shared links of Twitter.

\[
F = \max(|\text{client-side parameters}|, |\text{server-side parameters}|) \tag{1}
\]

\[
UC = \frac{|\text{Depth}| + F}{2} \tag{2}
\]
To actually measure the impact on the mementos and embedded resources beyond the URIs in the collection, we established a content complexity measure $CC$ (Equation 3), simplified for consideration of JavaScript. The Twitter set had a $\overline{CC} = 4.78$ with $CC_\sigma = 16.23$ and the Archive-It set, an average $\overline{CC} = 2.16$ with $CC_\sigma = 6.87$. The Archive-It set had, on average, approximately half as many `<script>` tags as the Twitter set and a $CC_\sigma$ that is half of the Twitter set.

$$CC = \Sigma \text{script tags } \epsilon \text{ HTML}$$

We created a list of resources referenced in the HTML tags and CSS. The difference between the total set of resources loaded and the resources referenced in the HTML and CSS are assumed to come from JavaScript. We found that the $CC$ measure is directly related to the number of JavaScript requests to external resources. By taking the average across all environments, we found that the Twitter set resources load 16.3% of the requisite resources through JavaScript (presumably Ajax), whereas 18.7% of resources are loaded via
JavaScript in the Archive-It set. This was contrary to our hypothesis that increased $CC$ will produce more resource requests from JavaScript. The Twitter set, which has more embedded JavaScript ($CC = 4.78$), makes fewer requests to content with JavaScript than the seemingly less complex Archive-It set ($CC = 2.16$).

The archivability of Web sites is changing over time because of an increasing reliance on JavaScript to load resources. JavaScript is responsible for 33.2% more missing resources in 2012 than in 2005 [52] meaning JavaScript is responsible for an increasing proportion of the embedded resources unsuccessfully loaded by mementos (RQ1). JavaScript is also responsible for 52.7% of all missing content in the collections used in this study [52]. This trend is expected to increase as time progresses since the number of embedded resources loaded via JavaScript is moderately correlated to the proportion of missing content in mementos.

5.3 ARCHIVAL ACID TEST

Because archival crawlers attempt to duplicate what a user would see if they accessed the page on the live Web, variance from what is preserved and what would have been seen compromises the integrity of the archive. The functional difference between archival crawlers and Web browsers causes this sort of unavoidable discrepancy in the archives (RQ2), but it is difficult to evaluate how good of a job the crawler did if the information no longer exists on the live Web. By examining what sort of Web content is inaccurately represented or missing from the Web archives, it is useful to evaluate the capability of archival crawlers (in respect to that of Web browsers that implement the latest technologies) to determine what might be missing from their functional repertoire.

Web browsers exhibited this deviation between each other in the early days of Web Standards. A series of “Acid Tests” that implemented the Web Standards allowed each browser to visually and functionally render a Web page and produce an evaluation of how well the browser conformed to the standards (Figure 48). In much the same way, we created an “Archival Acid Test” [123] to implement features of Web browsers in a Web page. While all standards-compliant browsers will correctly render the live page, this is not always the case when the archived version of the page is rendered. This difference can be used to highlight the features that archival crawlers are lacking compared to Web browsers and thus emphasize the deviations that will occur in Web archives compared to what a user would expect from a digitally preserved Web page.

Inspired by the Acid Tests administered by the Web Standard Project (WaSP) [89], we built the Archival Acid Test [109] to evaluate how well archival tools of 2014 (when the study
Acid Tests were a means of testing Web browser conformance to Web Standards based on how a page was rendered as compared to a reference image. We adapted this model for the Archival Acid Test [123] to evaluate the quality of the capture of various Web archiving tools and services. A third iteration, the Acid3 Test, is displayed in Figure 50.

The crux of the tests was to determine how well an archival tool preserves a Web page in terms of similarity to what would be expected by a user viewing the page from the live Web, i.e., a respectively modern Web browser. Web Standards are continuously evolving with the feature set for Web browsers temporally lagging the standards in being implemented though frequently containing experimental implementations. Archival crawlers, given a greater need for reliability, lag in implementing newly standardized features as compared to browsers.
The Basics (6 tests)
- - - - -
Javascript (8 tests)
- - - - - - - -
Advanced Features Tests (4 tests)
  - - - -

Fig. 49 The reference image for the Archival Acid Test shows what should be displayed if all tests are passed. This image represents what a user sees when viewing the test in a modern Web browser.

though they will frequently rely on a common engine utilized by browsers to stay-up-to-date. The deviation from the Web page processing engines used by archival tools (whether built-to-purpose or older versions of browser engines) is a source of discrepancy between the content on a live Web page and that which is captured by these tools.

We established a set of tests into three categories to better group Web page features that might be problematic for archival tools to capture. Each test was represented by a 10-by-10 pixel blue square. Any deviation from the blue square (e.g., no image present, red square instead of blue) signifies an error in what a user would expect from a preserved Web page, and thus the particular test is considered to have been failed by the tool. A reference image (Figure 49) is used as a comparative basis for correctness, much in the same way Web Standards Acid Tests provided a static image to evaluate what was experienced versus what is right.

5.3.1 BASIC TESTS (GROUP 1)

The set of Basic Tests is meant to ensure that simple representations of resources on Web pages are captured. Each tests’ name represents what is presented to be captured by the archival crawler. A sample URI follows each test’s name.

1a. Local (same server as test) image, relative URI to test
   ./1a.png

1b. Local image, absolute URI
   http://acid.example.org/1b.png

---

\[^3\]For example, the open source V8 and SpiderMonkey rendering engines allow resources that require JavaScript to be present on a Web page and be captured by archival tools.
5.3.2 JAVASCRIPT TESTS (GROUP 2)

The second group of tests is meant to evaluate the archival crawler’s JavaScript support in terms of how the script would execute were the test accessed on the live Web with a browser.

2a. Local script, relative URI, loads local resource
    `<script src="local.js" />

2b. Remote script, absolute URI, loads local resource
    `<script src="http://acid.anotherserver.net/local.js" />

2c. Inline script, manipulates Document Object Model (DOM) tree at runtime
    `<script>...(JS code)...</script>

2d. Inline script, Ajax image replacement, loads local resource
    `img.src = "incorrect.png";
    ...code to replace incorrect image with local...

2e. Inline script, Ajax image replacement, Same-origin Policy (SOP)[178] enforcement, replacement (bad) == false positive
    `img.src = "correct.png"';
    ...code to replace correct image with image from SOP violation...

2f. Inline script, manipulates DOM after delay
    `setTimeout(function(){ ...load image...},2000);
5.3.3 ADVANCED FEATURES TESTS (GROUP 3)

The third group of tests evaluates script-related features of HTML beyond simple DOM manipulation.

3a. HTML5 Canvas [201] drawing with runtime-fetched content

3b. Remote image stored then retrieved from HTML5 localStorage [202]

3c. Embedded content using iframe

3d. Runtime binary object

5.3.4 EVALUATION

To establish a baseline, we first ran each tool through the Acid3 test. From this we observed preliminary results that were indicative of the archival tools’ lack of full support of the features of standards compliant Web browsers (Figure 50). Given that we are testing features that have come about since Acid3 was released, the Archival Acid Test further exercised the tested sites’ and tools’ standards compliance and specifically highlights their failures.
Fig. 50 Preliminary tests show that archival tools exhibit an incomplete feature set compared to modern Web browsers. Tests run in January 2014.

In Figure 50, we show the results of each tool’s attempt at capturing the Acid3 Test Web page. Compared to the correct rendering in Chrome (Figure 50a), the five service-based tools from archive.org, archive.is, mummify.it, perma.cc, and WebCite (Figures 50b, 50c, 50d, 50e, and 50f, respectively) have more variance in their performance than the three tools of Heritrix, WARCreate, and Wget (Figures 50g, 50h, and 50i, respectively). While archive.is appears to get the closest with its rendering, subtle stylistic differences are easily observable with error text appearing. This indicates that contrary to the 100/100 rating, neither archive.is nor any other service or tool tested here fully passes the Acid3 test.
| Tool              | 1a | 1b | 1c | 1d | 1e | 1f | 2a | 2b | 2c | 2d | 2e | 2f | 2g | 2h | 3a | 3b | 3c | 3d |
|-------------------|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| archive.org       |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| archive.is        |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| mummify.it        |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| perma.cc          |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| WebCite           |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| Heritrix          |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| WARCreate         |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| Wget              |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |

· = Test Passed   × = Test Failed

Table 5 By aligning the services’ and tools’ tests and failures (ca. 2014), a theme in capability (and lack thereof) is observable between the two classes.

Tools’ Performance

We evaluated five Web archiving services (archive.org, archive.is, mummify.it, perma.cc, and WebCite) and three WARC-generating archiving tools (Heritrix, WARCreate, and Wget). Each service provided a simple interface where a user can submit a URI, and the Web page at that URI is preserved on-command. Heritrix was configured with the test as the lone URI in a crawl. Wget was executed with arguments\(^4\) including the URI and WARC as the desired output format. For WARCreate, we navigated to the test’s Web page and generated a WARC. For each WARC-generating archiving tool, we replayed the generated WARC files in a local instance of Wayback\(^5\).

While almost all archiving services and tools tested had difficulty with test 2g, the five service-based archiving Web sites (archive.org, archive.is, mummify.it, perma.cc, and WebCite Figures 51a, 51b, 51c, 51d, and 51e, respectively) show an interesting common set of features compared to the three archiving tools (Heritrix, WARCreate, and Wget, Figure 51f, 51g, and 51h, respectively). Table 5 aligns the services’ and tools’ tests and failures, indicated a theme in capability (and lack thereof) between the two classes. Where archiving services exhibit a perfect record in the Group 1 set, the Group 2 set proved

\(^4\)\texttt{wget --mirror --page-requisites --warc-file=wget.warc}

\(^5\)OpenWayback version 2.0.0BETA2, the latest SNAPSHOT, built from source
Fig. 51 Archiving service and tools’ performance on the Archival Acid Test. Tests run in January 2014.
troublesome for all but Heritrix. Further, the nearly across-the-board failures of 2g and 3c (Figure 5) when modern browsers pass all of the tests emphasizes the functional discrepancy between archiving tools and browsers.

The features of the Archival Acid Test are not necessarily bleeding edge, yet no service or tool completely passed. More advanced features were considered but as a preliminary test of evaluating the targets, the 18 tests presented in the Archival Acid Test were more than sufficient at pointing out their shortcomings. Of particular interest are tests 2g and 3c, which tested whether the targets were able to capture content loaded after a short delay and content embedded in an iframe. In one of our previous experiments [118], we evaluated content already in the archives that existed in frames, so this discrepancy was unexpected.

Following completion of the Archival Acid Test study, additional Web archiving services and tools (e.g., Webrecorder [168] and WAIL-Electron [32]) were created that leverage a headless browser to execute JavaScript and provide a more comprehensive, “high fidelity” capture.

5.4 SUMMARY

This chapter details our studies in measuring archivability as it relates to content that is difficult to capture and replay (RQ1). We first evaluated how the capabilities of preservation tools and the technologies used on the live Web have affected the resulting archival quality (Section 5.1). After noting that archival crawlers had a difficult time preserving resources that involved dynamic fetching using JavaScript, we performed a study to evaluate the impact that JavaScript has had on archivability (Section 5.2). As JavaScript is not the sole culprit to affect archivability, we created an “archival acid test” (Section 5.3) and evaluated state-of-the-art archival crawlers and services (RQ1 and RQ2). We determined that in some cases, even the contemporary preservation tools were not creating a complete and accurate representation of live Web pages that were comprehensive of all resource representations required to display an accurate memento.
CHAPTER 6

ARCHIVAL NEGOTIATION BEYOND TIME

Of the four dimensions I could have spent my life being pushed inexorably forward through, I guess “time” isn’t the worst.

- Cueball, XKCD #1524 [146]

Web archives preserve the live Web to represent the Web of the past. Unlike the live Web, Web archives do not similarly respond to content negotiation. However, Memento [198] provides the ability to negotiate with Web archives in the dimension of time. Because Web archives exhibit varying degrees of archival quality (Chapter 5) and (ideally) do not exhibit the ephemerality of the live Web (e.g., an HTTP 200 today should be a 200 tomorrow per Chapter 1), it would be useful to perform content negotiation on the characteristics of the resource representations held by a Web archive.

Memento TimeMaps do not currently provide standard syntax for representing additional arbitrary attributes about the mementos they describe. These attributes may be defined using a variety of methods. For example, a system for generating a TimeMap may refer to an external Web service to obtain values for a set of URI-Ms, the attribute values may be calculated by the client (e.g., subjective quality evaluation using a computational means like Web Workers), etc. Allowing for the amendment of TimeMaps with yet-to-be-defined attributes allows for the approach to be agnostic of a specific means and extensible to other unforeseeable methods. One barrier in preventing TimeMaps from being more expressive, as previously described, is the Link format that is defined in RFC 5988 [153] (on which the Memento Framework was based), its obsoleting successor RFC 8288 [155], and CoRE [184] syntax. In a more recent solution designed specifically with Web archives in mind, Alam et al. [6, 11] defined the CDXJ format (Section 2.4.4), an extension of the conventional CDX [99] archival indexing format, as an extensible means of associating additional attributes to URI-Ms in both the context of archival indexes and allowing TimeMaps to be more expressive and semantically extensible. As discussed in Section 2.4.4, CDX files serve as indexes for Web archive files and contain many fields (e.g., MIME-type, status code, and content-digest of the memento) that are not present in TimeMaps. In cases where the
basis for generating a TimeMap is an archival index (e.g., CDX listing), these attributes are readily available for inclusion but currently are not expressed in TimeMaps for a URI-R. In other scenarios, additional attributes may need to be calculated prior to being expressed in TimeMaps. In this dissertation we distinguish TimeMaps with additional attributes for mementos beyond URI-M and datetime as “StarMaps” where “star” is an allusion to “*” to indicate a wildcard of dimensions beyond time. A TimeMap describing only the conventional attributes of Memento is considered a StarMap with no additional attributes.

Clients that access Web archives often do so by requesting a URI-R and datetime and being returned the closest URI-M, requesting a URI-M directly, or requesting a URI-T to get a list of mementos. It is not common practice for a client to have more sophisticated interaction with Web archives as they would on the live Web. For instance, Memento aggregators are not currently receptive to a client specifying the set of archives used as the basis for aggregation. In a more sophisticated scenario, clients are not currently able to request a TimeMap with characteristics or formal attributes that meet a specified criteria. For example, a user may wish to only obtain the nasa.gov or cnn.com mementos that contain damage [51] under a certain threshold (Figures 6 and 7, respectively, from Chapter 1).

In this chapter we explore ways to resolve these outstanding issues by investigating archival negotiation beyond time. In Section 6.1 we investigate different mechanisms using existing standards for client-side specification of the set of archives aggregated by a Memento aggregator. In Section 6.2 we discuss different categories of attributes for URI-Ms that would enrich TimeMaps to make them more useful and descriptive of the archives’ holdings. In Section 6.3 we provide a high-level description on how attributes that require inspection of the memento itself may be acquired and expressed. Upon defining the initial description of archival negotiation beyond time in this section, we will then, in Chapter 7, discuss the Mementity Framework further in the context of how it enables these additional negotiation constructs and dynamics.

6.1 CLIENT-SIDE ARCHIVAL SPECIFICATION

MemGator [10] is an open source Memento aggregator that supports CDXJ TimeMaps (Section 2.5) in addition to conventional Link and JSON formatted TimeMaps. In support of this dissertation, we adapt the code for MemGator to effectively serve as an implementation for handling additional HTTP request parameters supplied by a client as well as to produce TimeMaps with the additionally proposed attributes. Much like a conventional Memento aggregator, MemGator works with a static set of Web archives initially set upon starting the
(a) MemGator server mode.

(b) User specification of additional archives in the MemGator archival processing flow (changes highlighted in red) allow for implementation of the precedence and short-circuiting model (Section 7.2.2).

Fig. 52 (a) MemGator conventionally works on a predefined set of archives initialized on startup. By enabling clients to modify the set of archives at runtime, (b) users can effectively aggregate additional archives of their choosing through specification of an archive’s attributes through an extended MemGator’s HTTP endpoint.
Fig. 53 Personal Web archives allow mementos from institutional archives to be supplemented. For a URI-R (e.g., cnn.com) that changes frequently (marker A), a Web scale archive may only preserve the page after multiple representations have occurred (marker C). Aggregation of mementos with personal and private Web archives would allow these missing representations (marker B) to show a more temporally comprehensive picture (or one with more accurate replay per Figure 7) of how the page has changed over time.

server process (Figure 52a). A feature in adapting MemGator is to allow interaction of the set of archives from which to build the aggregated TimeMap as well as how to interact with each archive. We initially investigated the merits of using one of three different approaches to allow for client-side archival specification using:

1. A separate HTTP request header, e.g., X-Archives (Section 6.1.1)
2. The Prefer HTTP request header [188] with encoded JSON [45] (Section 6.1.2)
3. A client-modified, server-supplied Cookie-based [26] approach (Section 6.1.3)

Providing the ability for a user to interact with an aggregator by providing the identifiers for archival supplementation is novel. Users often act as “pure clients” to these services in that, beyond requesting results for a URI-R, they have no say as to the sources to query for this URI-R. The purpose of allowing a client to specify a custom set of archives to an aggregator is to not necessarily to set the sources of the aggregator for all clients but rather, allow the aggregator to perform the aggregation process with a custom set of archival sources
for the requesting client. For example, a user may provide additional archival sources to an aggregator to result in a more comprehensive picture of how a cnn.com news story evolved using an increased temporal snapshot rate facilitated with the introduction of additional sources (Figure 53). Conversely, a user may wish to aggregate mementos from a completely disjoint set of archives than queried by an aggregator but still leverage the aggregator’s capability. For example, a user may wish to exclude archives that only preserved login pages of facebook.com while referring only to a specified set of personal mementos (Section 1.2). The ramifications of providing private sources to public Web services are accounted for in Chapter 7. Similarly, the capability of providing a completely custom set of sources may be useful in other scenarios.

We provided a graphical means for a user to query an aggregator using their Web browser and a browser extension, Mink (Section 4.4). The initial capability of Mink [122] did not allow for the user to customize the set of archives aggregated but parsed, interpreted, and displayed results (e.g., memento count, available datetimes) as returned from a Memento aggregator relative to the URI being viewed in the browser. We subsequently created a mockup of how we anticipated the interface for client-side archival specification from Mink (Figure 54). The interface to accomplish this required features of the framework (Chapter 7) to be discussed inclusive of query precedence and short-circuiting (Section 7.2.2) and hierarchical interoperability with the formats returned from both Web archives and Memento aggregators alike (Section 7.1.1). Additional design considerations for Mink to realize the necessary capability through a user interface are described in Section 8.3.4. The following subsections describe the approaches at accomplishing client-side archival specification at a lower level than exposed to the client in Mink.

6.1.1 SPECIFICATION USING X-ARCHIVES

Allowing a user to specify a custom set of Web archives through an HTTP header prior to an aggregator commencing archival communication allows for the potential of integrating more sophisticated querying models (like precedence and short-circuiting of requests to archives, discussed in Section 7.2.2). In a preliminary prototype\(^1\), we extended MemGator to simply allow a client to provide more archival endpoints to be taken into account at runtime using an X-Archives HTTP request header (Figure 52b). This simplification provided a base proof-of-concept of modifying the set of archives aggregated without the potential scenarios of requesting a subset, supplemented intersecting set (base plus additional), or a

\(^1\)https://github.com/machawk1/gogator/
Mink initially communicated with a Memento aggregator to parse and display results of the request in the browser for further navigation. This initial mockup of Mink would introduce the ability for clients to specify the set of archives aggregated and exhibit features of the framework. However, unless Mink is itself performing the aggregation, the aggregator must understand the semantics and syntax of client-side archival specification.
disjoint set. Despite the naïve and ad hoc approach (and the deprecation of “X-” prefixed headers [181]), using this simplistic means of archival specification allowed the declaration of additional archives to be in clear text, which makes end-user customization easier. However, the approach is neither scalable, nor semantically expressive, nor standard, so we opted to investigate more standards-driven method for client-side archival specification.

6.1.2 SPECIFICATION USING PREFER

A second approach we investigated is to allow client-side archival specification using HTTP Prefer (Section 2.3). Specifying preference first requires knowing the expected format of expression by the server then modifying a supplied example of this format or generating one that adheres to the format. Prefer is similar to the Expect header [79] with the exception that servers are allowed to ignore the stated preference [188]. Figure 55 shows an example where a user requests the list of archives from an aggregator (Figure 55a) and receives a JSON payload containing three archives (Figure 55c). Interacting with aggregators in this manner requires a more capable and transparent aggregator than is currently exhibited by conventional Memento aggregators (and is addressed in Section 7.1.1). After receiving the list of supported archives (\{A_0\}), a client may use the Prefer header to construct their own list of archives, matching the format (e.g., JSON) that the aggregator specified. This approach of first querying the aggregator without the typically supplied URI-R parameter would allow a user to amend the list of archives with additional archives, supplement a subset of the supported archives, or provide an entirely disjoint set of archives to use as sources for aggregation.

The Prefer specification does not allow line breaks (often present in JSON) within the Prefer header field, like many other HTTP headers, so for the field to contain a JSON value as a preference, it can be encoded prior to transmission. The JSON block (for example, if an aggregator provides this format) may be transmitted using the syntax of Prefer with the payload encoded for transmission, for example:

```
Prefer: archives="data:application/json;charset=utf-8;base64,Ww0KI...NCn0="
```

Alternatively, as an example and based on the expected format returned from an aggregator, preference communication might also be expressed differently by a client, for example:

```
Prefer: archives="data:text/x-yaml;charset=utf-8;base58,2bDfoZJb3kKr...WbWap"
```
Fig. 55 Using a Prefer-based archival supplementing model, a user may request the list of archives from an aggregator (a) then submit her own set (b) using the format. Here, she receives a configuration with three archives from the aggregator (c) and specifies a set of two (d) with only a single archive being contained within the intersection of the set provided and the set supplied.
Figure 55 shows Carol using the format of archival specification provided by the aggregator to construct a JSON file containing the specification of two archives (Figure 55d) and submitting this back to the aggregator (Figure 55b) to be applied onto subsequent requests. Alternatively, a URI of a remote JSON file may also be supplied using standard Prefer syntax, for example:

```
Prefer: archives="https://git.io/archives"
```

This latter approach could be useful for a user to post and share configurations by-reference, however, it limits the ability for client-side manipulation. Because of this, we focus on the explicit (by-value) specification of the configuration as with the former example to allow for manipulation of the list of preferred archives at the time of request. We also considered using extensible syntax like

```
Prefer: config={archives:[...]}  
```

instead of

```
Prefer: archives=...  
```

(where both colored preference values would be encoded) but opted for the latter to reduce the potential of a semantic clash for usage of Prefer from other domains beyond our archive-related use cases (see Section 9.2)

More sophisticated aggregation may require filtering on a memento-level (e.g., only source mementos from archives with a certain quality) or on a TimeMap-level. Memento TimeGates allow for datetime resolution but not server-side filtering of the results prior to returning a response. For instance, a user may wish to provide a previously unaggregated public archive (e.g., the “Freedonia Web Archive” in Figure 55b) or a private/personal Web archive as an additional source for aggregation. A conventional Memento aggregator may be required to provide additional parameters or communication flows to obtain mementos for a URI-R from private Web archives. In the current operation, a Memento aggregator assumes that all archives in a set are willing to provide a TimeMap in all instances without further parameters needing to be specified. This may not be the case for a client’s personal archive or a public Web archive that is not currently included in the aggregated set.

We anticipate a 3-step process for a client to specify the archive set:

1. Client requests the set of archives to be aggregated by default from a Prefer-aware Memento aggregator (Figure 55a).

2. The aggregator returns the set of archives, e.g., as a JSON (per MemGator) or an XML (per mementoweb.org) file (Figure 55a), represented as \( \{A_0\} \).
3. Once a response is received from the aggregator (e.g., Appendix B), a client may manipulate the contents to be either an identical set ($\{A_f\} = \{A_0\}$), subset ($\{A_f\} \subset \{A_0\}$), supplementary set ($\{A_f\} \supset \{A_0\}$), or disjoint set ($\{A_f\} \bigtriangleup \{A_0\}$) (Figure 55b) and submit back to the aggregator for subsequent queries (Figure 56).

While a client may repeatedly provide this archival specification with each request, adapting existing practice as exhibited on the live Web (e.g., Cookies [26]) might allow for persistence of preference. Existing means of expressing persistence of preference could serve as a way for customization of a specification received through manipulation after receiving the response. For instance, a profiling probability [12] may be manipulated or a value of query precedence (Section 7.2.2) may be modified.

Prior to the work in this dissertation, no Memento aggregator currently supports client-side archival specification. Both MemGator and Webrecorder’s aggregator use JSON for internal archival specification, i.e., which archives should be queried as pre-configured on the server. Because of this, we adapt the server-side notions in these implementations with the assumption going forward that a JSON response will be received from a more capable aggregator. A client may perform step 3 (above) using the HTTP Prefer request header. After potentially manipulating the JSON response following receipt, a client would encode
the JSON as a base64-encoded data URI (or supply some other URI for specification-by-reference) and submit a request with the Prefer header and a URI-R (Figure 56).

An aggregator has the option of complying with the requested preference fully, partially, or not at all. This level of fulfillment of the expressed preference is communicated through the HTTP Preference-Applied response header from the server (aggregator). In much the same way that the JSON representation of the client’s preferred set of archives is encoded prior to being sent in the request from the client, the returned Preference-Applied header can be decoded for verification by the client. An identically encoded string, as sent in the request within the response, may be an indication of comprehensive fulfillment of the requested preference by the server. However, a preference may be comprehensively fulfilled yet the JSON supplemented with additional attributes by the aggregator for each archive (Figure 60). For example, an aggregator may add “probability” attributes to each JSON object to align with the semantics in MemGator’s archive specification. As another example, an aggregator may also associate keys to each archive (Figure 61) to allow for a level brevity via symbolism within subsequent requests by the client. This might allow clients to query the same set of archives using the aggregator much more succinctly.

```
[
  {"timemap": "http://archive.alice.me/web/timemap/link/"},
  {"timemap": "http://arch.carol.org/web/timemap/link/"},
  {"timemap": "http://bob.net/archive/timemap/cdxj/", "id": "bob"}
]
```

**Fig. 57** Bob sends a request (Figure 58) with an archival specification describing three archives’ TimeMap endpoints. Encoding this JSON prior to sending via Prefer produces a string (abbreviated here) of WwogIHs...QpdCg==.

```text
> GET /timemap/cdxj/https://matkelly.com
> Host: aggregator.example.com
> Prefer:
>   archives="data:application/json;charset=utf-8;base64,WwogIHs...QpdCg=="
```

**Fig. 58** A client encodes the JSON (Figure 57) and includes it with the request to an aggregator.
As an example to illustrate the prior points, Bob has queried an aggregator capable of client-specified aggregation as Carol did in Figure 55a to find that this aggregator expects configurations to be in the typical JSON format. He discards what is returned from the aggregator (e.g., Figure 55c) and constructs his own JSON describing TimeMap endpoints for archives of his choosing (Figure 57). He (or a software tool to automated the process) base64 encodes the JSON (to “WwogIHI...QpdCg==”) and submits a request to the aggregator containing this encoded string in the Prefer header to the aggregator (Figure 58). The aggregator may comply with his request and perform the aggregation from the archives as specified. The response from the aggregator with the same hash in the Preference-Applied header (Figure 59) may indicate this, though Bob may first wish to decode this string to ensure that all of his preferences were considered and applied. In a second scenario, the aggregator has responded with a different hash in the Preference-Applied header (Figure 60). Bob (or again, his automated tool) decodes this value (“WwogIHI...n0KXQoK”) to find that the JSON includes what he specified with additional information attributed to each JSON object describing an archive. Figure 61 shows this addition with the aggregator having added id attributes to each archive as well as added additional TimeGate endpoints for two of the three archive entries.

```
< HTTP/1.1 200 OK
< Preference-Applied:
  → archives="data:application/json;charset=utf-8;base64,WWogIHI...QpdCg=="
```

**Fig. 59** A server replying that the applied preference has the same hash might be indicative that the preference was fully applied as requested.

```
< HTTP/1.1 200 OK
< Preference-Applied: archives="data:application/json;charset=utf-8;base64,WwogIHI...n0KXQoK"
```

**Fig. 60** An aggregator returns a Preference-Applied response header with a different value.
Fig. 61 The server’s response, when the string WwogIHS...n0KXQoK (Figure 60) is decoded, shows that additional TimeGate endpoints were added, attributes for each archive shuffled (order of attributes is not significant in JSON objects), and additional attributes added to some of the supplied archives.

Prefer appears to be a suitable means to express client preference and has been discussed and minimally realized elsewhere. External relevant uses of Prefer are in a second RFC’s [147] extension of keyword and clarification of semantics as relevant to WebDAV. Jones [104] and Van de Sompel [197] (Section 3.1.3) each described using Prefer for specifying whether mementos should be rewritten. Rosenthal [173] expanded on some potentially useful preferences like banner-inserted and url-rewritten. pywb [129] also began supporting Prefer in the style of Jones and Van de Sompel with the addition of the specification of whether the archival banner should be displayed. None of this prior work addressed client-side archival aggregation but mainly focused on using Prefer to affect the representation of an individual memento.

6.1.3 SPECIFICATION USING COOKIES

HTTP Cookies [26] provide a native, familiar, transparent interface for Web users, particularly those that use Web browsers, to maintain preference between sessions. A typical
usage of Cookies on the live Web is to maintain a key for persistent login or to store a session identifier on the client-side to allow a preference to persist. A server may specify a `Set-Cookies` response header to instruct a client to create a Cookie with a set of key-value pairs representing metadata. Additional metadata about the Cookies, like the applicable `Path` and `Domain`, may also be specified by the server. A user agent may ignore the `Set-Cookies` header in its entirety [26].

Cookies persist when a Web browser is closed or a system rebooted. While Cookies were originally also a means for client-side storage of a small amount of information, there are more modern APIs like Web Storage [202] (e.g., localStorage, sessionStorage) and IndexedDB [5]. Once set, a user-agent will send the Cookie with each subsequent request that meets the conditions defined in the Cookie (e.g., the Cookie Domain or Path). This process is often transparent to the user.

Cookies do not have any form of confirmation that an attribute customized by a user on the client was accepted by the server. With requests to conventional Memento aggregators, the absence of URI-Ms from an archive for a requested URI-R is often an implicit indication that the archive in question contains no mementos of this URI-R. Explicitness of the set of archives aggregated is a goal of this work to further integrate the client in requests to archives using aggregators. Because Cookies have no means of acknowledging that the configuration that was supplied by a client has been considered, they are insufficient to meet this explicitness requirement. Prefer, on the other hand, contains a semantic and syntactic mechanism to express exactly this through the `Preference-Applied` HTTP response header. Because of this lack of explicitness of Cookies, the non-standards basis of `X-Archives`, and the suitability of Prefer to what the framework attempts to accomplish, we opted for the solution involving Prefer.

### 6.2 ENRICHING TIMEMAPS TO PRODUCE STARMAPS

Memento TimeMaps may conventionally contain URI-Ms (for mementos), URI-Gs (for TimeGates), URI-Ts (for TimeMaps) and associative relation types (e.g., `original`, `timemap`, `next`) for each identifier. We initially anticipate and here describe three new types of attributes for richer TimeMaps: **content-based attributes** based on data when dereferenced, **derived attributes** requiring further analysis beyond dereferencing but useful for evaluating capture quality, and **access attributes** that guide users and software as to requirements needed to dereference mementos in private archives, personal archives, and archives with access restrictions. We refer to TimeMaps containing these additional
attributes beyond time as StarMaps. These more expressive attributes will guide us as to how aggregators can indicate content that requires special handling when dereferenced for both replay and Memento-style aggregation (RQ4). This section details the enrichment of TimeMaps to produce StarMaps.

6.2.1 CONTENT-BASED ATTRIBUTES

Determining how many mementos exist from an archive for a URI-R is impossible from a TimeMap alone [115, 116]. Enriching a TimeMap with information about the dereferenced captures would improve methods for determining how well (both potentially in quantity and quality) a URI-R has been captured. HTTP data obtained when dereferencing a URI-M, like status code [79], content-type [79], and Last-Modified [77], are often used to gain information about archival holdings without requiring each URI-M be repeatedly dereferenced. Not all Web archives will report values for some or all URI-Ms for a URI-R due to irrelevancy or lack of support. The loose nature of JSON objects allows for this inter-record imbalance, i.e., some URI-Ms may have a particular attribute assigned (even those from the same archive) while others do not.

6.2.2 DERIVED ATTRIBUTES

Researchers often analyze the contents of a memento and generate derived data from this analysis. For example, Brunelle et al. [50, 51] developed a metric for determining the quality of a capture (cf. content-based attributes) when dereferencing a URI-M with a particular focus on the quantitative significance of missing embedded resources. Determining “Memento Damage” requires calculation beyond simple counting, as all resources are not equally weighted in importance, particularly when absent. Having this information calculated and present in a TimeMap would allow a user to select the best or most complete URI-M without needing to iterate through URI-Ms.

As a follow-on to the discussion on content-based attributes, a hash or content-digest of the archived payload would allow selecting unique captures that are not redirects much easier. In previous work [113, 7], we explored using content addressing to facilitate de-duplication of content in Web archives. Despite some Web archives providing an endpoint to obtain CDX records for a URI-M that provides content-digest, many Web archives do not provide such an endpoint. As this data is often easily calculated upon accessing the content using standard hashing mechanisms (Internet Archive uses sha1 base-32 [68]), the result could be retained and used for subsequent TimeMaps for the URI-R.
For identifying significant changes in a Web page over time, AlSum and Nelson [16] applied the SimHash [56] algorithm with $k = 4$, which requires comprehensive asynchronous generation of a value for all mementos followed by synchronous offline calculation of Hamming distance. They then used the Hamming distance values as the basis for selection for which URI-Ms to generate thumbnails as a representative summary of a URI-R over time. The bulk of the latency for the thumbnail summarization procedure, despite being asynchronous, resides in initially generating SimHashes for all mementos from the URI-Ms in a TimeMap. Retaining the SimHash values once calculated and supplying them in TimeMaps alongside corresponding URI-Ms would allow the synchronous operation to be performed on-demand.

Both Memento Damage and SimHash are examples of computationally expensive operations for a URI-M. Retaining these values and expressing them in TimeMaps for a URI-M would save users of TimeMaps from having to regenerate data based on these and other of derived attributes.

**6.2.3 ACCESS ATTRIBUTES**

A goal of this research is to provide a framework for aggregating private, personal, and public Web archives by using and extending Memento. To provide access control for select mementos, we require a means to specify access-related attributes. The final space-delimited field in the CDXJ format (Figure 65) consists of a JSON block with a minimal but extensible set of JSON object attributes. The CDXJ format’s JSON field allows additional attributes to be specified and considered when a URI-M is dereferenced. To express access attributes that are based on neither the contents nor derived values from the contents of a memento, we leverage the encapsulating and associative nature of the JSON block in CDXJ; that is, attributes of a URI-M may be nested to describe more scope-specific detail (Figure 62).

Standard authentication procedures and access patterns as used on the live Web helped to inform our design decisions of applying the practice to the archived Web. Take the scenario where a blog allows a user to log in using their Facebook credentials. The blog wishes to allow the user to post as their identity, so upon clicking a button, redirects a user to a `facebook.com` address to explicitly authorize the access. There, a user may log in using the Facebook authentication system and in turn, Facebook provides a unique token to the user to be returned and relayed to the blog’s commenting system. This unique token prevents the user’s credentials from being required by the blog. Upon posting with this
Fig. 62 Additional metadata atop a StarMap provides guidance to both the user and generation tools to produce derived attributes for URI-Ms in a TimeMap.

associative token, the blog can then reuse this token to obtain additional information about the user (e.g., their name) to populate the comment metadata.

Mapping this model to accessing private Web archives, at time of access to a private Web archive, the user will be redirected by the archive to a different URI for authentication. After authentication using a similar method to the live Web, the user can use the token to access private Web archive captures as configured by the authentication server (Section 7.1.2) and the archive itself. This relationship need not be boolean, for example, if the token imposes bounds to the set of URI-Ms, URI-Rs, time range, or any combination of these or additional characteristics as configured by the archive.

Access control may be needed in cases where private and personal Web archives are aggregated with public Web archives via StarMaps. An authentication procedure and subsequent tokenization allows persistent access using a token derived from authentication. A token may be attributed on the basis of a particular URI-M (the token is valid only for that capture), or all URI-Ms from that archive (potentially defined in the CDXJ metadata for brevity). For example, Figure 63 shows a potential simplified workflow of a user gaining access to a private Web archive. In this scenario, the archive is aware of the requirement for further credentials to authorize access, so it redirects the user to a second location to obtain this. Upon obtaining the credentials from the user, a token is returned that is attributed to a URI-M and the user’s credentials. The user may then use this token along with the original URI-M to then gain access to the URI-M in the private Web archive.

The responsibility for attributing the token to an individual or set of mementos may lie in either the archive itself or from the aggregator. Figure 64 shows an example enriched CDXJ record containing attributes describing how the token is stored in an enriched CDXJ StarMap. The example uses OAuth2 [86] for authorization when dereferencing URI-Ms with
A private Web archive may deny anonymous access to its contents, potentially reporting an HTTP 401 even if it contains no captures for a URI-R. The archive should then refer the client to a Private Web Archive Adapter to authenticate and obtain a token that can then be used to request the contents of the private Web archive.
Fig. 64 An amended CDXJ record for a private capture of facebook.com. Line breaks added for readability.

damages this field and the BLAKE2 hashing algorithm [180] for tokenization for persistent access to private mementos.

6.3 SOURCES OF DERIVED ATTRIBUTES

CDXJ allows metadata fields (lines beginning with @meta) about the TimeMap to precede the listing of captures. Figure 65 contains metadata fields (highlighted in red) within a CDXJ TimeMap that are typically also found in a Link-formatted TimeMap (Figure 66), e.g., URI-R for the original resource, TimeGates, other related TimeMaps, etc. With the introduction of derived attributes (Section 6.2.2), it is critical to not just give context as to the semantics of new attributes like “damage” but also to provide guidance in generating this value.

Figure 62 provides an example where a derived attribute requiring calculation (memento damage [51]) and an access attribute are defined for guidance within the StarMap. Definitions in the extended_attributes metadata field serve as templates as applied to URI-Ms in the StarMap when present and applicable. The “service” rel value (inspired by Atom [85]), for instance, instructs parsers to look to the URI specified in the template
Fig. 65 An abbreviated CDXJ TimeMap from MemGator for facebook.com. CDXJ metadata records highlighted in red.
Fig. 66 An abbreviated Link TimeMap from MemGator for facebook.com. The portions colorized in red correspond to the metadata records of the CDXJ TimeMap in Figure 65.
and the URI-M itself to obtain a value for this attribute. The “access” attribute is given a contextual definition using a rel value of “self via” [157] wherein the expectation is for parser to look to the URI-M where the access attribute exists for resolution. The “via” rel value [157] for each of these attributes instructs parsers to look to the respective identifier for the source of the information for the links context: “self” for the access attribute, and “service” for the service defined by the URI for the JSON block.

6.4 CONTRIBUTIONS TO RESEARCH QUESTION 4

Users most often interact with Web archives in the dimension of time, as enabled by Memento [198]. In this chapter, we provided a means for content that was captured behind authentication to signal that it requires special handling (RQ4). This is enabled by first extending on Memento concepts of TimeMaps with our introduced StarMaps that allow for expression of dimensions beyond time for mementos. We defined three classes of attributes (Section 6.2) that we initially anticipate being useful to express with examples of each. The third type, Access Attributes as described in Section 6.2.3, provides the mechanism to answer RQ4 while the other two attribute types have additional use cases facilitated by the work in this dissertation. We provide sample mechanism to define these attributes in Section 6.3.

In introducing a mechanism for private captures to signal privacy, we also enabled clients to have more control over the sources of archives that are used by aggregators (Section 6.1). With this power of interaction with archives, a client can control the sources used, inclusive of ones they control containing their private and personal captures, as well as systematically regulate access to these captures at the time of aggregation. The dynamics of the latter that utilize the concepts introduced in this chapter are described in detail in Chapter 7.
CHAPTER 7

A FRAMEWORK FOR AGGREGATING PRIVATE AND PUBLIC WEB ARCHIVES

It’s hard enough getting people to share data as it is, harder to get them to share it in a particular format, and completely impossible to get them to store it and manage it in a completely new system.

- Aaron Swartz, Aaron Swartz’s A Programmable Web, An Unfinished Work [191]

In this chapter we describe a framework (henceforth the “Mementity Framework”) for aggregating private and public Web archives based on the state of the art in Web archiving and our previous work described thus far in this dissertation. This chapter addresses work completed to answer Research Questions 4-6:

RQ4: How can content that was captured behind authentication signal to Web archive replay systems that it requires special handling?

RQ5: How can Memento aggregators indicate that private Web archive content requires special handling to be replayed, despite being aggregated with publicly available Web archive content?

RQ6: What kinds of access control do users who create private Web archives need to regulate access to their archives?

The Mementity Framework provides the constructs and methodologies for the aggregation of private, public, and personal Web archives. The target archives shall be aggregated systematically to account for access restrictions and to allow collaboration and sharing of personal and private archival Web captures. “Aggregation” is minimally executed as a list of identifiers (e.g., URI-Ms) and associated attributes (e.g., datetime) in a Memento TimeMap. The primary goal of this chapter is to lay out the approach to be used to answer Research Questions 4-6, all which deal with access to Web archives, with the introduction of additional mementities in the Web archiving workflow that resolve these questions. The term
“mementity” in this work correlates with the role of traditional Memento aggregators and TimeGates in conventional usage. In this dissertation we introduce three mementities: the Memento Meta-Aggregator (Section 7.1.1), the Private Web Archive Adapter (Section 7.1.2), and the StarGate (Section 7.1.3).

With the introduction of the mementities into a Web archiving workflow, we will enable the capabilities and mitigate the shortcomings of a conventional workflow, as described in Chapter 1. For instance, preserving content behind authentication (e.g., bank statements and time-limited verification documents, as in Section 1.2) may require a degree of access control and negotiation in dimensions beyond time, as provided by the Private Web Archive Adapter and StarGate mementities. A means of sharing captures but controlling who can see and access the captures (per the scenarios in Section 1.3) may be enabled by a combination of the Private Web Archive Adapter mementity and Memento Meta-Aggregator mementity (described in Section 7.1.1). The hierarchical and role-based nature of each mementity is designed to be interoperable, extensible, and applicable to a variety of currently existing Web archiving use cases. Introduction of the mementities also enables the investigation and abilities required to answer all six research questions.

The state of the art of conventional Memento aggregation is exhibited between multiple public Web archives. Until recently, Memento aggregators at institutions (like the one hosted at mementoweb.org) served as the primary and sole method for end-users to obtain aggregated Memento TimeMaps and perform multi-archive temporal negotiation. The creation of an open source, easily configurable, locally hosted Memento aggregator (MemGator [10], Section 3.1) removes the barriers of enabling aggregation of a custom set of archives. A locally hosted aggregator also facilitates further research for the necessary considerations of aggregating personal and private Web archives, as described in this research. The Mementity Framework supplements results from conventional aggregators to produce a TimeMap that may contain identifiers (URI-Ms) and associated attributes for captures from private Web archives, captures of public content from private archives (e.g., a user’s cnn.com captures), and Memento-compliant public Web archives when dereferenced.

The aggregation of personal, private, and public URI-Ms necessitates consideration of content negotiation with archives in dimensions other than time, as provided by Memento. In Chapter 6, we outlined negotiation of this sort in the context of how to express these additional dimensions in the conventional TimeMap medium and the potential origin of an initial sample set of these derivatives. The Mementity Framework requires three additional mementities in the hierarchy of accessing Web archives. The scope of each mementity as
a precursor to the role a mementity plays in the Mementity Framework is described in Section 7.1. Introducing mementities into a Web archiving workflow provides an extensible and interoperable approach with new abstract and concrete capabilities like new methods of negotiation, archival precedence (Section 7.2.2), and potential for inter-archive and archive-to-user collaboration, as discussed in Section 7.2. Section 7.3 describes a preliminary set of User Access Patterns that we initially anticipate and relates how each pattern corresponds to the scenarios and research questions described in Chapter 1, where applicable. Section 7.4 discusses the extensibility of the Mementity Framework both in the role of the mementities in Web archival dynamics and to account for unanticipated access models, allowing the framework be extended to currently unforeseeable Web archiving scenarios.

In this chapter we will outline our research [110, 124] toward a framework to aggregate public and private Web archives.

7.1 MEMENTITIES

In this section we define three functional Mementities and their role as part of the makeup of the Mementity Framework:

Memento Meta-Aggregators (MMAs)
Archival aggregation with considerations beyond public Web archives

Private Web Archive Adapters (PWAAas)
Access regulation to private and personal Web archives

StarGates (SGs)
Content negotiation with Web archives in dimensions beyond time

Reference implementations for each mementity will be provided as software to serve the respective role of their purpose in the Mementity Framework. Extensive details about each mementity are provided in Sections 7.1.1, 7.1.2, and 7.1.3, respectively.

7.1.1 MEMENTO META-AGGREGATOR

Memento Aggregators combine URI-Ms from the results of querying multiple Web archives. A Memento Meta-Aggregator (MMA) serves as a functional superset of a conventional Memento Aggregator (MA), along with adding functionality outside of the scope of a conventional MA. A conventional MA provides access through identifiers to mementos (URI-Ms),
TimeGates (URI-Gs), and TimeMaps (URI-Ts) from a set of Web archives. An MMA provides the ability to both supplement and selectively filter the results returned from an MA with URI-Ms from additional Web archives at the request of the user or as configured with the MMA. Results from other Web archives that are aggregated with the results from an MA may be public non-aggregated Memento-compliant Web archives or private Web archives as relayed through a Private Web Archive Adapter (Section 7.1.2). A conventional MA is not required to be present for an MMA to function. An MMA may serve as a functional replacement for an MA at a fundamental level; that is, the aggregation of a static set of public Web archives may be performed by an MMA in a black box manner as if the MMA were identically configured with the same archives as the MA.

Figure 67 describes a sample hierarchical relationship of mementities consisting of MMAs, MAs, and Web archives (WAs). When MA₁ receives a request for URI-Ms for a URI-R, for instance, the request is relayed to WA₁, WA₂, and WA₃ for the sets of mementos \{a₁m₁, a₁m₂\}, \{a₂m₁, a₂m₂, a₂m₃\}, and \{a₃m₁, a₃m₂\}, respectively. MA₁ is then responsible for combining and temporally sorting the URI-Ms then returning the aggregated StarMap to the requesting user (or mementity). The temporal ordering within an archive corresponds to the second index \(m\) for convenience in the figure, however, this ordering may not hold between archives. For example, \(a₂m₂\) is older than \(a₃m₁\) per the temporal ordering diagram in Figure 68a. The ordering for the mementos contained within the configured archives as requested from various mementities is displayed in Figure 68b. This figure also shows examples of an MMA obtaining results from multiple MAs (e.g., MMAₐ from MA₁ and MA₂) and even MMAs referring to other MMAs for their results when queried (e.g., MMAγ referring to MA₁, WA₅, and MMAβ with the latter referring to WA₇ and WA₈).

The configuration of MMAβ is similar to the relationship of MMACarol to MMAAlice in Figure 69 where a user may configure an MMA to both refer to a custom set of sources for results as well as reuse the in-place selective filtering of the sources. In this case, MMACarol would inherit the restriction of MMAAlice of not sending requests for mementos of http://alicesembarassingphotos.net/vacation.html to Bob’s archive.

An MMA can be configured to return an aggregated StarMap based on a set of Web archives for which it has been configured or be provided a set of archives to query upon request. This abstraction provides a level of extensibility to current Memento aggregators for which the additional functionality may not be appropriate, scalable, or interoperable, however, providing an on-demand set of archives to query is useful in the context of personal Web archiving.
A_1...n Archive 1 of \( n \)
MA_{1...n} Memento Aggregator 1 of \( n \) (denoted using integers)
MMA_{\alpha...\omega} Memento Meta-Aggregator 1 of \( n \) (denoted using Greek)
\( a_xm_y \) Memento of index \( y \) from archive of index \( x \)
\( A \rightarrow B \) Mementity \( A \) fetches results from mementity \( B \)

**Fig. 67** Memento Meta-Aggregators may aggregate URI-Ms from multiple archives, Memento aggregators, and other MMAs equivalently. Shown is an example of temporally sorted captures as served from an MMA in a variety of permutations in a potentially ad hoc hierarchy. The temporal ordering and mementos aggregated by each mementity are described further in Figure 68.
(a) Temporal ordering of mementos aggregated in the hierarchy described in Figure 67.

(b) The set of mementos aggregated depends on the set of the abstracted holdings, which may be an archive, another Memento Aggregator, or a Memento Meta-Aggregator.

Fig. 68 The temporal ordering of URI-Ms in a StarMap depends on the set of archives aggregated in a StarMap. Per Figure 67, the set of archives aggregated by each mementity determines the set of mementos returned.
User-driven specification of aggregation parameters is particularly important for accessing personal Web archives using a Memento aggregator. If a user requests a TimeMap from a conventional Memento aggregator, the aggregator will request the URI-Ms for the URI-R from each archive with which the aggregator is configured to communicate. A user may wish to customize, prioritize, or give precedence to the archives queried. If a user were to host an aggregator themselves, the aggregator would need to be reconfigured to prevent requests for the URI-R from propagating to certain archives on the basis of {URI-R, archive} pairs. Though this may become unwieldy, what follows is a useful example to illustrate where configuring an MMA with a core ruleset prior to considering further user-driven specification would be useful when aggregating personal and public Web archives.

Consider the scenario where Alice archives Web pages she views in her browser using WARCreate [125], and replays them using her local Wayback instance within WAIL [120] (Section 4). Bob, who is Alice’s acquaintance, and Carol, who is Alice’s sister, each do the same for their own captures. Alice sets up a Memento Meta-Aggregator that is configured to request captures from her archive, Bob’s archive, Carol’s archive, and the Internet Archive. For some URIs, like facebook.com it may not make sense to aggregate Alice, Bob, and Carol’s captures with those from Internet Archive (see the example in Figure 10 in Chapter 1)\(^1\). For other URIs, Alice may want to prevent exposing to Bob and the Internet Archive the fact that she is looking for certain old captures (as inferred by an aggregator sending a request for mementos for a URI-R), but wants to also aggregate captures from Carol’s archive, to whom she does not mind exposing the URI-Rs requested. Since Alice controls the MMA, she can both pre-configure the set of potential archives queried as well as provide the ability for her, Bob, or Carol to selectively aggregate from the set of archives when requesting captures for a URI-R. Were Bob uncomfortable with his aggregation requests going to Carol’s archive when he used Alice’s MMA, he may set up his own MMA to request captures from only his and Alice’s archives without a URI-R filtering scheme like Alice’s MMA. Figure 69 abstracts out the archives used for Alice and Bob’s respective MMAs to conditionals.

These scenarios entail configuring a Memento aggregator with a set of archives to be queried, which is currently possible with MemGator (Section 3.1.2). However, requests sent to a MemGator instance are relayed to all archives with which the instance is configured with every request from the client. Furthermore, the set of archives to which the request is relayed

\(^1\)Note that MMAs do not protect the contents of an archive from being viewed, which is handled by the PWAA, to be described in Section 7.1.2.
is static as was configured when initializing the service [114]. Aside from the dynamics of how a client specifies which archives to aggregate at the time of request (Section 6.1), Web archive users will likely not perform this sort of specification manually (e.g., specifying the Prefer header on the command-line for curl). Figure 54 in Chapter 6 showed a preliminary mockup of how a casual Web archive user may leverage this particular feature of MMAs from a Web browser. Extending on the current Mink interface that provides a mechanism for displaying memento count and navigation to view other mementos, the right side of the mockup allows the user to specify which archives are used in the aggregation process. This interface may be programmatically translated to one of the semantic and syntactic models described in Section 6.1 in anticipation that the endpoint (currently a running MemGator instance) understands how to interpret the archival selections. The implemented deliverables and design decisions as adapted to the constraints of a browser extension are discussed in Chapter 8.

A more scalable and decentralized approach would be to have Mink exhibit the role of an MMA. In doing so, Mink would query the archives selected and perform the aggregation in much of the same way as requesting the aggregation be performed by a local or remote MMA running outside of the browser. This new capability enables a more user-friendly method of configuring an aggregator and is novel in that all existing implementations of Memento aggregator are server-side mementities that a client queries. As relevant to our work [7, 113, 119] on integrating Web archives with IPFS (Section 4.5), Mink can also leverage the JavaScript port of IPFS [163] to allow client-side browser-based instances of Mink to communicate with others’ Mink instances. With the additional capabilities in Mink, the potential for aggregation to be both collaborative as well as purely client-based would allow for further exploration beyond this dissertation; however, our initial implementation is described in Section 8.3.4. A more conventional, still purely client-based use case is described in collaboration of Web archives using ipwb in Section 7.2.4.

7.1.2 PRIVATE WEB ARCHIVE ADAPTER

A Private Web Archive Adapter (PWAA) serves as the memento that regulates access to Web archives. Different access methods (e.g., asymmetric keys, OAuth tokenization) may be used in the implementation of authorization to a Web archive. A primary use case consists of setting up persistent access using tokenization to remove the need for reauthorization on each request. Web archives may also regulate access to a collection of private Web archives via by-design or ad hoc partitioning (e.g., collections within an archive or tagging specified
A = Alice’s archive  B = Bob’s archive  C = Carol’s archive
I = Internet Archive  R = URI-R
MMA_X = Set of archives sourced for X’s MMA for R
MA = Memento aggregator at mementoweb.org

MMA_Alice = \{A, B, C\}, "facebook.com" ∈ R
\{A, C\}, "alicesembarassingphotos.net/vacation.html" ∈ R
\{A, B, C, I\}, otherwise

MMA_Bob = \{B, A\}

MMA_Carol = \{C\}, "carolsembarassingphotos.net" ∈ R
\{MMA_Alice, MA\}, otherwise

Fig. 69 Three Memento Meta-Aggregators are configured to perform selective aggregation.

URIs from a set of Web archives, respectively), producing a “key” for the subset to be used when the archive is subsequently queried. For example, for a private Web archive containing mementos for URI-Ms\{1−n\}, a PWAA may issue a key based on the credentials supplied by the client that only allows access to URI-Ms\{i,j,k\} while another user assigned a different key is allowed to access URI-Ms\{a,b,i\}. The access restrictions could also be established on a URI-R basis. The “key” concept is akin to profiles and does not require the potentially expensive procedure of subsetting to be executed repeatedly for authorization to be established. A private Web archive’s primary interface is via requests from MMAs relaying requests from users.

Figure 64 (in Chapter 6) shows an example CDXJ containing the access attributes of type and token. These attributes for a memento specify a previously established authentication and authorization procedure with a retained token for access persistence. In this initial work, we use an OAuth 2.0 procedure to establish these attributes but the representation is extensible and not coupled to the procedure dynamics.

Figure 70 describes the interaction flow of authentication and authorization to a private Web archive. This model uses the model described by OAuth 2.0 wherein the archive from which a capture is being requested takes on the roles of the resource owner and resource server (a fundamental pattern described in the specification), an MMA or user takes on the role of the client, and a PWAA at URI-P (an identifier for an authentication mementity) takes on the role of the authorization server.
1. User requests captures for URI-R from MMA

2. MMA requests URI-R from Public Web Archives $Pu_{1...n}$ and Private Web Archive $Pr_1$
   - $Pu_{1...n}$ each return a respective set of URI-Ms $\{M_1, M_2, \ldots, M_n\}$ to MMA
   - $Pr_1$ returns an HTTP 401 and an identifier for an authentication mementity (URI-P)

3. MMA returns HTTP 401, URI-P, and $Pr_1$ identifier to User

4. User sends credentials and URI-R to URI-P

5. Mementity at URI-P returns a token to User

6. User requests URI-R again from MMA with token and $Pr_1$ identifier

7. MMA requests URI-R from $Pr_1$ along with token
   - $Pr_1$ returns the set of URI-Ms $\{M_{Pr}\}$ to MMA after potentially consulting mementity at URI-P for validity

8. MMA sorts and transforms $\{\{M_1\}, \{M_2\}, \ldots, \{M_n\}, \{M_{Pr}\}\}$ into a StarMap for URI-R

9. MMA returns StarMap to User

**Fig. 70** Abstraction of the authentication to private Web archives follows a flow similar to OAuth 2.
OAuth tokens as facilitated by a PWAA may be represented in StarMaps to be used in requesting URI-Ms directly from an archive after the authorization procedure has been established. In doing this, the burden of needing to repeatedly supply credentials or rely on cookies or some other state or session information for repeated access is removed from the client. Once established, a token may be represented within StarMaps sourced from an MMA or a Web archive that directly provides StarMaps independent of aggregation. While the shift of burden of authorization and authentication has mostly been shifted to a PWAA from a client and archive (despite the aforementioned need to provide the token inline within StarMaps), we plan to look further into decoupling the need for amended TimeMap generation from archives to encourage adoption of the PWAA for systematic authentication access.

Adding the dimension of privacy (public/private accessibility of captures) to TimeMaps also adds another potential dimension of negotiation in Web archives beyond time (Chapter 6). For instance, if a client desired to request only facebook.com with a certain time basis but only from aggregated private Web archives, the semantics do not currently exist to enable this. Beyond privacy, supplementing TimeMaps with additional attributes for mementos may be used to consider archival content negotiation in other dimensions. The mementity in the next section takes these concerns into consideration.

7.1.3 STARGATE

Memento TimeGates generally accept a URI-R and a datetime (through the Accept-Datetime HTTP header [198]) and redirect to a URI-M in return. The StarGate mementity introduced with the Mementity Framework allows negotiation in arbitrary dimensions beyond time; hence, “star” as in “*”, indicating a wildcard to broaden archival negotiation beyond the temporal dimension. For public Web archives that readily return a TimeMap or a set of URI-Ms, negotiation on the dimension of time is sufficient. However, it would be both useful and necessary to perform negotiation on other additional dimensions when aggregating private and personal Web archives with captures from public Web archives. For instance, consider the scenario in Section 7.1.1 from the perspective of Alice’s Web archive (and not her MMA). Alice may not want to expose the existence of URI-Ms for the URI-R facebook.com in her archive’s holdings if a user is not authenticated to view her archive’s private captures (potentially via a PWAA). Additionally, an organization may prefer that their private archives not report even the metadata of their holdings (Section 1.3, RQ4 and RQ6), as the URI-R alone may expose the existence of sensitive information. In the above
scenario, Alice was aware that she would not be returned a personalized representation when obtaining captures of facebook.com from IA but the exclusion of IA required explicit expression by Alice. A StarGate would allow this expression on a more dynamic basis where Alice could specify, “Only the archives that return personalized representations” instead of either, “Only my and Carol’s archives” (an inclusive approach) or the parametric exclusion approach of, “All archives for which you are configured except for Bob’s and the Internet Archive”.

Leveraging the capability of a StarGate for negotiation beyond time has use cases beyond negotiation in the context of privacy. For instance, our previous work [116, 115] showed that nearly 85% of the URI-Ms in a TimeMap for google.com are redirects. For a client to have the ability to negotiate with a TimeGate to only return URI-Ms that meet a certain criteria beyond Memento-Datetime (e.g., only URI-Ms that result in an HTTP 200 OK when dereferenced), the representation of a set of archives’ holdings can be much richer in expressing metadata about the holdings. This could significantly reduce the time wasted by a user in accessing non-relevant URI-Ms (e.g., facebook.com login pages) and prevent misrepresentation of the quantity of captures for a URI-R [116].

7.2 MEMENTITY DYNAMICS

In previous sections we have described the fundamental functions of each mementity. In this section we will describe some anticipated dynamics of interacting with the mementities in the Mementity Framework including advanced content negotiation of Web archives (Section 7.2.1), a precedence model for advanced querying of archives for aggregation (Section 7.2.2), client-side specification of archival selection (Section 7.2.3), and collaboration and propagation of Web archives beyond the perspectives of the archives themselves (e.g., between peers, Section 7.2.4).

7.2.1 NEGOTIATION APPROACHES

Our previous work [117] discussed archival replay in dimensions like mobile versus desktop, location, etc. with emphasis on accuracy of replay, facilitated by matching the original perspective of the capture, which is not typically exposed at replay time. Others [194, 106] have created implementations to solely interact with the memento in the original medium of the mobile Web.
In Section 2.2 we discussed the Prefer HTTP header [188], which provides a basis for content negotiation in other dimensions. In Section 6.1 we discussed using Prefer for client-side archival specification. Inclusion of the Prefer header requires defining preference in the Vary header of an HTTP response [188]. Though the specification consists of a registry of preferences (e.g., return=minimal and return=representation), Van de Sompel et al. [197] utilized the extensibility of the definition with Prefer values of original-content, original-links, and original-headers despite them not being registered. These Prefer values would hypothetically be used to obtain the raw [104], unmodified content from a Web archive instead of content that is rewritten by the archival replay system.

Figure 71 contains a sample request made by a client to a StarGate. The request specifies that only URI-Ms with a damage score less than 0.5 are preferred. A client wishing to invoke the damage calculation procedure but limit the amount of time they are willing to wait may specify the wait preference [188]. In much of the same way that a TimeGate expects an Accept-Datetime header to perform temporal negotiation, a StarGate expects (but does not require) a Prefer header. Because StarGates may also perform negotiation in the dimension of time, the standard Accept-Datetime mechanism may be used but the additional filtering and bound specification abilities of Prefer are client-side specifications that we plan to investigate further with respect to the dimension of time.

For computationally expensive processes like damage calculation for a large set of URI-Ms, a StarGate may immediately respond with an HTTP status 202 Accepted to indicate that the request has been accepted for processing but the processing is not yet complete. Subsequent accesses using the same request in Figure 71 prior to the StarGate’s completion may return a 102 - Processing status [82]. When a preference has been applied to a requested StarMap from a client to a StarGate, the response will contain the
Fig. 72 Upon completion of the potentially temporally expensive procedure of calculating damage for all URI-Ms for http://facebook.com from Figure 71, a StarGate will respond with a header containing the applied preference.

Preference-Applied HTTP response header [188] and an HTTP 200 (Figure 72). This preference is propagated to the list of metadata headers in a CDXJ StarMap, similar to those highlighted in red in Figure 65 (Chapter 6). An example of this procedure is illustrated in Appendix F.

7.2.2 PRECEDENCE MODEL

Private Web archives contain an inherent characteristic where exposing the metadata about an archive’s contents could be sufficient to identify the archive’s contents. For example, a private archive responding with a StarMap containing URI-Ms for captures of my online bank statement would reveal that I am preserving personal banking information (or, with fewer ramifications but still a need for privacy, a site with embarrassing photos).

A second aspect exists independent of exposing the metadata that may reveal a private Web archive’s contents. Were a client to setup a Memento aggregator inclusive of their private Web archive, they may prefer a mechanism that returns the results only from their private archive if it contains contents for a given URI-R and only default to sending the request to public Web archives if no results were returned. The set of archives queried may have a tiered request configuration with requests being performed in a more synchronous procedure with the aforementioned short-circuiting procedure applied.

Figure 73 illustrates requests being first sent to the private archives then to public Web archives. It may also be desirable to allow this behavior to functionally coexist with conventional pipelined asynchronous archive querying. As with the Snowden Archive-in-a-Box [133] example in Section 3.4.2, access to this content as an act of checking for the existence for captures in other archives may imply interest or association with the subject matter, in some cases itself being revealing or even incriminating.
Fig. 73 Archival precedence using private first then public Web archiving querying model (Pr\(^+\)Pu\(^+\)).
For a Memento aggregator to include contents or simply metadata from the Snowden archive along with other personal, private, and public captures would require special handling to be considered when accessing resource from the Snowden archive. For example, a user may want requests for a certain set of URI-Rs to not also be requested from other private Web archives beyond the Snowden archive or their own personal Web archive for the sake of privacy of the request.

We propose two initial approaches to accomplish this: explicit specification by a client at the time of request and analysis of mementos with a potentially personalized representation. For the latter, we identified three methods for identifying personalized representations [117]. Of the methods proposed, we did not investigate (we opted for one of the other three) specifying additional environment variables when selecting a representation of a resource. The downside, we mentioned, was the requirement of a specialized client. The specialized “client” in this case may be the mementity responsible for determining the degree of personalization of the representation, i.e., the StarGate.

When aggregating and replaying a URI-R over time from a set of archives consisting of captures from both public and private Web archives, it may be desirable to first check for private captures prior to requesting URI-Ms from public Web archives (Figure 73). For example, in aggregating URI-Ms for facebook.com that include mementos of my news feed from my private archive and unauthenticated login pages from institutional public Web archives (Figure 10 in Chapter 1), the latter is less useful in observing how the page has changed over time. To maintain relevancy of the desired sort of representation, we check for the existence of captures from private Web archives first and then, only if none are present, resort to requesting the captures consisting of a login page. This model of precedence (request priority) and short-circuiting (stop requesting captures if a condition is met) via Memento aggregators does not currently exist but could be critical in a user expressing what they expect from an aggregator beyond simply mementos for a URI-R.

In the basic model below, we express various access precedence models (henceforth profiles) for containing boolean categorization of private and public Web archives. In each profile, order is significant and thus a simple regular expression can be used where $P_u$ symbolizes a public Web archive endpoint, $P_r$ a private Web archive endpoint, and the “+” superscript indicating at least one or more consecutive instances.

\[ \text{noArchives} \rightarrow \emptyset \rightarrow \{\} \quad (4) \]
Fig. 74 PrivateOnly (Pr) and PublicOnly (Pu) aggregation in an MMA.
The basic profiles pair with the syntax of the profile relation type \([205]\), allowing clients to request resulting TimeMaps containing URI-Ms from a subset of archives from which the Memento mementity requests (Figure 74). The preliminary scheme for short-circuiting of subsequent requests is also boolean, e.g., requests should only be made to public Web archives when the \textit{privateFirst} profile (Equation 7) is specified by the client when no identifiers for captures are returned from private archives. This model also assumes that the sets \(P_u\) and \(P_r\) are disjoint \((P_u \cap P_r = \emptyset)\) for simplicity, but this may not be the case in reality. For Web archives that contain both private and public captures, an approach toward achieving mutually exclusivity could be to separate each set of the private and public URI-Rs into an abstraction of separate collections. For example, as discussed earlier, the UK Web Archive contains captures from its legal deposit with restricted off-site access; that is, a user cannot access the mementos unless physically on location at the library (Figure 28 from Chapter 3). We discuss this usage and access pattern further in Section 7.3.5.

### 7.2.3 MMA Archive Selection

Here we revisit the scenario introduced in Section 7.1.1, and abstracted in Figure 69 to show how an MMA can perform selective aggregation. Alice sets up an MMA (MMA\(_{\text{Alice}}\)) that is configured to request captures from her archive (A), Bob’s archive (B), Carol’s archive (C), and the Internet Archive (I). For some URI-Rs, like facebook.com, it may not make sense to aggregate Alice, Bob, and Carol’s captures with those from Internet Archive, so she can specify a rule of only aggregating mementos from \(\{A, B, C\}\) when those URI-Rs are requested. For other URI-Rs, like alicesembarrassingphotos.net, Alice may want
to prevent exposing the fact that she is looking for certain old captures to Bob and the Internet Archive, but wants to also aggregate captures from Carol’s archive, with whom she does not mind exposing the URI-Rs requested. She does this by creating another rule to only aggregate from archives \{A, C\} in those cases. By Alice controlling the MMA, she can both pre-configure the set of potential archives queried as well as provide the ability for her, Bob, or Carol to selectively aggregate from the set of archives when requesting captures for a URI-R. Were Bob uncomfortable with his aggregation requests going to Carol’s archive when he used Alice’s MMA, he may set up his own MMA (MMA$_{Bob}$) to request captures from only his and Alice’s archives without a URI-R filtering scheme like Alice’s MMA. Carol also sets up an MMA (MMA$_{Carol}$) that defaults to using Alice’s MMA and the mementoweb.org MA except when requesting URI-Rs from carolsembarrassingphotos.net.

As an endpoint, MMAs may aggregate and request access to captures to private Web archives using a token-based authorization model (e.g., using OAuth as described in Section 7.1.2). The query may be subsequently routed to an applicable and corresponding Web archive (private or public) after authentication has been established. MMAs may query other MMAs with the expectation that the results returned will be consistent with those from an MA with additional indicators for content beyond the scope of an MA (e.g., a flag for content from a non-aggregated or public archive). In the scenario above, Carol may want additional archives aggregated beyond the default case in Figure 69 so she can utilize the ruleset of Alice’s MMA, as well as add filtering rules of her own. The filtering that an MMA performs may not be (and more likely is not) exposed to clients or other MMAs that look to it as a source for URI-Ms. Doing so would be a detriment to the function of an MMA preventing selective aggregation, though it does not prevent clients from accessing the aggregated archives directly. Note that in the case of Carol’s MMA, there exists a redundancy in that both Alice’s MMA and the mementoweb.org MA will request URI-Ms from IA. While Carol’s MMA may perform an operation to consolidate duplicates (i.e., a “UNIQUE” operation), time may still be wasted waiting for all archived sources to respond to requests to Carol’s MMA. Carol may also only want to look to some archives if none, too few, or some other quantifier or qualifier exists in an initial set or series of archives. A StarGate may be used for advanced querying of this sort.

7.2.4 COLLABORATION AND PROPAGATION

Collaboration in Web archives is often exhibited by individuals and organizations submitting URIs to a centralized service to preserve, particularly when a significant event is
anticipated or occurring. In addition to providing novel approaches (beyond simply submitting URIs) for collaboration by-reference, in this dissertation we focus on collaboration of Web archives by-value (sharing WARCps) and distributed (i.e., non-centralized) collaboration by-reference. In Section 4.5 we introduced InterPlanetary Wayback for propagation of personal Web archives. This propagation may be accomplished by-reference where the reference identifier consists of a content addressed hash uniquely identifying the archived content. By utilizing the mementities in Section 7.1, particularly the Memento Meta-Aggregator from Section 7.1.1, a user may tailor the StarMap advertised to provide implicit guidance for those wishing to locally copy and further disseminate a personal Web archives’ mementos. This propagation of a capture exhibits a form of collaboration through continued accessibility of mementos in personal Web archives.

The crux of ipwb is for decentralizing and distributing mementos that reside in accessible WARCps (Section 4.5). Our initial approach at privacy in ipwb entailed performing symmetric encryption to the content prior to disseminating it into IPFS [119]. Using this method allows Alice to share her ipwb CDXJ with Carol for Carol to “pull” the captures for local propagation from Alice’s machine via IPFS. Figure 75 shows Alice pushing her local WARCps containing her private Facebook captures to ipwb using encryption by setting a flag upon ipwb invocation. Alice is returned a CDXJ, which she can then transfer to Carol. Upon receipt, Carol can instruct her local ipwb instance to replay the CDXJ. Carol may attempt to access the mementos described in her CDXJ, whose header and payloads are retrieved from IPFS via ipwb but still encrypted. Carol must know the encryption key to be able to interpret the payload, whose decryption and transformation is handled by the ipwb replay system.

In Section 7.2.3 we briefly discussed the capability of Mink instances exhibiting the capabilities of MMAs communicating with one another for peer-to-peer, purely client-driven archival querying and aggregation. In related work leveraging state-of-the-art technologies for Web archiving, we leveraged a then-young WebRTC protocol to facilitate the replication of NASA satellite imagery posted to the Web [111]. In addition, we [8] have explored using Web and Service Workers in the context of Web archives and applied this functionality for client-side processing of mementos – in this case resolving absolute URIs to be rerouted (instead of rewritten) to the local replay system.

An advancement in IPFS since the creation of ipwb is the use of Service Workers for client-to-client communication using WebRTC in the JavaScript implementation of IPFS
The extended ipwb model for collaboration involves symmetric encryption and decryption of the payload prior to dissemination. When Alice transfers the CDXJ generated from pushing her Facebook WARCs to IPFS via ipwb (specifying the encryption flag), she may then transfer the CDXJ to Carol. Carol can then decrypt the payload when replaying the mementos described in the CDXJ.

We evaluated the feasibility of leveraging previous browser-based IPFS implementation through prototypical implementation extending Mink to leverage this sort of communication. The browser extension medium may be more accessible for casual users and may facilitate more users collaborating and propagating their captures compared to ipwb, which requires a local installation outside of the Web browser. We describe this further in Section 8.3.4.

7.3 USER ACCESS PATTERNS

This section describes various User Access Patterns for Web archives, some currently in-practice and others anticipated and facilitated with the implementation of the Mementity Framework we describe in this research. Figure 76 shows a composite hierarchy that illustrates how each of the patterns may relate when applied. The patterns to be described are:

Pattern 1: Single archive access (Section 7.3.1)

Pattern 2: Aggregation of multiple Web archives (Section 7.3.2)
Pattern 3: Aggregator chaining (Section 7.3.3)

Pattern 4: Aggregation with authentication (Section 7.3.4)

Pattern 5: Aggregation including a hybrid public-private archive (Section 7.3.5)

Pattern 6: Aggregation with filtering via MMA interaction (Section 7.3.6)

Pattern 7: Aggregation with filtering via SG interaction (Section 7.3.7)

7.3.1 PATTERN 1: SINGLE ARCHIVE ACCESS

Conventional direct access by a user to a Web archive (e.g., Internet Archive) defines an initial familiar existing User Access Pattern. In this scenario, a user performs an HTTP request for a URI-M from a Web archive using the user agent of their choice (e.g., curl, Google Chrome) and is returned a memento. For example, to obtain one of the captures for nasa.gov shown in Figure 6 (Chapter 1), we sent a request to a URI-M\(^2\) for the URI-R nasa.gov. Figure 77b shows the archived representation, a familiar Web page representation, that is returned to a user when accessing this particular URI-M. Figure 77a shows this symbolically through a user accessing an archive. The symbolic representation in this figure is a fundamental base case that will be built upon in this section. Access to individual, publicly available Web archives inherently requires no aggregation of multiple Web archives (and thus, no aggregator mementity). Pattern 1 serves as a basis for further patterns. This pattern is intentionally generic in that it accounts for access by a user to both institutional and personal Web archive instances. The pattern also conceptually encompasses access from a number of endpoints, e.g., an archive’s Web interface, via selection of a URI-M from a TimeMap, etc. Finally, this pattern is not limited to accessing public or institutional Web archives. For instance, a WAIL (Section 4.3) user may preserve a Web page of their choice and access the memento from the replay system accessible at http://localhost on their own machine.

7.3.2 PATTERN 2: AGGREGATION OF MULTIPLE WEB ARCHIVES

Memento aggregation is accomplished through combining URI-Ms as well as other metadata from multiple Web archives’ Memento TimeMaps. For example, requesting an aggregated TimeMap of the URI-R matkelly.com from a public Memento aggregator may

\(^2\)http://web.archive.org/web/19981202170636/http://www.nasa.gov/
**Fig. 76** MMAs and PWAAs form a hierarchy of access for a variety of scopes of Web archives. User Access Patterns from Section 7.3 are shown to regulate access to private Web archives for aggregation with public Web archives without changing the functionality of the infrastructure in-place (e.g., Wayback deployments, Memento aggregators, etc.).
return the TimeMap shown in Figure 24 (Chapter 2). Note the URI-Ms listed are from a variety of public Web archives. Memento proxies [1] also exist to adapt the responses from Web archives that have not yet implemented Memento. Figure 78 shows a user accessing a public Memento aggregator, which aggregates captures from three public Web archives (IA, UKWA, and archive.is). The “1” in this figure indicates that all requests are sent relatively simultaneously with any characteristic of query precedence. Beyond Patterns 1 and 2 resides the contribution of the Mementity Framework.

7.3.3 PATTERN 3: AGGREGATOR CHAINING

A user may initially access an MMA instead of an MA per Pattern 2. Figure 79 pictorially describes an MMA relaying a request for URI-Ms for a URI-R from a user to the aforementioned MA. The MA performs the query and returns the results to the MMA. The MMA then relays the results to the user. This pattern introduces simple hierarchical chaining of aggregators and is novel to the introduction of an MMA. In the scenario described in Section 7.1.1, a use case for aggregator chaining without supplementing the results would be the exclusion of certain archives from the results. If Carol sets up her MMA to request captures only from the mementoweb.org MA, but at request time specifies that she wants to exclude all results from archive.is, she may do so using this chaining Pattern.

Per Section 7.1.1, a MMA is a functional superset of an MA. Because of this, the MA in Figure 79 could be replaced with an MMA, configured to request captures from the same Web archives, and retain the same dynamics initially described above for this pattern.

Aggregator chaining also opens the potential for supplementing of results. MMAs allow for runtime inclusion of additional Web archives for aggregation through specification by the user. Consider again the scenario where Carol wished to exclude the archive.is captures. She may also configure her aggregator (an MMA) to request captures from her archive to be aggregated with the captures from the mementoweb.org aggregator minus the archive.is captures, as expressed in the request to the aggregator. Figure 80 shows a scenario where an MMA is configured with the inclusion of an additional Memento compatible public Web archive, “Freedonia Web Archives”, with which the MA is either not aware or does not aggregate by default. Along with relaying the request from the user for mementos for a URI-R to the MA, the same request is sent to the Freedonia Web Archive from the more inclusive MMA in the hierarchy. Upon obtaining a response from both the MA and the Freedonia Web Archives for URI-Ms for a URI-R, the MMA aggregates these results and returns them to the user.
(a) A user (with an implied user-agent) accesses an archive directly.

(b) Accessing nasa.gov as it appeared on December 2, 1998 using Google Chrome.

**Fig. 77** Access Pattern 1 (Section 7.3.1) describes current fundamental access of a memento. A user often experiences this through a Web browser (b) but other means (e.g., curl) represent the same access pattern (Section 2.2).
Fig. 78 Access Pattern 2 (Section 7.3.2) represents a user accessing a Memento aggregator to obtain aggregated results from a set of archives. The archives contained in this set are often not customizable by the user. A TimeMap is returned to the user containing URI-Ms and other Memento metadata (e.g., original URI-R). A user may then access a URI-M contained in the returned TimeMap (Section 7.3.1). This pattern exhibits an equally-weighted querying model without precedence (requests are executed in parallel) or short-circuiting.

Fig. 79 A Memento Meta-Aggregator (MMA) acts as a functional superset for a conventional Memento Aggregator (MA). This attribute allows an MMA to replace an MA with extended features beyond the scope of a conventional MA. An MMA can also acts as a simple relay of the results (pictured) with the potential for a user to modify the set of Web archives aggregated at a later date – a function not available for MAs that a user does not control.
Fig. 80 Chaining Memento Meta-Aggregators allows results to be supplemented. Using a hierarchal MMA approach, a previously unaggregated public Web archive may be aggregated with the results for a URI-R from a conventional Memento aggregator. Pattern 4 extends on this base relationship between MMAs (shown in Figure 79) by an MMA adding the URI-Ms and other Memento metadata from a new previously unaggregated (the fictitious yet publicly accessible) Web archive into its results. Accessing the MMA in this figure would yield results from four archives whereas a user requesting an aggregated TimeMap from the MA would contain results from only three archives.
7.3.4 PATTERN 4: AGGREGATION WITH AUTHENTICATION

All previous patterns in this section have been described with the assumption that an archive will return a TimeMap of its captures for a URI-R or a URI-M if supplied a URI-R and datetime. As previously discussed (e.g., scenarios in Section 1.2, enabling the personal Web archivist in Section 4), aggregating or simply accessing private Web archives (the latter per Pattern 1) requires systematic regulation to ensure the potential privacy features of the captures are being considered. This pattern describes a potential method for answering RQ5.

To extend the idea to aggregation with authentication, it is useful to first consider the scenario where Bob attempts to access the mementos of Alice’s private Web archives. Alice has configured her archive to integrate with a PWAA (Section 7.1.2). Because of this, the fundamental Access Pattern 1 does not apply. Bob will experience the authentication flow described in Figure 63 (Figure 6) and be required to supply credentials to access the captures. Upon successful authentication, he will be issued a token, which may be reused for future access until either expired or revoked. In the situation where Alice has accessed her own archive and received a token, she may share this token for access with Carol (Figure 81). Upon the archive receiving a request from Alice or Bob, who have separately authenticated, or Carol, who is reusing a token (Figure 81), the archive will consult its configured PWAA to validate the token and the scope of the request. This pattern will apply to any other users attempting to access the archive (e.g., Malcolm in Figure 81), who may be rejected access if a token is not supplied or an invalid token is supplied (as configured).

The above scenario is the core of the Pattern where an MMA aggregates captures inclusive of one or more private Web archives configured as described. Extending the aggregation with authentication pattern to access to multiple private Web archives from a single user is shown in Figure 82. Here, Alice has pre-established authentication with her own private Web archive, Carol’s private Web archive, and Bob’s private Web archive with keys/tokens of abcd1234, cab45cbf, and b0bb01b, respectively. She has configured her MMA to only access these three archives for results of queries for mementos. She supplies these keys to her MMA (Figure 82a) at the time of request, which are relayed to each respective archive per the role of the MMA. The private Web archives each consult their respective PWAA to validate the key that Alice supplied (Figure 82b). Both Alice and Carol’s PWAA validate their respective keys but Bob’s PWAA rejects the key supplied by Alice (Figure 82c). With the token and thus the request validated, Alice and Carol’s private Web archives supply StarMaps with 10 and 3 mementos to Alice’s MMA (Figure 82d). Bob’s archive, having
(a) Four users (left to right: Alice, Carol, Bob, Malcolm) request URIs in Alice’s private archive using pre-established tokens and a defined “scope”. Scope here is reused from the OAuth specification to potentially limit access to parts of an archive on a token basis.

(b) Prior to authorizing access, a private archive will consult its PWAA to verify access to the scope and URI using the respective token supplied.

Fig. 81 A token obtained from the process in Figure 63 (Chapter 6) can be shared and reused for persistent access. Accessing the PWAA responsible for access control of a private Web archive will initially deny access without providing credentials. Tokens may be revoked and re-established, allowing regulation of access to private archives. Requests shown as temporally parallel for graphical simplicity but more likely performed at different times.
(a) A user provides different keys for three different private Web archives, aggregated by an MMA.

(b) The private Web archives check the validity of the tokens/keys submitted with their respective PWAA.

(c) Two archives validate the keys while a third has expired, been revoked, or is invalid.

(d) When the three private Web archives’ contents are aggregated, no results are returned from the archive whose token did not validate.

**Fig. 82** In instances where an MMA is configured to only aggregate private Web archives or the `privateOnly` short-circuiting (Section 7.2.2) directive is supplied, a user may specify different keys on a per-archive basis.

received the instruction to reject the authentication supplied with the request, returns either no response, a response with 0 mementos, or an unauthorized response per the implementation of his archive. In some scenarios, one sort of these responses may be preferable to another, for instance, when not wanting to disclose the reason for response rejection.

### 7.3.5 PATTERN 5: AGGREGATION INCLUDING A HYBRID PUBLIC-PRIVATE ARCHIVE

Pattern 5 exhibits situations where a user queries a Memento Meta-Aggregator with no or insufficient credentials but still retains access to publicly exposed content in a private Web
archive. Consider a scenario where Alice has a single archive consisting of some mementos she does not mind being available (e.g., her cnn.com captures) and some she would rather not be shared (e.g., her facebook.com captures). These captures may be separated into a collection or separate “sub-archives” within her archive but more likely these captures are intermingled. In any of these cases (collection-based, sub-archives, or intermingled), regardless of how captures are organized, a user may want to determine the accessibility of the various ad hoc sets of captures.

The need for finer grained control of access beyond URI matching (e.g., all URI-Ms for facebook.com have restricted access) may be more apparent with an example where live Web access control is not carried over to the archived Web. Carol is preserving her youtube.com channel inclusive of her publicly accessible videos, private videos (only available to select users on the live Web), and unlisted videos (videos not indexed but accessible to anyone with the video page’s URI-R). All three classes of videos would be accessed on the live Web at a URI-R pattern similar to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYZSx5TyL1k where the value of the v query string parameter is representative of a unique identifier for the video on youtube.com. However, without Carol whitelisting a user (e.g., Alice may access the video using her own YouTube account) or being a user herself (with implicit access as the author), the private video would not be accessible on the live Web. In the scenario where this video is archived by Alice or Carol, the live Web access restriction would not be retained and the private video would become accessible on the archived Web without access restrictions in-place (Figure 83). The “unlisted” concept on youtube.com also introduces a dimension of necessary restriction beyond simply public and private – a user must know the URI-R of the unlisted video to access it. The distinction beyond the live and archived Web URI-R and URI-M (respectively) is moot here, however, for the URI-M to be listed in a StarMap would indicate it existed (similar to the alicesembarassingphotos.net/vacation.html scenario in Section 7.1.1) unless URI-Rs are opaque (e.g., archive.is obfuscates the URI-R so it cannot be extracted solely from the URI-M). Further, the access restrictions on the archived Web need not follow the degree of accessibility of the videos on the live Web. For example, a user may want a privately archived unlisted video capture to not be accessible despite knowing the URI-R on the live Web being sufficient for access.

MMAs may organically induce this pattern when aggregating captures from multiple archives with a mix of access scenarios. Extending on the above scenario, Alice archives her personal youtube.com channel as well but has only private videos that she shared on
A user may want finer grained access control of captures within her archive without the need for separate collections. Carol has preserved her public, private, and unlisted youtube.com videos but may wish to restrict each class’s accessibility within their archive. Alice can access the public and unlisted videos but the question remains as to whether the unlisted video should be publicly available on the archived Web.
the live Web on a basis of her choice. Alice has setup an MMA to aggregate her archive’s captures. She is content with some of the videos being publicly accessible from her archive (e.g., public videos, green icons in Figure 83) and some being selectively accessible to those who authenticate with her archive’s PWAA (e.g., yellow and red icons in Figure 83), despite all videos being private on the live Web. Carol, Alice’s sister, wishes to utilize Alice’s MMA to view some of Alice’s private family videos in context with her own private family videos. Carol may also want to utilize Alice’s MMA, as Alice may have have configured her MMA to be more permissive of requests from her own MMA compared to outside requests from others’ MMAs or other individual users.

For simply acquiring the relevant captures from Alice’s MMA, Carol would follow the model in Figure 70. However, to aggregate her own and Alice’s captures, Carol would configure her own MMA to request captures from her archive as well as Alice’s MMA. The Figure 70 procedure may need to be repeated for each archive aggregated to establish persistent and secure access but this pattern would allow Carol to accomplish the sort of aggregation of private captures (even if they were public on the live Web) she desires.

Each archive in the set of archives aggregated by an MMA may require special handling, as exhibited by the aforementioned YouTube scenarios. Figure 84 depicts Alice accessing an MMA that in turn retrieves captures for an MA and Alice’s own captures. Alice’s captures here, despite being in the same “archive”, are distinguished between her private (e.g., banking) captures and her public (e.g., CNN) captures. At the time of request, Alice supplies a token to the MMA (Figure 84a), which is only relayed to the corresponding archive (Figure 84b) and not propagated to where it is inapplicable. While Alice’s archive may asynchronously return three results (Figure 84c) for the request while the request is still being propagated to the other archives via the relay to the MA, Alice’s private Web archive may begin authenticating the token Alice supplied (per Figures 63 and 81). Upon successful authentication by the PWAA (Figure 84d), the private captures may be returned to the MMA. In the same step, the MA will have received results from three archives with 100, 30, and 10 mementos. Figure 84e depicts both Alice’s private captures (10,000 in number, given the content is personal and Alice is diligent about archiving) being returned to the MMA as well as the MA aggregating and returning the TimeMap with 140 captures from the public archives. Finally, the results from Alice’s archives (10,003 mementos) and the public archives (143 mementos) are aggregated (Figure 84f) and returned to Alice in a StarMap containing 10,143 URI-Ms.
(a) User supplies a URI-R and a pre-obtained token after performing the procedure in Figure 63.

(b) The URI-R and token are relayed (where applicable) from the MMA to the mementities (two archives and an MA).

(c) MA requests URI-R from archives, one archive returns results directly to MMA, a private archive verifies the token with an associated PWAA.

(d) Archives return results for URI-R to MA, PWAA confirm token thus authorizing access to captures for the URI-R.

(e) Private captures return to MMA, MA returns captures aggregated from three public Web archives.

(f) MMA aggregates results from a personal Web archive of public captures, a private Web archive, and an MA.

Fig. 84 An MMA may relay requests for captures from a set of Web archives instead of a single archive. This figure (Pattern 5) demonstrates a flow in aggregating captures from a private Web archive, personal Web archive with public captures, and three public Web archives via a conventional MA.
Fig. 85 Bob’s request captures for a URI-R to only be requested from archives that meet the “private” access attribute (marker 1). The MMA then relays this request with its configured archives to a SG (marker 2), which the SG filters and sends back as a list to the MMA (marker 3), which the MMA then queries (marker 4).

7.3.6 PATTERN 6: AGGREGATION WITH FILTERING VIA MMA INTER-ACTION

In Section 7.2.1 we briefly discussed negotiation approaches with regards to additional dimensions to be represented in StarMaps. In this pattern we will describe negotiation in the dimensions represented by each of the attribute types in Section 6.2.

Pattern 6a involves pre-filtering URI-Ms based on access attributes. In this sub-pattern, Bob sends a request for a URI-R to an MMA with the HTTP request header Prefer: privateOnly (Figure 85). The MMA send a request to an SG with the archives it supports for aggregation \{A_0\} and relays the Prefer: privateOnly (marker 2) supplied by Bob (marker 1). The SG filters \{A_0\} and provides the set of archives \{A_f\} representative of only those that are private and thus meet the preference Alice specified (marker 3). On the basis of this refined set of archives, the MMA can then perform the procedure described in Pattern 4, Figure 82, and marker 4 where each respective private Web archive may require an authentication procedure and a respective PWAA. This exhibits negotiation in a dimension beyond time, i.e., on the access attributes as described in Section 6.2.3.

For dimensions that require analysis of mementos’ content to obtain resulting values, a StarGate may need to consult an additional service for this calculation. In Pattern 6b, Bob
Fig. 86 Bob’s request captures for a URI-R that have Memento Damage below a threshold and are unique based on their SimHashes (marker 1). The MMA initially obtains the URI-Ms from the archives and polls the relevant services (not shown: a damage and simhash calculation Web services). This StarMap is then passed to a StarGate with the criteria for filtering (marker 2) then subsequently filtered by the SG and returned to the MMA (marker 3). The filtered StarMap is returned to Bob.

sends a request to an MMA with an HTTP request header of **Prefer: damage"<0.25"** and **Prefer: unique(simhash)**. An MMA may recognize damage as a derived attribute and first send a request for a TimeMap for the URI-R Bob requested to each archive the MMA supports. Each archive is expected to return a TimeMap to the MMA, which the MMA aggregates and sends to a SG with the **Prefer: damage"<0.25"** header. The SG can then extract the URI-Ms from the aggregated TM. For each URI-M, the SG sends a request to a service to obtain a damage value that corresponds to this URI-M. With this set of corresponding values, the SG can then filter the URI-Ms based on the preference of **damage"<0.25"**. The SG generates a StarMap to associate mementos’ respective URI-Ms with their damage values (and other available attributes like **datetime**) and prepends the StarMap with a metadata record like Figure 62. This StarMap is then returned to the MMA and relayed to Bob.

The third sub-pattern involves Alice again requesting captures from an MMA for a URI-R but specifying a content-based attribute using **Prefer: status="200"**. In scenarios like this compared to Pattern 6b, an SG does not consult an external service to analyze the memento by passing a URI-M as an argument. As with 6b, upon obtaining an
aggregated TimeMap from an MMA, the MMA relays the TM to an SG. For each URI-M in the TimeMap, the SG sends a request to the URI-M (cf. a request to a service with the URI-M as an argument in 6b) and retains the status code of the memento. An SG may potentially cache this value, which we describe further in Section 8.2. The SG can then filter the URI-Ms that meet the preference of the status code being 200 and generate a StarMap with this subset of URI-Ms, in a similar attribute association procedure and prepending as Pattern 6b. Likewise, the StarMap is returned to the MMA and from there returned to Alice.

7.3.7 PATTERN 7: AGGREGATION WITH FILTERING VIA SG INTERACTION

Each sub-pattern in Pattern 6 involved the client sending requests to an MMA. Pattern 7 details a client’s interaction with a StarGate directly. Bob sends a request for a URI-R to a StarGate with Prefer: damage"<0.25" just as Bob did in Pattern 6b but to a different mementity. Bob also sends an additional Prefer request header specifying a custom set of archives he wants aggregated using the base64 encoding method described in Section 6.1. The SG that received Bob’s request sends a request to an MMA with the set of archives Bob specified using the same Prefer-based mechanism and the URI-R. Using this set of archives, the MMA performs the aggregation procedure described in Pattern 2 and returns the StarMap to the SG. From this StarMap, the SG can then repeat the procedure similarly to how the mementity did when Carol requested captures with a preference in Pattern 6b. To accomplish this (as before) the SG sends a request to a damage calculation service with the respective URI-M as an argument. When the values are returned, the SG creates a StarMap only containing the mementos’ identifiers and respective attributes that met the condition Bob specified, prepends the StarMap with the metadata information as in Pattern 6b, and returns the StarMap to Bob.

The set of access patterns can be summarized as follows.

Pattern 1: Single archive access

Pattern 2: Aggregation of multiple Web archives

Pattern 3: Aggregator chaining

Pattern 4: Aggregation with authentication

Pattern 5: Aggregation including a hybrid public-private archive
Pattern 6: Aggregation with filtering via MMA interaction

Pattern 7: Aggregation with filtering via SG interaction

7.4 FRAMEWORK EXTENSIBILITY

The mementities in Section 7.1 are designed to be applicable to a variety of existing user access patterns (some described in Section 7.3) with the intention of further applicability beyond the extent explored in this dissertation. To ensure this, we have designed the mementities in this dissertation to be functionally cohesive yet extensible. MMAs, for instance, contain the open-ended ability to interface with other mementities as they do with PWAAAs (Section 7.3.4 and Figure 84), conventional Memento Aggregators (Section 7.3.3 and Figure 79), etc. Simultaneously, they offload the authentication and authorization process to an archive’s respective PWAA, allowing each aggregated archive to retain their own authorization model so long as they return the result as modeled in this framework. By facilitating the applicability of the mementities to use cases beyond what we initially imagine, the potential reuse of the Mementity Framework both applied piecemeal (using a subset of mementities alone or in combination) and as a comprehensive hierarchy will also be facilitated.

Each mementity in Section 7.1 performed a single role in the hierarchical relation of each other respective mementity. In Section 7.3 we described seven access patterns, with the final five leveraging the new capability of the mementities for aggregating private and public Web archives. It might be the case that beyond the initial framework defined in this dissertation, other roles are necessary to account for the dynamics of some Web archives. In the event that this is needed, a mementity’s role may be further refined or additional mementities introduced to allow for those that existed prior to and introduced in this dissertation to remain functionally cohesive.

7.5 SUMMARY

In this chapter we defined the core mementities and fundamental dynamics of a Framework for aggregating private and public Web archives. Section 7.1 introduced three mementities (Memento Meta-Aggregator, a Private Web Archive Adapter, and a StarGate) and their roles and responsibilities as they pertain to aggregation, authentication, and negotiation to account for scenarios that arise when aggregating private and public Web archives. Section 7.2 described specific dynamics of the mementities and how they interact to form
the hierarchical behavior of the framework. In Section 7.3 we built upon conventional access patterns to integrate usage of the mementities in Section 7.1, tying in the usage with real-world scenarios. In Section 7.4 we discussed the extensibility of the Mementity Framework to ensure that it is adaptable to unforeseen scenarios and dynamics in Web archiving.
CHAPTER 8

FRAMEWORK EVALUATION

It is only when we have renounced our preoccupation with “I,” “me,” “mine,”
that we can truly possess the world in which we live. Everything, provided that we
regard nothing as property. And not only is everything ours; it is also everybody
else’s.

- Aldous Huxley, *The Perennial Philosophy* [93]

Evaluation of the Mementity Framework described in this dissertation is multi-fold. In
Section 8.1 we evaluate the design decisions for each of the mementities. In Section 8.2
we investigate costs for enrichment of TimeMaps to generate StarMaps. In Section 8.3 we
describe our reference implementation for the Mementity Framework. Finally, in Section 8.4
we evaluate how the scenarios described in Chapter 1 can be realized and resolved using the
Mementity Framework introduced in this dissertation.

8.1 DESIGN DECISIONS

The role of each mementity in the Mementity Framework has been designed to initially
cater to the user needs extrapolated from the Research Questions. Because the Framework
was progressively developed, it is likely that the design is not optimal, as real-world per-
formance frequently informs subsequent optimizations of tools, frameworks, protocols, etc.
While we have attempted to make the functionality of each mementity cohesive, it may
be required that some additional functionality is subsumed or extracted to an additional
mementity. For instance, the role of a PWAA of solely issuing and verifying tokens may
also be needed to validate other forms of authentication and access based on privacy needs
of an archive.

As a review, RQ1 and RQ2 deal with the preservation and replay process independent
of Memento. Our studies in *archivability* (Chapter 5) identified content that was difficult to
capture and replay. Our tools to capture content behind authentication (RQ3, Chapter 4)
mitigated some of these issues, leveraging Web browser APIs to increase archival quality
(RQ2). Preserving this private content set the basis for RQ4, RQ5, and RQ6.
In Chapter 6 we focused on the integration of private and public Web archives with a focus on how content that was preserved behind authentication (e.g., with the tools in Chapter 4) could be systematically aggregated. The addition of the StarMap concept and the attribution of privacy-related attributes (Section 6.2.3) to relevant URI-Ms provides a means of resolving RQ4. The PWAA mementity (Section 7.1.2) provides an integrative means of executing this special handling (RQ6) with the introduction of a more capable Memento aggregator (MMAs, Section 7.1.1) allowing for this access flow to be performed from an aggregate perspective (RQ5). With the addition of richer definitions for mementos, advanced content negotiation for privacy and an arbitrary, extensible set of other attributes is facilitated by the StarGate (Section 7.1.3) for potential use cases beyond this dissertation.

8.2 COSTS OF GENERATING STARMAPS (AND LINK)

In Section 6.2 we discussed how adding additional attributes to memento descriptions in TimeMaps (to produce StarMaps) and Link response headers makes them more expressive and useful. The procedure to obtain, process, and store these attributes will incur various costs to achieve. Spatial costs may be produced when storing StarMap variants (if permutations are stored), attributes (if in a database, implies temporal complexity to re-assemble), and calculated values (to prevent repeat incurrence). Temporal costs include the time required for requesting calculated attributes from external services and additional roundtrip time for the potentially necessary steps of a client requesting the supported attributes that can be used to enrich a TimeMap.

With requests to a conventional Memento aggregator for a URI-R, an estimated temporal cost \( T \) (Equation 9) can be calculated by considering the time to send the request to the aggregator \( t_{req} \), the aggregator communicating with each archive \( t_{MA} \), the aggregator aggregating the responses \( t_{AGG} \), and the response being returned to the client \( t_{resp} \).

\[
T = t_{req} + t_{MA} + t_{AGG} + t_{resp}
\]  

The time required for an aggregator to request the TimeMap from an archive \( A_i \) may vary based on the communication speed of the slowest responding archive as well as potentially being inversely proportional to the number of holdings. For example, an archive may take longer to assemble the relevant URI-Ms from its CDX index (Section 2.4.4). This roundtrip time (RTT) estimate assumes a query model without precedence (Section 7.2.2).
for the order of request, is exhibited by all Memento aggregators by default, and is discussed more in Section 8.3.1. Equation 10 describes the time required to obtain all TimeMaps from the configured archives from an aggregator’s perspective.

\[
t_{MA} = \max(RTT(A_i, URI-R))
\]  

(10)

The aggregation algorithm implemented by an aggregator affects the temporal complexity of \( t_{AGG} \). MemGator sorts archives’ individual TimeMaps as they are received\(^1\) and progressively aggregates and sorts them with an optimization for using smaller TimeMaps for comparison to account for sorting efficiency. This optimization is based on a temporally sparse archive with fewer URI-Ms being exhausted in the iteration procedure quicker than a large TimeMap, i.e., for combining two TimeMaps, only one of the two needs to be traversed for sorting before the remainder is appended. For example, archive \( A_1 \) has \( m \) mementos for a URI-R from the years 1996 to 2000. \( A_2 \) has \( n \) mementos for a URI-R from the years 1999 to 2019. Once a TimeMap is fetched, if \( n \) is much greater than \( m \) in the number of URI-Ms in its TimeMap, \( m \) would be used as the basis of traversal. In this scenario, the pivot indexing the URI-Ms in \( A_2 \) in the sorting procedure would only advance partially through the list before the remainder of the list is simply appended, due to the nature of temporal sorting. In the worst case scenario, \( m + n \) iterations will occur but in cases of sparse archives, having the archive with fewer captures of a URI-R as the basis of iteration will invoke this appending procedure and make the sorting procedure resolve more quickly.

The additional capabilities of an MMA beyond MemGator requires the parsing and interpretation of client side preference (\( t_{prefer} \)), generation of attributes where applicable (via communicating with TimeMap enrichment Web services, \( t_{enrich} \)), and filtering the results as requested using HTTP \( \text{Prefer} \) (\( t_{filter} \)). Parsing and filtering are both handled by the StarGate, so should not incur spatial costs beyond caching and ought to be computationally straightforward with linear complexity. The temporal costs associated with \( t_{enrich} \) will be dependent on the services and incur additional communication costs like \( t_{req} \) and \( t_{resp} \) when communicating between the StarGate and the relevant service.

As an example, a client can request only archives being considered that are privateOnly using \( \text{Prefer} \) (\( t_{req} \)). A StarGate receives this request, and sends its preconfigured set of archives (given that the client did not specify a custom list in this example, which would otherwise replace the basis set) along with the parameters for the privateOnly preference to a service to interpret the parameters (details in Section 8.3.3) and respond to the

\(^1\)TimeMaps are conventionally sorted by time but this is not mandated by Memento.
StarGate, with transmission time bundled into \( t_{enrich} \). In this scenario, no further filtering is needed by the StarGate and the filtered response can be returned. If the Preference was instead specified to a service that calculated a value for a derived attribute for a URI-M (e.g., Memento Damage), the StarGate may acquire all values for the URI-R (i.e., for each URI-M) then perform the filtering procedure, as specified by the client’s preference. This pre- and post-filtering procedure is described further in Section 7.3.6.

8.3 EVALUATION THROUGH IMPLEMENTATION

In one effort to evaluate the framework, we implemented the mementities in Section 7.1 by both extending existing software (MemGator and Mink, Section 8.3.1 and 8.3.4, respectively) and creating new software packages (PWAA and StarGate, Sections 8.3.2 and 8.3.3, respectively). Of note here is our adaptation of software to utilize the reference memento implementations of the framework, i.e., Mink, to serve as a user-accessible method of interacting with the mementities as well as take on some of the capabilities of an MMA (Section 7.2.3). This approach provided a means for evaluating methods of expression for RQ4 and RQ5. Leveraging the browser, the tool that users use to access both the live and archived Webs, provided a more realistic use case of the Mementity Framework. This also facilitated further evaluation of the user-experience of the framework and allowed us to more comprehensively answer RQ2.

To facilitate archive collaboration (Section 4.5), we also extended Mink beyond simply interfacing with the memento implementations by encouraging collaboration of personal and private captures through sharing and interfacing of personal Web archives (Section 7.2.4). We used an approach similar to our work in creating InterPlanetary Wayback to integrate browser-based archival collaboration more seamlessly and distributed to account for the proliferation of personal Web archives. This approach at “Mink-to-Mink” communication utilized the work done with the JavaScript implementation of IPFS [163].

The remainder of this section describes the implementations of the various tools to exhibit the Mementity Framework. The reference implementations for the three mementities described in Section 7.1 (Memento Meta-Aggregator, Private Web Archive Adapter, and StarGate) are detailed in Sections 8.3.1, 8.3.2, and 8.3.3, respectively. The MMA basis, MemGator, was initially programmed in the Go programming language [66]. Go currently offers a wide level of support for generating cross-platform binaries (mitigating end-user compatibility issues), so we followed suit and programmed the memento reference implementations in Go as well. Section 8.3.4 describes advancements in capability of the Mink
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nomenclature</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N_1 {{A_0},{A_1},{A_2}}$</td>
<td>Sequence of three archives to be queried in-order. MemGator interprets this like $N_2$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_2 {{A_0},{A_1},{A_2}}$</td>
<td>Three archives to be queried simultaneously without precedence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_3 {{A_0},{A_4,A_2,A_5},{A_3}}$</td>
<td>Three sets of archives to be queried in series while also pseudo-parallel within a set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_4 {&quot;id0&quot; : {A_0},&quot;id1&quot; : {A_1},&quot;id2&quot; : {A_2}}$</td>
<td>Added identifiers for archive specifications in $N_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_5 {{&quot;id0&quot; : {A_0}},{&quot;id1&quot; : {A_1}},{&quot;id2&quot; : {A_2}}}$</td>
<td>Seemingly verbose identifiers for single-archive sets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 6* The evolution of archival sets and implied precedence can be interpreted from the syntax and semantics of the JSON definition.

Browser extension with respect to enhancing the degree of client-side interaction with Web archives (Section 6.1).

### 8.3.1 MEMENTO META-AGGREGATOR

MemGator serves as the basis for the MMA reference implementation. A nuance encountered in the original MemGator design stems from the interpretation of the JSON configuration used in aggregation in that it does not interpret an “array” of archive specifications (Nomenclature $N_1$) as having query order. Table 6 describes a progression of “Nomenclatures” abstracting archival specifications and how they should be interpreted per the JSON specification. As with most Memento aggregators, MemGator queries all archives simultaneously (i.e., in “series” as allowed with HTTP without regard to order) with the exception of those that have been disabled within the configuration or have been explicitly set to be ignored in the consumed archival specification. Here we want to emphasize that despite the configuration (archival specification used by MemGator) resembling Nomenclature $N_1$ (where $A_n$ is representative of configuration attributes for an archive like in Appendix B), the functionality exhibited in MemGator is more in line with Nomenclature $N_2$. Our extension of MemGator modifies the specification interpretation by MemGator to align with the JSON specification [45] in that JSON arrays imply order.

Request order is significant in the Mementity Framework, as providing this ability allows for query precedence and short-circuiting (Section 7.2.2). A specification syntactically structured like Nomenclature $N_1$ would cause $A_0$ to be queried, then $A_1$, then $A_2$. With a specification exhibiting Nomenclature $N_2$, all three archives would be simultaneously queried...
without expectation of order (as occurs in MemGator currently). Exhibition of Nomenclature N_3 from an aggregator that correctly interprets the JSON syntax (i.e., not MemGator prior to this dissertation) would first query A_0 then, once complete, simultaneously query A_4, A_2, and A_5 and only then query A_3. As an aside, though contemporary JavaScript has the idiom of Sets [70], it has not yet been adapted to JSON.

To exhibit the capabilities of an MMA as described in Section 7.1.1, we extended MemGator to meet the following MMA deliverables (MMAD):

**MMAD_1:** Allow for the requests to be sent to sets of archives \( n \geq 1 \) to be performed sequentially (“query precedence” per Section 7.2.2)

**MMAD_2:** Allow for ceasing further requests from being sent in a sequence of archival sets if a condition is met (“short-circuiting” also per Section 7.2.2)

**MMAD_3:** Consume a set of archives specified by a client as the basis for aggregation (“client-side archival specification” per Section 6.1)

**MMAD_4:** Communicate with PWAAs for authentication and access by relaying tokens to private archives for aggregation (“aggregation with authentication” per Section 7.3.4)

**MMAD_5:** Respond to negotiation in other dimensions through communication with a StarGate (“aggregation with filtering via MMA interaction” per Section 7.3.6)

**Expressing Order in an Archival Specification**

MemGator’s current archival query algorithm (Figure 87) uses a static set of archives as the basis for aggregation. The algorithm does consider an absolute archival count for short-circuiting, but this is server-configured (by whomever is running the instance), static (cannot be changed without restarting the instance), and based solely on archival “order”. MemGator reads the configuration file and sorts the archives using a server-specified “probability” float value, of which the basis is undisclosed in the code. The aforementioned sort order, as defined by this probability within the configuration file, is static to the server instance and not customizable by the client.

Following sorting, MemGator then skips dormant archives (as expressed by an associated boolean value in the archival specification) then adds all archives to a list to maintain synchronicity to ensure all archives have responded, timed out, or the process to fetch the archive’s TimeMap has otherwise resolved. The respective archive is then queried based
int absoluteArchiveCount_shortCircuit
array timemaps[]
array archives[n]

foreach i, archive in archives:
    if i == absoluteArchiveCount_shortCircuit
        breakLoop
    if isDormant(archive):
        continue
    timemaps[] += async fetchTimeMap(archive.TimeMapEndpoint, URI-R)

aggregatedTM = []
async when responseReceived(archive):
    baseTM = archive.timemap
    if sizeOf(baseTM) < aggregatedTM:
        aggregatedTM, baseTM = baseTM, aggregatedTM
    int pivotBase = baseTM.firstMemento
    int pivotAggr = aggregatedTM.firstMemento
    for mementos in baseTM:
        if baseTM[pivotBase].datetime > aggregatedTM[pivotAggr].datetime:
            aggregatedTM.insert(baseTM[pivotBase])
            pivotBase = baseTM.next
        else:
            pivotAggr = aggregatedTM.next
    defer return aggregatedTM

Fig. 87 This pseudocode is a simplified representation of MemGator’s current TimeMap aggregation algorithm. Fetching TimeMaps is pseudo-parallel while an aggregated TimeMap is progressively built by the aggregator as Web archives respond to the respective request.
aggregateTimeMaps(session): // archives to aggregate, defined in "session"
(Figure 87)

aggregateSetsOfTimeMaps(urir, session):
Archives[] wholeSet = session.archives
TimeMap aggregatedTimeMap
foreach archivalSet in session.archives:
    session.archives = archivalSet
    aggregatedTimeMap += aggregate(session)
aggregatedTimeMap.sort()
session.archives = wholeSet
return aggregatedTimeMap

Fig. 88 A method to reuse the aggregation algorithm in Figure 87, but allow for precedence, is to subset the entire set of archives and supply the set as a basis to aggregate. This will regress into a single set of archives (and thus, all archives being aggregated per prior MemGator functionality) if the JSON member notation is used instead of JSON arrays (which imply precedence).

on the order within the list (descending “probability”) but done so as quickly as the loop can iterate, i.e., a subsequent archive is not required to wait until a response from the previously queried archive has been received. Despite this programmatic order of querying, the requests are essentially executed in parallel (or pseudo-parallel). This is evident in the implementation waiting until a decrementing counter for archives has resolved, thus treating the set of requests as independent without order. Our extended implementation of querying TimeMaps (Figure 88) allows for the current behavior of pseudo-parallel requests (as expected for multi-query efficiency) as well as exhibiting requests performed sequentially or in “explicit series” where the previous requests must resolve prior to proceeding (MMAD\textsubscript{1}). Though this inherently increases the amount of time required for all requests to resolve, explicit series requests allow for short-circuiting (MMAD\textsubscript{2}) and are the ethos of the query precedence concept introduced in the Mementity Framework.
Modifying MemGator to Receive Client-Side Archival Specification

MMAD\textsubscript{3} required a significant adaptation of MemGator similar to the preliminary X-Archives implementation in Section 6.1.1 but more systematic as described in Section 6.1.2 (using Prefer). As above, MemGator uses a static set of archives that is programmatically global to the code (and thus, MemGator instance) instead of associating the set with the session, which is representative of the request by a client. Despite this, the initial MemGator implementation contained a Session data structure to which it only associated time of request to have a temporally-based, sufficiently granular identifier for communication with the client.

The initial adaptation required first associating the default list of archives, as read from MemGator’s archival specification, with the Session instance that is associated with the request received. This per-Session set of archives prevented the basis/global set from being modified for subsequent requests by default, i.e., if a subsequent client does not specify a custom set of archives, the basis set will still be used. Figure 89 shows the high-level modifications required to be made to the algorithm in Figure 87 to allow the aggregator to meet the requirement of MMAD\textsubscript{3}.

MMAD\textsubscript{1} requires revising the algorithm used to consider order of archives queried. With a client’s preferences now being considered in Memgator (Figure 89), we made the change to interpret what is currently supplied in MemGator both within the implementation and a sample specification (Nomenclature N\textsubscript{1}) to the exhibited functionality like Nomenclature N\textsubscript{2} to align with the JSON standard\textsuperscript{2}. We adapted the archival specification supplied with MemGator to be representative of a JSON object, i.e., changing the JSON from resembling Nomenclature N\textsubscript{1} to resembling Nomenclature N\textsubscript{2}. We then modified MemGator’s specification parsing algorithm to expect a JSON object at the broadest scope and associated each archive in the specification with a key, as an object-of-objects is disallowed per the JSON Augmented Backus-Naur Form [59] (ABNF, which defines legal grammar syntax) without a key member (e.g., "ia" for the Internet Archive specification of endpoints). This identifier is arbitrary and could also be a key more inline with the hostname, but the semantics of the key should be not interpreted, as a hostname of an archive may change over time. For example, the archive that originally resided at europarchive.org\textsuperscript{3} moved to the domain internetmemory.org\textsuperscript{4}. Other archives like webarchive.proni.go.uk moved

\textsuperscript{2}i.e., arrays imply order
\textsuperscript{3}The domain is currently used to promote irrelevant spam content [151].
\textsuperscript{4}Following the move to the new domain, this archive has since become inaccessible.
type Session struct {
    Start time.Time
    Archives []Archive
}

function aggregateTimeMaps(urir, *session):
    (Figure 88)

function router(httpResponse, httpRequest):
    Archives archives = readFromLocalSpec()
    Session session = (now(), archives)
    string rawPreferHeader = httpRequest.headers["Prefer"]
    strings format, charset, encoding, data = parsePrefer(rawPreferHeader)
    json archiveSpecification = decodePrefer(format, charset, encoding, data)
    if validArchivesSpec(archiveSpecification):
        session.archives = archiveSpecification
    ...
    aggregateSetsOfTimeMaps(httpRequest.urir, session)

Fig. 89 MemGator’s router function handles HTTP requests and responses. This pseudo-code represents changes we made to MemGator to read the HTTP Prefer header in a request and use its contents as the basis for which archives to query. To meet the requirement of MMAD₃, the aggregator must first consider the set of archives specified by the client as the basis for the set queried.
to using external institutional services for their archival hosting, in this case, Archive-It (Appendix A). Still more, archiving services that have their existence threatened (e.g., their registrar disapproves of their holdings) may be propagated to other top-level domains, as has occurred with the archive that has resided at archive.today, archive.us, and archive.md, among other domains [159, 61]. With this in mind, and to progress the discussion beyond a JSON key member for an archive, we further emphasize that the key is arbitrary and its semantics up to the preference of the user. The revised default specification for MemGator would abstractly resemble Nomenclature N₅, which we reiterate, implies a simultaneous querying model without precedence.

To extend on the revised querying model of MemGator in Nomenclature N₄, we can reinterpret Nomenclature N₁ as having query precedence, per the JSON standard, in that the three archives are represented in an array. This may be further extended to have referenceable identifiers like Nomenclature N₅, which initially seems syntactically verbose. However, with a specification that represents both order (and thus query precedence) of archives to query as well as identifiers for each archival specification, we can begin to add additional archives in the “sets” to be queried (Figure 90) to resemble a more expressive, semantic, and identifiable set of archives to query in series. Figure 90 is similar to the precedence specification of Figure 73 in Chapter 7 (without the client-specified access attribute precedence) where the set of archives consisting of Carol’s, Alice’s, and Freedonian Archives are first queried (the latter figure used all private archives), then Internet Archive (key ia), and finally UK Web Archive. Note the difference in Figure 90 having three sets to its query precedence (Web archives in series) where Figure 73 groups the remaining two public archives to be queried in pseudo-parallel following requests to a set of private Web archives.

**Correlative Client-Side Specification Construction**

The above modifications to MemGator use the existing model of a static set of archives with tweaks to the semantics, syntax, and interpretation of the archival specification. As described in Section 6.1.2, we implemented the ability for a client to specify this sort of archival specification and have MemGator interpret it as intended. As with the examples in Section 6.1.2, this specification can be supplied by a client encoding the JSON and prepending it with necessary descriptors (e.g., data:application/json;charset=utf-8;base64;) to ensure its correct, unambiguous interpretation by MemGator. A user (or tool acting as an agent to the user) would base64 encode the JSON in Figure 90, having first defined the endpoints (e.g., URI-Ts) for each archive, into a string like
Fig. 90 Sample archival specification with implied query precedence (using a JSON array) and 3 sets of archives (with each set have 3, 1, and 1 item, respectively) to query in-series.
The client then prepends this string with the aforementioned descriptor, given it is a data URI with a MIME type of application/json using a utf-8 character set that was base64 encoded. Each component of the descriptor can also be modified as the algorithm for encoding and formatting is changed (e.g., the yaml/base58 example in Section 6.1.2). A client would supply this value as the HTTP Prefer header when making requests to an “enhanced MemGator”. Upon receipt, MemGator would decode the JSON, parse, and interpret the archival specification as described by the client. This exhibits the dynamics needed for MMAD3. We implemented this as described above by reading the Prefer request header supplied by a client, overriding the default list of archives if specified, and associating it with the Session instance in MemGator that is passed through the relevant functions (Figure 89).

**Short-Circuiting**

With MemGator’s additional capability of query precedence, a fundamental feature of the MMA mementity is to be able to short-circuit when some condition is met. In Section 8.3.3 we discuss acquiring and associating additional attributes to URI-Ms, which may be the basis for the short-circuiting condition. For example, if a user requests a “memento count” threshold with the counting basis being HTTP 200s (as extensively discussed in our previous work [116]) from a series of archives, archives later in the series may not be queried if the threshold is met. In Section 8.2 we described MemGator’s functionality of progressively assembling an aggregated TimeMap as archives respond. In this case, despite archives potentially being queried in pseudo-parallel, the parameter specified by the client may allow late responses to be discarded and the results returned to the client quicker.

MemGator needed to be adapted to understand the semantics for the conditions of short-circuiting, which may be driven by use cases beyond this dissertation. In the above example, the condition of “memento count” as well as “status code” needs be express-able by the client and understood by the aggregator. Figure 71 (Chapter 7) shows an example of a client specifying Preference of a derived attributed (damage) using Prefer. In the example in Figure 71, only URI-Ms would be returned that meet this condition, however, there is nothing specific about this that indicates that the querying should halt before the procedure is exhausted (i.e., short-circuiting). Where damage acts as a per-memento filter, memento-count is descriptive of a threshold condition on the data set.

We modified MemGator to be receptive to requests for this short-circuiting using Prefer. The correlative response header of Preference-Applied allows the implementation to
foreach archivalSet in session.archives:
    session.archives = archivalSet
    aggregatedTimeMap += aggregate(session)
    checkIfPreferenceMet(aggregatedTimeMap, preference) ? break : continue

Fig. 91 This pseudocode replaces a portion of the code in Figure 88 to check whether a condition is met with each iteration of an archival set as specified (e.g., memento-count), and if so, stops the querying process through breaking the iteration of archival sets.

indicate whether the short-circuiting was exhibited or if the procedure was exhausted, e.g., whether \( m \) mementos for a URI-R from a set of archives could be found and returned. Figure 91 shows an example of the above short-circuiting request specifying memento-count above a threshold for mementos with an HTTP status code of 200.

### 8.3.2 PRIVATE WEB ARCHIVE ADAPTER

In our reference implementation\(^5\), we created software to exhibit the OAuth 2 protocol for communication and access control for individual private Web archives and when aggregated (Section 7.3.4). In Section 7.3.4 we described an access pattern where users directly access a private Web archive and are directed to an authentication procedure (Section 7.1.2). In this same section we described authentication and sharing of tokens with respect to aggregation (MMAD\(^4\)). In this section, we describe the implementation to exhibit these two access patterns.

It is beyond the expected responsibility for a private Web archive to retain credentials for authentication but may it may be expected to look to a second party to validate persistent tokens. We have provided a PWAA Reference implementation in Appendix E. Our reference implementation provides an endpoint for credential registration, which can then be passed to a second endpoint to acquire a token. A private archive can query an additional endpoint to validate the token by interpreting the JSON response supplied by the PWAA. An MMA

\(^5\)https://github.com/machawk1/pwaa
can act in the same manner to perform this procedure. This implementation satisfies the requirement of MMAD₄.

Figures 81 and 82 (Chapter 7) provide sample use cases where a user or set of users access a private archive directly through the PWAA or via aggregation, respectively. A user may first establish valid sets credentials and respective scope in initializing the PWAA, which is specific to the implementation. We provide a GUI to our reference implementation that salts and hashes a password provided to the user and retain an associated field to be populated with a token once initial connectivity is established. An archive with which a user has setup as private consults the PWAA for whether a supplied token is valid. If so, access is permitted. If no token or an invalid token is supplied, as described in Section 7.3.4 and the abstracted procedure in Figure 70 (Chapter 7).

8.3.3 STARGATE

A StarGate, as defined in Section 7.1.3, requires an extensible method of interaction with an open-ended set of Web services. As an exhibition of the three classes of attributes we described in Section 6.2, we have provided a reference implementation⁶ to negotiate on the dimension of status code (a content-based attribute), Memento Damage [51] (a derived attribute), and a privacy boolean (an access attribute).

We leveraged a similar approach as MemGator and the MMA reference implementation in referring to an external configuration file as a basis. With MMAs, the sources were archival endpoints; with a StarGate, the configurations represent the endpoints and references to parsing algorithms. In our reference implementation of a StarGate, we defined the configuration using YAML (Figure 92). This configuration provides scoping of each service through indentation, as inherent in YAML. A service key/descriptor is defined in the broadest scope with attributes of the service in the scoped indentation. For the damage service, as shown in Figure 92, the expected return type is a float. A URI for the endpoint as well as method as supplying parameters to the endpoint (in this case append a URI) is also provided as well as a secondary method of parsing out the desired value from the response returned from the Damage API. The parser, here, is co-hosted with the StarGate (as indicated by the preceding “/” for the parsing URI) and the method of transferring that data to the parser (HTTP POST) is provided; in this case, the JSON returned from the Damage service is passed to the parser, which returns a float. It is the responsibility of

⁶https://github.com/machawk1/stargate
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Endpoint</th>
<th>Parameterization</th>
<th>Parsing</th>
<th>URI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>damage</td>
<td>float</td>
<td><a href="http://memento-damage.cs.odu.edu/api/damage/">http://memento-damage.cs.odu.edu/api/damage/</a></td>
<td>append</td>
<td>/parser/damage/</td>
<td>POST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>statusCode</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>/service/status/</td>
<td>append</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>privacy</td>
<td>json</td>
<td>/service/privacy/</td>
<td>Prefer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 92** A sample StarGate configuration specifying expected parameters, resulting types, endpoints, and parsing URIs for content-based (`statusCode`), derived (`damage`), and access (`privacy`) attributes.
A rudimentary boolean privacy classification service uses this data set to determine whether an archive is public or private.

The StarGate to then filter the results from these services to meet the requirements of the request, as expressed in the `Prefer` header.

**Negotiation on Access Attributes**

As a contribution toward aggregating private and public Web archives, we implemented the logic in the StarGate to exhibit the behavior described in Section 7.2.2 wherein a client/user-agent, at the request of a user, request captures that meet the criteria of Equations 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 (Chapter 7) relating to requesting captures from permutations of private or public Web archives solely and through a precedence declaration, as described in that section. Attributing whether an archive is simply public or private can be explicitly configured with the StarGate or this boolean status inferred from the respective archive’s holdings. It is likely that real-world scenarios require further class attribute to an archive beyond public or private. Inferring this attribute or automatically classifying an archive (keeping in mind that a collection of holdings may have mixed as in Section 7.2.2) is beyond the scope of this dissertation (Section 9.2). We initially implemented the former approach of pre-configuring the classification service accessed by the StarGate (per Figure 92) with this privacy value per archive (inclusive of per-collection within an archive) with an assumption that an archive is public if there is no explicitly attribution as to its privacy.

Figure 93 shows a rudimentary definition for archival privacy to be used by the privacy classification endpoint at `/service/privacy/` (per Figure 92). The logic in the service is based off of the URI of the archive but may be more sophisticated for applications to be explored beyond this dissertation. When a StarGate is sent a request using `Prefer` of `privateOnly` (Section 7.3.6) with an additional `Prefer` header of the archival specification (encoded per Section 6.1.2), it sends a request to the classification service. This service accepts JSON using a similar `Prefer` mechanism and returns a JSON response, per
Figure 92. This process may be performed iteratively, though a StarGate may also use a services definition where an archival specification file is passed as a parameter and modified by the service, depending on the service’s capability. In this latter case, the \texttt{endpointType} might be \texttt{json} and the \texttt{endpointParameterization} method might be different than \texttt{append} (e.g., passed via HTTP POST), as with the Damage parser in Figure 92.

\textbf{Negotiation on Content-Based Attributes}

Surfacing content-based attributes about a URI-M requires dereferencing the capture and extracting the relevant content. In the reference implementation, we setup a Web service endpoint that takes a URI-M as a parameter, queries the URI-M, and returns the status code (Appendix D). The purpose of using a separate Web service instead of coupling the StarGate with this functionality is to allow the StarGate to be functionally cohesive and extensible. A StarGate may send multiple requests, each with URI-M from a TimeMap to the service, and retain the response codes for caching purposes. An MMA communicating with the StarGate may obtain the status of this process (which may take time due to request throttling) using the HTTP status update pattern described in Section 7.2.1. Given the ultimate task of the StarGate is to filter on this list of URI-M-code pairs based on the client preferences as relayed through an MMA (or directly if a client supplied a TimeMap), the StarMap returned will include the \texttt{Preference-Applied} HTTP response header when the preference has been fully applied, i.e., all URI-Ms’ HTTP status codes have an associated value as dereferenced.

\textbf{Negotiation on Derived Attributes}

Derived attributes require calculation beyond the process of access-and-parsing described in Section 8.3.3 but can exhibit a similar HTTP status update pattern as described in Section 7.2.1. We added an endpoint specification to be consumed by the StarGate base implementation that acquires the Memento Damage [51] value as calculated by the implemented service at \url{http://memento-damage.cs.odu.edu}. A StarGate similarly executes the process of awaiting a value to be generated by a service. Acquiring this damage score from the service requires more time to process than content-based attributes due to the inherent latency of the calculation and exhibited in accessing the API endpoint for the service. This service requires that a URI-R or URI-M be encoded and appended onto the URI
http://memento-damage.cs.odu.edu/api/damage/. The service returns an extensive JSON response, for which we have provided an abbreviated example for a cnn.com URI-M\(^7\) (prior to the URI-R becoming unarchivable [30]) in Appendix C.

Following receipt of this value, a StarGate will filter results similarly to doing so with the content-based attributes based on the preference relayed from the MMA or provided by a client directly through Prefer. The filtering process (e.g., Figure 91) is performed much in the same way as an MMA if performed by a StarGate. This interaction pattern for an MMA interacting with a StarGate exhibits MMAD\(_5\).

### 8.3.4 MINK

In development of this dissertation, we created and publicly deployed Mink, a browser extension for Google Chrome that integrates and makes accessible Web archives when viewing the live Web, among other capabilities as detailed in Section 4.4. As previously indicated, interaction with Memento aggregators is often limited to the Time Travel service interface or on the command-line for users that are comfortable with CLIs. Mink provided an alternate means of interacting with Web archives using the Memento aggregation access pattern (Section 7.3.2) without having a destination site (e.g., the Time Travel service) or needing to use the command-line. It did so while still querying a Web accessible Memento aggregator for a static set of archives with the URL in the address bar being the URI-R to query the Web archives.

Our familiarity with the codebase (i.e., we created the tool) allowed for the exploration of enabling aggregation qua the Mementity Framework. The sole client-side software solution for Memento aggregation prior to this dissertation was MemGator, which required command-line access and either a one-off or client-side querying model, which might be intimidating to some Web archive users.

Mink queries an aggregator but browsers can readily query Web archives' Memento endpoints, albeit the resulting TimeMap is intended to be machine-readable. While requesting captures from individual archives would work in-place of an aggregator, but on an individual level, the logic for aggregation can be moved from the aggregator to Mink. In addition to the conventional querying model of pseudo-parallel querying of archives (Nomenclature N\(_2\)), which is inherently more efficient than allowing for querying precedence (Nomenclature N\(_3\))
and Section 7.2.2), controlling the interfacing and allowing for either model to be used is exhibited in our improvements to Mink.

To accomplish this, our design considerations and deliverables (MinkD) consisted of interface patterns for grouping sources for:

MinkD₁: Simultaneous querying of archival subsets (Section 6.1)

MinkD₂: Defining order for querying (Section 7.2.2)

MinkD₃: Specifying additional archival sources (Section 6.1.2)

MinkD₄: Specifying additional parameters for querying personal and private archives (Section 7.3.4)

MinkD₅: The ability to easily and initiatively share querying preferences for collaboration and reproducibility (Section 7.2.4)

These aspects as applicable to the implementation of the framework at a high level are discussed in the following subsections.

Client-Side Archival Specification

We expanded Mink to be adaptable to a variety of expectations from an aggregator. Previously, it simply requested the URI currently being viewed in the browser from the ODUCS MemGator instance as the URI-R. With a more capable aggregator endpoint (i.e., an MMA), Mink can specify which archives it wants queried as well as the query precedence and short-circuiting models to be used. Upon customizing a set and order of archives in the interface displayed in Figure 94, a JSON version of the selection is generated and base64 encoded. On subsequent requests following the selection, Mink sends this value within the Prefer request header, as described in Section 8.3.1. Detecting the capability of the aggregator can be done by requesting information from the /archives/about/ endpoint, as illustrated in Figure 55 (Chapter 6). This preliminary process is necessary to ensure the capability of the aggregator at the endpoint.

Client-Side Aggregator

While initially formulating this dissertation, we programmed the Mink base implementation [122] to perform a series of tasks:
• Communicate with an aggregator to obtain a set of URI-Ms for the currently viewed URI-R.

• Allow the user to easily submit the currently viewed URI-R to a set of public Web archives.

In its original incarnation, Mink consulted the aggregator at mementoweb.org but upon changing the form in which TimeMaps are served (Section 4.4) and the creation of MemGator (Section 3.1.2), we changed Mink to consult a local instance of MemGator at Old Dominion University’s Department of Computer Science. We added the capability in Mink to display (on-demand within the UI) the per-archive breakdown of the captures (Figure 94) represented in the count indicator as well as the archival sources to be drag-and-dropped, imported from a URI, loaded from a local file, and saved for further sharing. We also provided user interface elements to share this configuration using IPFS (Section 8.3.4). Double clicking an archive in the interface disables it, preventing the respective archive from being queried while still retaining the endpoints for the archive in the configuration. The mapping of archive-to-name is performed on-the-fly based on a preset corpus of archives of which Mink is aware. If mementos from an unfamiliar hostname are returned, the archive is represented by the hostname. The color choices of each archived are derived from an extensive set of non-clashing, easily distinguishable colors per ColorBrewer.

Client-to-Client Aggregation

With designing and creating InterPlanetary Wayback (Section 4.5), we introduced a novel way of sharing personal Web archives, facilitated by users sharing an index file (Section 7.2.4). When a user pushes their locally stored WARC’s into IPFS using ipwb, a CDXJ index representative of the context of each resource representation in the WARC (e.g., URI-R, datetime) as well as content-addressed identifiers for the HTTP headers and entity are stored for future retrieval. Alice may share this CDXJ file with Carol so that Carol can replay Alice’s captures without having Alice transfer the WARC’s in a one-off procedure. Alice can also share the CDXJ file with Bob, who can do the same, even once Alice goes offline, so long as the captures still reside in IPFS. This latter point does necessarily require that Alice or Carol be the peer to share with Bob, as other peers allow for the nature of IPFS to be exhibited without a user having to explicitly specify peer with whom their holdings should be shared.

---

8 https://memgator.cs.odu.edu
9 http://colorbrewer2.org
Fig. 94 Mink allows for the list of archives queried in the aggregation process to be displayed as last aggregated and customized.
In addition to specifying the distribution among Web archives, the improved Mink interface allows a user to import and export the configuration from a file, HTML textarea, or using IPFS hashes. A user can also visually or specify precedence separators and drag-and-drop archives to exhibit precedence on the generated and referenced specification within Mink.

While ipwb introduced new patterns for collaboration of personal Web archives, the Mementity Framework deals more with the aggregation aspect (i.e., TimeMaps) than on a memento-level like ipwb. The IPFS community has worked to implement an IPFS client in JavaScript [163], which we have leveraged in Mink to allow for the aforementioned archival specifications to be shared. Similar to how users share CDXJ index files in ipwb (Figure 75 in Chapter 7), archival specifications may be pushed to IPFS to create an IPFS hash that would allow users to share archives. For example, Alice has implicitly generated an archival specification in Mink by specifying which archives she wants aggregated and in which order. She wants others to be able to reuse her curated list of archives and customizations for querying, so may “Share” the configuration within Mink (Figure 95). This causes the specification to be added to IPFS using the JavaScript-based IPFS daemon provided by js-ipfs and embedded in Mink. Retrieval of this archival specification then requires only sharing this relatively short hash. Once Alice has shared this hash with Carol, Carol’s Mink instance will either attempt to aggregate based on the specification or consult Alice’s Mink instance (if online) for further, updated aggregation procedure.
8.4 HOW WELL ARE CHAPTER 1 SCENARIOS AND ACCESS PATTERNS REALIZED

We evaluated the level of resolution of the scenarios and issues described in Chapter 1. With the mementities of the Mementity Framework in-place, there was still be a question of ease-of-use with the reference implementations when they implement all features of the framework. This influenced the user interface decisions for integration to encourage the adoption of the framework through a user experience with minimal barriers.

It is important to note that the Mementity Framework does not need to be comprehensively implemented to be of use. For example, if Carol wished to simply provide the ability to request a custom set of archives to be aggregated at the time of request by a client (Figure 55), only the MMA portion of the framework would be needed. In another fundamental use case, for Alice to not perform any aggregation or negotiation to her private Web archive but still implement the authentication mechanism of the framework, she would only need to deploy a Private Web Archive Adapter (Figure 81 in Chapter 7). These two mementities and StarGates may be individually deployed for use but when implemented in combination, provide more of the capabilities of the framework to aggregate private and public Web archives.

One scenario described in Chapter 1 required the ability to distinguish captures with certain features. For example, Figure 10 (Chapter 1) showed two captures of the same URI, one of a personal and private representation and the other of a generic login page. Figure 7 (Chapter 1) shows multiple captures of cnn.com of a variety of qualities. By surfacing these attributes (privacy and damage, respectively) and other dimensions through the Memento extension of StarMaps (Section 6) and being able to negotiate on these dimensions to obtain the aggregated result representative of URI-Ms that meet the conditions (as facilitated by the StarGate in Section 7.1.3), these scenarios in Chapter 1 may be considered resolved with the application of the Mementity Framework.

It Was There Yesterday, Where Did It Go?

Given the live Web is ephemeral and institutional Web archives often miss much of the live Web content, it is understandable that content individuals care about is lost in time due to the technical capability of the tools, among other reasons. In Chapter 4 we created tools to mitigate this problem for the creation of Web archives using browser-based preservation (Section 4.2) and personal Web archival replay systems
(Sections 4.3 and 4.5). The latter facilitates permanence of personal Web archives beyond preservation with the potential for distributing the bearer role while also doing so securely using encryption.

Save This, But Only For Me:
Archival access is a central theme in this dissertation. Through the introduction of the Private Web Archive Adapter (Section 7.1.2), the ability for personal and private Web archiving as above, and the user access patterns in Section 7.3, an individual can preserve live Web content and regulate access to it.

I Want to Share This But Control Who Can See It
Collaboration of Web archives facilitates a more comprehensive picture of the Web that was (e.g., Figure 53 in Chapter 6). Personalization of Web pages behind that originally resided behind authentication on the live Web can have significantly different representations from each other and that which is captured by public Web archives. Sharing captures in the form of the mementos themselves (as done by ipwb in Section 4.5), URI-Ms (as exhibited by ipwb’s collaboration and propagation model in Section 7.2.4), or TimeMaps of private URI-Ms securely requires access regulation to each of these sources of private mementos. While we above described access regulation using PWAA, the aggregation access patterns that exhibits the picture of the Web that was instead of piecemeal mementos (i.e., a URI-R over time) require negotiation in the privacy dimension. By surfacing this attribute of captures using Access Attributes (Section 6.2.3) and representing the status, upon authentication within aggregated StarMaps (Figure 64 in Chapter 6), a user can share their private captures but also control who can see it.

8.5 SUMMARY
In this chapter we evaluated the Mementity Framework. We justified the design decisions of the mementities’ scope and roles in Section 8.1. In Section 8.2 we abstracted the costs incurred when implementing the Mementity framework in a Web archiving workflow. Section 8.3 described the implementation of the framework inclusive of concrete programmatic products that exhibit deliverables from the justified design decisions in Section 8.1. In Section 8.3 we also extended on the core framework implementations onto a browser extension to emphasize its applicability beyond the use cases described in this dissertation. In
Section 8.4 we circled back to the scenarios in Chapter 1 and how the Mementity Framework addresses each.
CHAPTER 9

CONTRIBUTIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK

Just because nothing shakes loose from the web, doesn’t mean the spider went hungry.

- D.M. Timney

In this chapter we provide a review of Research Questions 1-6 and how each was addressed in this dissertation. In Section 9.1 we enumerate our contributions introducing and further exploring the nuances of the Mementity Framework. Section 9.2 describes future work beyond the scope but facilitated by this dissertation. In Section 9.3, we summarize our conclusions in exploring the research described in this dissertation. The remainder of this section details how we addressed the research questions.

RQ1: What sort of content is difficult to capture and replay for preservation from the perspective of a Web browser?

In Chapter 5, we described our studies on archivability. Here we identified that JavaScript was one of the primary culprits affecting archival quality. These studies did not take into account content behind authentication, which was difficult to preserve prior to the work performed in this dissertation. While content behind authentication can now be preserved (Section 4.2), access control is required for these captures, which may contain sensitive content. We introduced and implemented symmetric encryption for replay within Inter-Planetary Wayback (Section 4.5). We also introduced a technical means of regulating access (Section 7.1.2) to ease and make more systematic the replay procedure for this sort of content.

To meet this requirement we published multiple peer-reviewed papers inclusive of those describing tools like WARCreate [125], ArchiveNow [23], and Unobtrusive Replay Banners [9]. We also published multiple studies identifying content that is difficult to capture and replay with the Archival Acid Test [123], the Change of Archivability Over Time [118], the Impact of JavaScript on Archivability [52], and Measuring the Impact of Missing Resources [50, 51].
RQ2: How do Web browser APIs compare in potential functionality to the capabilities of archival crawlers?

Through our archivability studies, we highlighted that relying on tools for preservation that are not based on the means of viewing the Web (i.e., not a Web browser) is a root cause for degraded archival quality (Memento Damage [51]). We evaluated and compared these tools through an Archival Acid Test (Section 5.3). This provided a basis for the capability of archival Web crawlers that did not leverage a Web browser for preservation. We initially leveraged the browser extension APIs with WARCreate (Section 4.2) to allow for content that was inaccessible to archival crawlers to be archived. We extended this concept by leveraging a headless browser within an archival crawling procedure with WAIL-Electron (Section 4.3.2) to facilitate high fidelity archiving of content behind authentication at a larger scale.

In explorations of leveraging browser APIs and evaluating crawlers versus preservation with native tools, we published multiple peer-reviewed works including the aforementioned WARCreate [125], Mink [122], Mobile Mink [106], and WAIL [32]. We also performed peer-reviewed published studies on Identifying Personalized Representations in the Archive [117], using Service Workers for Archival Replay [8], and the Unobtrusive and Extensible Archival Replay Banners [9].

RQ3: What issues exist for capturing and replaying content behind authentication?

Content behind authentication is more difficult to preserve due to it inherently not being publicly accessible. The tools we created and described in Chapter 4 mitigated this issue. WARCreate (Section 4.2) leveraged the browser extension APIs to circumvent the restriction of needing to supply credentials by having access to the pages behind authentication directly for preservation. We highlighted the need for access regulation for private captures and provided a solution to this issue for replaying content behind authentication with the framework’s Private Web Archive Adapter (Section 7.1.2).

For this Research Question we published two distinct peer-review papers, the initial being an extensive study of measuring the impact of URI canonicalization [115, 116], which informed our use case for content-based attributes (Section 6.2.1). The second paper consisted of an explanation of the core concepts of the Mementity Framework [124] and was peer reviewed. The reviews to the latter publication helped to further inform the work of this dissertation.
**RQ4:** How can content that was captured behind authentication signal to Web archive replay systems that it requires special handling?

In Chapter 7 we introduced the Mementity Framework, which leverages standards to indicate that aggregated URI-Ms representing personal and private Web archives, potentially behind authentication, require special handling. Our proposed method of content negotiation in dimensions beyond time in Chapter 6 allows for a systematic procedure for identifying archives that require this process through the expression of access attributes (Section 6.2.3) in CDXJ TimeMaps.

We had three peer-reviewed publications related to this Research Question. The first related to the initial publishing of InterPlanetary Wayback [7] with the second integrating encryption, privacy aspects, and further evaluation [113]. The third peer-reviewed publication consisted of our abbreviated description of the concepts in the Mementity Framework [124].

**RQ5:** How can Memento aggregators indicate that private Web archive content requires special handling to be replayed, despite being aggregated with publicly available Web archive content?

The access attributes described in Section 6.2.3 provide a means for aggregators to express that accessing private content requires special handling beyond simply dereferencing the URI-M. These attributes allow for captures that are aggregated between personal, private, and public Web archives to indicate that a subsequent authentication procedure may be needed prior to access.

We published two peer-reviewed paper relating to archival access to address this research question. The first was the initial publication of Mink [122], which was a novel means of integrating the live and archived Web but additionally allowed client-side aggregation of these with local Web archives on the user’s machine. The second peer-reviewed publication relating to this Research Question resided in our aforementioned abbreviated version of the Mementity Framework [124].

**RQ6:** What kinds of access control do users who create private Web archives need to regulate access to their archives?

In Section 7.1.2 we introduced the Private Web Archive Adapter mementity that implemented an OAuth 2-based tokenization mechanism to regulate access. While this method was provided in the reference implementation (Section 8.3.2), the Mementity Framework is extensible to allow for interoperability of access methods beyond those described in this
dissertation. Alluding to standards has facilitated this extensibility of the framework (Section 7.4) for future methods of access control.

Our publications for RQ4 also took into account the challenges of RQ6 in that both of the peer-reviewed ipwb publications [7, 113] as well as the abbreviated version of the Mementity Framework [124] investigated access control as is relevant for private Web archives. In total, we published 17 papers while investigating the research contained in this dissertation.

9.1 CONTRIBUTIONS

This dissertation contributes to the integration of personal and private Web archives with public Web archives. While much prior research in Web archiving has been devoted to preservation of the public live Web and publicly replaying these captures, the contributions of this dissertation are novel on multiple fronts. Our focus has been on supplementing archival interaction by extending Memento, which formally introduced the notion of time on the Web. The concepts and contributions in this dissertation are applicable to the archived Web beyond negotiation in time. Our contributions are as follows:

1. We provided a hierarchical approach at supplementing the set of Web archives aggregated using the “Memento Meta-Aggregator” abstraction.

2. We introduced a standard, extensible mechanism for regulating access to private Web archives using the “Private Web Archive Adapter” abstraction.

3. We leveraged a standard mechanism in HTTP Prefer to enable clients to specify which archives are aggregated along with the parameters of their typical query.

4. We created a novel approach to preserving content behind authentication by leveraging Web browser extension APIs to allow content that was previously inaccessible to archival crawlers to be preserved in the standard WARC format.

5. We integrated the live and archived Web viewing experience through Mink, a means for clients to view how well archived a live Web URI is captured in terms of quantity based on integration with a remote Memento aggregator.

6. We extended Mink to allow client-side aggregation from a browser where aggregation is normally limited to querying a server or querying archives directly and being performed the procedure manually.
7. We integrated the InterPlanetary File System with the WARC standard via InterPlanetary Wayback to allow for client-side archival replay without needing to possess the archival holdings.

8. We enabled encryption and decryption of personal archival holdings within InterPlanetary Wayback.

9.2 FUTURE WORK

While this work focused on the aggregation of private and personal Web archives with public Web archives, the latter of which is typically the sole scope of focus in conventional Web archive research, there remains a large amount of research that can be investigated beyond and as facilitated by this dissertation. For example, in Section 6.1.2 we leverage HTTP Prefer with the archives preference and a data URI descriptor for client-side archival specification. The choice of this keyword allowed us to leverage the Prefer standard while reducing the potential for a name clash that would occur from using a preference like config in lieu of archives. However, in doing this, we were required to separate out negotiation in other dimensions beyond time (Section 7.2.1) into separate Prefer headers (allowed by the Prefer specification) instead of combining multiple preferences into a single, comprehensive expression. Part of this reason is due to the lack of semantics and syntax for expressing ranges and thresholds. This is exhibited in the need for awkwardly declaring Prefer: damage="<0.5" in Figure 71 (Chapter 7) instead of a more syntactically natural Prefer: damage<0.5, which is disallowed by the specification and HTTP in general.

The Mementity Framework also dealt with Web archives on the level of aggregation when there still remains the issue of potential leakage and privacy violations between aggregated private and public Web archives. In Chapter 8 we describe a scenario where the privacy of an archive can be inferred instead of explicitly specified, which might be a complicated classification process that was beyond the scope of this dissertation.

Because the majority of Web archiving research focuses on the public live Web and public archived Web, there is little research beyond this dissertation for studies on the private archived Web. Through aggregation, these private and personal captures become more standard and discoverable, which hopefully facilitates further studies of private Web archives.
9.3 CONCLUSIONS

This work introduced and explored the Mementity Framework – a framework for aggregating private and public Web archives. Through preliminary investigations of Web archives, we found that the public live Web is not comprehensively archived, even by contemporary tools, and the public live Web is often neglected by archiving institutions. The Mementity Framework introduced three components (mementities), the Memento Meta-Aggregator, the Private Web Archive Adapter, and the StarGate, into the Web archiving work flow to extend on conventional practice and account for nuances of including private Web archives into the historical record as represented by Web archives.

The framework provided systematic solutions to the scenarios in Chapter 1. Content behind authentication like online bank statements (Figure 5) and born-digital photos (Figure 1) can be easily preserved from a browser, despite residing behind authentication on the live Web. Regulating access to these captures can be accomplished using the PWAA in Chapter 7. Propagation of these captures, in the case of securely sharing baby photos, can be accomplished using tools described in Chapter 4, namely InterPlanetary Wayback. Aggregating photos among those a user chooses instead of done so public can be accomplished using the three mementities (Section 7.1) for richer Memento aggregation (via the MMA), systematic access control of the private captures (via the PWAA), and negotiation in the dimensions of privacy (via the StarGate). These online captures can be replayed in Web Archiving Integration Layer (Section 4.3), as the preservation format reused by this dissertation, among other formats and use cases embedded into the Mementity Framework, reuses established standards. Though we provided initial use cases and access patterns for the Mementity Framework (Section 7.3), it is inherently extensible (Section 7.4) because of the initial design decisions (Section 8.1) for mementity cohesiveness and interoperability. This dissertation helps to mitigate the issue of ephemerality on the often unpreserved private live Web (Section 1.2) by facilitating personal and private preservation of the Web (Chapter 4). The Mementity Framework further facilitates permanence of this content by providing the ability to regulate access to these captures (Section 1.3) and encouraging collaboration to give a more comprehensive of the complete Web (not just the public) that was.
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APPENDIX A

ARCHIVES

There are many Web archiving efforts. This table documents a few of the currently existing public ones referenced throughout this dissertation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Archive URI</th>
<th>Memento Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet Archive <a href="https://archive.org/web/">https://archive.org/web/</a></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK Web Archive <a href="https://www.webarchive.org.uk">https://www.webarchive.org.uk</a></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebCite <a href="http://www.webcitation.org">http://www.webcitation.org</a></td>
<td>No, Proxied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>archive.is <a href="https://archive.is">https://archive.is</a></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archive-It <a href="https://archive-it.org">https://archive-it.org</a></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mummify.it <a href="http://mummify.it">http://mummify.it</a></td>
<td>N/A, defunct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perma.cc <a href="https://perma.cc">https://perma.cc</a></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Memento aggregators internally use a configuration for a set of archives to be queried when a URI-R and optionally as datetime are requested from a client. This appendix provides an abbreviated example of a JSON-formatted aggregator configuration, as adapted from one provided online at https://git.io/archives by MemGator [10].

```json
[
  {
    "id": "ia",
    "name": "Internet Archive",
    "timemap": "http://web.archive.org/web/timemap/link/",
    "timegate": "http://web.archive.org/web/",
  },
  {
    "id": "proni",
    "name": "PRONI Web Archive",
    "timemap": "http://webarchive.proni.gov.uk/timemap/",
    "timegate": "http://webarchive.proni.gov.uk/timegate/",
  },
  {
    "id": "pastpages",
    "name": "PastPages Web Archive",
    "timemap": "http://www.pastpages.org/timemap/link/",
    "timegate": "http://www.pastpages.org/timegate/"
  },
  {
    "id": "ba",
    "name": "Bibliotheca Alexandrina Web Archive",
    "timemap": "http://web.archive.bibalex.org/web/timemap/link/",
    "timegate": "http://web.archive.bibalex.org/web/"
  },
  {
    "id": "blarchive",
    "name": "UK Web Archive",
```
"timemap": "http://www.webarchive.org.uk/wayback/archive/timemap/link/",
"timegate": "http://www.webarchive.org.uk/wayback/archive/",
}
,
{
"id": "loc",
"name": "Library of Congress",
"timemap": "http://webarchive.loc.gov/all/timemap/link/",
"timegate": "http://webarchive.loc.gov/all/",
}
,
{
"id": "archiveit",
"name": "Archive-It",
"timemap": "http://wayback.archive-it.org/all/timemap/link/",
"timegate": "http://wayback.archive-it.org/all/",
}
,
{
"id": "ukparliament",
"name": "UK Parliament Web Archive",
"timemap": "http://webarchive.parliament.uk/timemap/",
"timegate": "http://webarchive.parliament.uk/timegate/
}
,
{
"id": "uknationalarchives",
"name": "UK National Archives Web Archive",
"timemap": "http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/timemap/",
"timegate": "http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/timegate/",
}
,
{
"id": "archive.is",
"name": "archive.today",
"timemap": "http://archive.today/timemap/",
"timegate": "http://archive.today/timegate/",
}
,
{
"id": "is",
"name": "Icelandic Web Archive",
"timemap": "http://wayback.vefsafn.is/wayback/timemap/link/",
"timegate": "http://wayback.vefsafn.is/wayback/",
}
,
{
"id": "swa",

"name": "Stanford Web Archive",
"timemap": "https://swap.stanford.edu/timemap/link/",
"timegate": "https://swap.stanford.edu/",
},
{
"id": "pt",
"name": "Portuguese Web Archive",
"timemap": "http://arquivo.pt/wayback/timemap/*/",
"timegate": "http://arquivo.pt/wayback/",
},
{
"id": "perma",
"name": "Perma Archive",
"timemap": "https://perma-archives.org/warc/timemap/*/",
"timegate": "https://perma-archives.org/warc/timegate/",
},
{
"id": "nrscotland",
"name": "National Records of Scotland",
"timemap": "http://webarchive.nrscotland.gov.uk/timemap/",
"timegate": "http://webarchive.nrscotland.gov.uk/timegate/
}
APPENDIX C

MEMENTO DAMAGE API OUTPUT

Negotiation in other dimensions beyond time (Chapter 6) requires surfacing attributes about mementos. In Section 6.2.2 we described “derived attributes”, to which lengthy calculation like the Memento Damage API at http://memento-damage.cs.odu.edu/api/ would be attributes. The numerical value to be used by the damage score is highlighted in the sample output from the API below.

```json
{
    "csses": [],
    "archive_time": "2018-03-26T14:37:37.778962",
    "redirect_uris": [
        [
            200,
            "text/html; charset=utf-8"
        ]
    ],
    "iframes": [],
    "potential_damage": {
        "text": 0.022399999999999996,
        "image": 0.17374950983349416,
        "multimedia": 0,
        "js": 0.05,
        "iframe": 0,
        "total": 0.24614950983349418,
        "css": 0
    },
    "weight": {
        "text": 0.09999999999999998,
        "image": 0.29999999999999993,
        "multimedia": 0.5,
        "js": 0.05,
        "iframe": 0.29999999999999993,
        "css": 0.05
    }
}
```
APPENDIX D

SAMPLE WEB SERVICE FOR CONTENT-BASED ATTRIBUTE

A sample Web service that takes a URI and returns the status code.

```go
package main

import (
    "fmt"
    "github.com/gorilla/mux"
    "log"
    "net/http"
    "time"
)

func main() {
    r := mux.NewRouter().SkipClean(true)
    r.PathPrefix("/").HandlerFunc(func(w http.ResponseWriter, r *http.Request) {
        log.Println(r.RequestURI)
        urim := r.RequestURI[1:] // Parse out URI-M
        var netClient = &http.Client{
            Timeout: time.Second * 10,
            CheckRedirect: func(req *http.Request, via []*http.Request) error {
                return http.ErrUseLastResponse,
            },
        }
        response, _ := netClient.Get(urim)
        fmt.Fprint(w, response.StatusCode)
    })
    http.ListenAndServe(":1209", r)
}
```
This appendix provided a reference implementation to exhibit the Private Web Archive Adapter (pwaa) mementity in the Mementity Framework. The latest code is available at https://github.com/machawk/pwaa.

```go
package main

import (
    "encoding/json"
    "fmt"
    "github.com/google/uuid"
    "gopkg.in/oauth2.v3/models"
    "log"
    "net/http"
    "gopkg.in/oauth2.v3/errors"
    "gopkg.in/oauth2.v3/manage"
    "gopkg.in/oauth2.v3/server"
    "gopkg.in/oauth2.v3/store"
)

func main() {
    // Setup token storage
    manager := manage.NewDefaultManager()
    manager.SetAuthorizeCodeTokenCfg(manage.DefaultAuthorizeCodeTokenCfg)
    manager.MustTokenStorage(store.NewMemoryTokenStore())
    clientStore := store.NewClientStore()
    manager.MapClientStorage(clientStore)

    srv := server.NewDefaultServer(manager)
    srv.SetAllowGetAccessRequest(true)
    srv.SetClientInfoHandler(server.ClientFormHandler)
    manager.SetRefreshTokenCfg(manage.DefaultRefreshTokenCfg)
    srv.SetInternalErrorHandler(func(err error) (re *errors.Response) {
        // Handle internal errors
        return
    })
    // Start HTTP server
    http.ListenAndServe("*:8080", srv)
}
```
log.Println("Internal Error:", err.Error())
return
})

csr.SetResponseErrorHandler(func(re *errors.Response) {
    log.Println("Response Error:", re.Error.Error())
})

http.HandleFunc("/token", func(w http.ResponseWriter, r http.Request) {
    swr.HandleTokenRequest(w, r)
})

http.HandleFunc("/credentials", func(w http.ResponseWriter, r http.Request) {
    clientId := uuid.New().String()[:8]
    clientSecret := uuid.New().String()[:8]
    err := clientStore.Set(clientId, &models.Client{
        ID:     clientId,
        Secret: clientSecret,
    })
    if err != nil {
        fmt.Println(err.Error())
    }

    w.Header().Set("Content-Type", "application/json")
    json.NewEncoder(w).Encode(map[string]string{"CLIENT_ID": clientId, "CLIENT_SECRET": clientSecret})
})

http.HandleFunc("/protected", validateToken(func(w http.ResponseWriter, r http.Request) {
    w.Write([]byte("Hello, I'm protected"))
}), csr)

http.ListenAndServe(":1210", nil)

return http.HandlerFunc(func(w http.ResponseWriter, r *http.Request) {
    _, err := srv.ValidationBearerToken(r)
    if err != nil {
        http.Error(w, err.Error(), http.StatusBadRequest)
        return
    }

    f.ServeHTTP(w, r)
})
Section 7.2.1 describes a user interacting with a StarGate through a Memento Meta-Aggregator. In this appendix we provide an example of a walk-through of interacting with an MMA and StarGate using HTTP Prefer.

**Fig. 96** A client sends a request to an MMA with HTTP Prefer headers. The MMA responds with only a single preference being applied. The other figures in this appendix walkthrough the dynamics in more detail.
Fig. 97 Bob sends a request to an MMA, specifying that he want a TimeMap to only contain mementos below a damage threshold.

Fig. 98 The MMA requests captures from CNN from the three archives with which it is configured.

Fig. 99 The three archives respond with their respective TimeMaps for the URI-R.
Fig. 100 The MMA sends the aggregated TimeMap to a StarGate using an HTTP POST and relaying the specified preference.

For each URI-M in TimeMap

Long running processes can be executed asynchronously and use the "respond-async" syntax per RFC7240 §4.1 (not shown here for simplicity)

For each URI-M in TimeMap

HTTP Request

GET /api/[URI-M]
Host: memento-damage.cs.odu.edu
Content-Type: application/cdxj+ors

Fig. 101 The StarGate queries a Web service to obtain a value for each URI-M. This procedure may take substantial time per Section 7.2.1.
Fig. 102 The external Web service returns a value for each URI-M.

Fig. 103 The StarGate extracts the damage values from the HTTP responses from the Web service.
**Fig. 104** The StarGate associates each value for the respective URI-M and filters the StarMap to only contain references to mementos that are within the specified preference threshold.

**Fig. 105** The MMA returns the StarMap response to the client with an indication that the preference was applied using the `Preference-Applied` HTTP header.
Fig. 106 The MMA interaction illustrated in the preceding images in this appendix can be accomplished using curl. Shown here is an abbreviated interaction using the procedure and curl to obtain URI-Ms for a URI-R that are under a damage threshold. Note that despite three preferences being requested, only one is indicated as having been applied by the MMA and StarGate.
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